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Abstract 

The present thesis represents a contribution to the history of diplornatic relations 

between Muscovy and the House of Habsburg. It includes an ovedl  survey of those 

relations during the reign of Tsar Fyodor (1584-1598), as well as a more deiailed study 

of the Muscovite embassy of 1599. It also provides original translations of important 

Russian documents nlated to the subject of the thesis. 

The narrative of the embassy of 1S99 is divided into three sections. It opens witb 

the travels of the Muscovite delegation through several Geman cities, duriog which time 

the Tsar's representative engaged in discussions with the leading merchants of Hamburg 

and LLibeck. It then relates the arriva1 of this delegation at the court of Emperor Rudolf 

II, where the chief Muscovite representative raised the prospect of an alIiance against 

Poland-Lithuania. Final1 y, it closes with the ernbass y's visit to Archduke Maximilian of 

Austria, whor pretensions to the throne of Poland-Lithuania bad fonned part of Russo- 

Imperia1 relations since 1581. 

Analysis of the emhssy of 1599 reveals that previous histonography on the subject 

was quite cursory and often based on misinterpretation or misuse of sources. The thesis 

points out these enon and seeks to provide a more accurate evaluation of the relations 

between Muscovy and the Empire in the laie sixteenth century. It closes with a 

suggestion for ftuther rrsemch into their dealings of the early seventeenth century. 



Résumé 

La présente thèse est une contribution l'histoire des relations diplomatiques entre 

Moscou et la Maison des Habsbourg. Eile comprend, d'une part, une vue d'ensemble 

de ces relations pendant le rtgne du tsar Fyodor (15844598) et, d'autre part, une 6tude 

dbtaillée de l'ambassade moscovite de 1599. Elle renferme par ailleurs des traductions 

iddites d'importants documents russes pertinents pour le sujet traite. 

L'exposé portant sur l'ambassade de 1599 comporte trois parties. Il commence par 

le voyage de la dClCgation moscovite dans plusiers villes germaniques 03 elle dCveloppa 

des rapports avec les grands marchants de Hambourg et de Liikck. Il relate ensuite 

I'arrivCe de cette dClbgation à la cour de l'empereur Rudolf II où le premier repr6sentant 

moscovite laisse entrevoir la perspective d'une alliance contre la Pologne-Lithuanie. 

Enfin, l'exposé se termine par la visite rendue ii l'archiduc Maximilien d'Autriche dont 

les aspirations au trône de Pologne-Lithuanie avaient entretenu une partie importante des 

relations russo-impériales depuis 1337. 

L'analyse de ['ambassade de 1599 rdv&le que l'historiographie s'y rapportant serait 

assez superficielle et souvent basée sur une interprétation ou un usage emn6s des 

sources. La présente these s'attarde donc ii préciser ces emun ainsi qui& fournir une 

dvaluation plus pdcise des relations entre Moscou et L'Empire B la fin du XVIc siècle. 

Elle s'achève en sugg6rant des cheminements intCressants pour toute recherche 

Cventuelle portant sur l'ambassade au début du XVIIc sitcle. 



Preface 

Muscovite ternis and concepts of the late sixteenth century difier signficaatly from 

heir late-twentieth-centwy English countecparts. Consequently, direct translation is 

impossible. One must mort to a number of mon or less araciai conventions in order 

to nmain as faithful as possible to the original historical documents. 

For instance. the calendar in use in Muscovy at the end of the sixteenth ceniury 

reckoned time from the assumed creation of the world (September 1, 5508 B.C.). In 

addition, it calculated dates according to the "Old Style" or Julian system, even though 

much of Europe had already adopted the modified calendar of Pope Gregory XIII. 

Thus, the day called August 3 1,7107 in Moscow was considercd September 10, 1599 

in Vienna. The following day was Septernber 1,7108 in Moscow and September 11, 

1599 in Viema. In this thesis, the Muscovite cosmic years have been changed to A.D. 

However, al1 dates are given in Old Style uniess othemix specified. 

ln transliterating Russian words, I have utilized the Library of Congress system with 

several important modifications. Masculine singular adjectives end in -y, rather than -yi 

or -ii (e.g., dorodny, okol'nichy). The hard variant of the plural adjectival ending 

appears as -ie instead of -ye (e.g., mzizhestvennie). The final letter of the Russian 

alphabet is given as yu, not ia (e.g., isturiya) . 
Special allowances have been made for pmper wuns. Names appear in their most 

readable phonetic fom and without apostrophes to indicate soft signs (e.g., Maria not 

Mariya, Soloviev not Solov'ev. Rylsk not Ryltsk). This format avoids such awkwatd 

possessive constructions as "Vlas'ev's embassy" or "Solov'ev's account." Moreover, 

certain common English rende~gs  such as Dniepr, Dniester, and Moscow have b a n  

maintahed. 



Some older spellings of wods have also ken  kept (e-g., di&. However, the name 

ûfonasy has been changed to its modem fonn, Af'asy, and finai hard signs have ken 

eliminated in al1 cases. 

Throughout the thesis, the tenn "Muscovy" is prefemd over "Russia," and "the 

Empiren over "Austria" However, the latter renderings do appear in translated 

passages; for example, when Karamzin States that "Russian relations with Austria 

wen... highly amicable and not fmitless."l 

eged to achowledge the genemus assistance of my supervisor, Pmf. 

Philip Longworth of McGill University. it was he who suggested that 1 examine Russe 

Imperia1 relations of the late sixteenth century and who invoduced me to the relevant 

primary sources. Following this, he helped me to formulate research questions and 

provided constructive criticism on several d d t s  of the thesis. The final product would 

have been much weaker without his helpful cornments. 

Rof. Marina Swoboda of Mdjill University kindly read my translations and helped 

me with some difficult passages.? Her assistance is greatty appreciated. 1 wodd also 

üke to thank Dan Gniber for ceading the manuscript and spotting some typographical 

emrs, Ethel Perez for translating the abstract into French, and Ilinca Iuniscu for 

unwittingly contributing to the development of my concluding argument. 

Fmally, "It has seemed good to me to declare the 4 p s  and wonders which the Most 

High G d  has done for me... His kingdom is an evedasting kingdom, and His 

dominion is frorn generation to generation.3 

1 Scc infia, 5,78. 
2 Sa. for instance, infra, 82 n. 7. 
3 Dm. 42-3 (NASB). 
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Introduction 

This Master's Thesis is intended as a modest contribution to the history of Russian 

diplornacy in the Muscovite period. At its cote is an original snidy of the embassy sent 

by Tsar Boris Godunov to Emperor Rudolf LI of Habsburg in 1599. 

The embassy of 1599 took place at a time that has long been considercd a critical 

moment in Russian history. The famous histonan V. O. Kliuchevsky (1 84 1 - 19 1 1). for 

instance, regarded the beginning of the seventeenth century as the dividing point 

between two distinct political, economic, and social formations, which he terrned 

Muscovite and Imperial. Ln his view, the Smutnoe vremya or "Tirne of Troubles" 

between the accession of Bons Godunov (1598) and that of Mikhail Romanov (1613) 

represented a msition between the medieval and modem epochs.1 In 1922, M. N. 

Kovalensky echoed these sentiments, describing the Time of Troubles as a "sharp 

bordert' and a "bottomless abyss" between two periods of Russian history? 

Not al1 historians are in agreement with this analysis, however. Nicholas 

Riasmovsky has argued that the Time of Troubles did not produce significant lasting 

changes in Russian society. He refers to the period 1598-1613 as "a particularly 

turbulent, confusing, and painful segment of Russian history," but notes a "fundamental 

continuity" of historical development from the sixteenth to the seventeenth centuries. 

Consequently, he rejects Kliuchevsky's periodization and designates the accession of 

Peter the Great (1682) as the boundary between the Muscovite and hpenal periods9 

It is not the purpose of this thesis to debate the various methods of dividllig Russian 

1 V. O. Kliuchevsky. Sochineniya, vol. 1 (Moscow: CiIPL, 1956). 33-34; vol. 3 ( 1 9 m  
5-8, 17. 

2 M. N. Kovalensky. Moskovskaya Smuta XVll veku. ee smisl i znachenie: istorichesky 
ocherk, 2nd cd, (Moscow: Gos, izdat., 1922), 3. 

3 Nicholas V. Riasanovsky. A History of llmsia, 3rd ed. (New York: Odord University 
Press, 1977), 173. 191,235. 



history, although a study of the embassy of 1599 may have something to say conceming 

periodization of the Srnutnoe vremya itself.4 However, it is worth noting that the tum of 

the seventeenth century deserves special attention in Russian history, both because of the 

extreme crises it entaiied aud because of the controversial nature of those crises. 

Dynastic struggle, social upnsing. and foreign invasion al1 played a role in creating 

historical figures who acquhd legendary status - as heroes and as viliains - in 

historiography. literatun, and popular mythology. Ivan Bolotnikov. the runaway slave 

who led a massive nbellion in 16061607. kcame "the original prototype of the 

Russian rebel-hero," and his leadership established a precedent for sirnilar uprisings in 

1670-1671 (Stenka Razin), 1707-1708 (Kondtati Bulavin), and 1773-1774 (Emelian 

Pugachev).s Kuzma Minh and Drnitri Pozhanky were lionized as national beroes, for 

they had organized the "amy of national liberationw that rescued Moscow from Polish 

occupation in 1612-1613.6 But perhaps no participant has attnicted so much Ming 

attention as the Tsar who allegedly started the Troubles, Boris Fyodorovich Godunov, 

about whom Pwhkin wrote a mgedy and Mussorgsky an opera.7 

Boris Godunov obtained a position at court during the latter part of the nign of Ivan 

IV (1533- 1584). He was a trusted advisor of the "Terrible" Tsar, and his sister Irina 

mamed Ivan's son Fyodor- Hence, when Fyodor, a mental incompetent, succeeded his 

father in 1W4, Boris was well positioned near the center of auihority. By 1988, he had 

become Tsar Fyodor's "fonmost advisor" and sole ngent, and for the next ten pars 

et  inpu, : Ru1 Avr ic~~s ' s i an  Rebelr. 16W-18W (New York Norton. 1972). 4-7, p s i m .  
6 Sa, for example. George Vemadsb, A History of Russia. vd. 5. The Tsardom of 

Moscow. 1547-1682. p. 1 (New Haven: Yak University Ress 1%9). 26% YU. V. WC, 
Snuttnoc vremya: ocherk istorii revolyutsbnnykh dvirhcnii nachala XVII stofetiya 
(Moscow: Gos. izdat., 1921). 94401. 14û-149. A -nt book whosc very titie sums up 
<bis inte cctation is Valery Shamshun*n. Minin i PorharsLy - spasitefi Otechestva [Minin 
and Po7 2 arsky - Saviors @the FatherIand (Moscow: Novator. 1997). See aiso A. V. 
Shishov, Minin i P o z k s b  (Moscow: Voett. izdat.. 1990); R O. SiaynniLov. Minin i 
P o ~ a r s Q  (Moscow: Molodaya vardiya, 198 1). 

7 For a discussion of Boris 8 odunov as he appeacs in poctty, litentue. etc-, sec Cary1 
Emerson, Boris Godunov: Tranrpositions of a Russion Therne (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1986). 



he served as the ncognized d e r  (pravirel') of Muscovy. Fyodor died childless in early 

1598, whereupon Boris was elected Tsar by an Assembly of the Land (Zèmsky Sobor). 

He died in 1605, as the artnies of the pretender, False Dimitry 1, were advancing towarrt 

Moscow . 
Godunov's political career has been describeci in detail in a number of monographs, 

of which the two outstanding examples are Boris Godunov. by Ruslan Skrynnikov. and 

the book of the same name by Sergei Platonov.8 Both of these works include chaptea 

on Godunov's foreign policy; however, they pay only scant attention to diplornatic 

relations with the House of Habsburg. Skrynnikov, in fact, does not actually discuss 

Godunov's relations with the Empire, but merely cites the title accorded Boris in 

Imperid correspondence and mentions that there were coven schemes to place a 

Habsburg on the Muscovite throne.9 Platonov comments briefly on Russo-Imperid 

relations from 1588 to 1597, which he cills "complicated and imprecisely defined." 

However, his few paragrap hs on the subject are insufficient to be termed a history of 

those relations. 10 

On the one hand, the meagerness of this coverage is understandable. Godunov's 

relations with the Empire were entirely peaceable, and therefore appear somewhat 

lackluster in cornparison to his sometimes violent interactions with Polwd-Lithuania, 

Sweden, and what Platonov calls the "Turko-Tatar world." On the other hand, 

however, the lack of attention to Russo-Imperia1 relations is surprising, given that these 

relations had the potential to dramatically alter the international political situation in the 

late sixteenth century. Muscovite and Imperia1 embassies repeatedly raiscd the prospect 
nnikov, Boris Godultov (Moscow: Nauka, ' or * 

Bor: ky2?traul~. Hugh F. Graham (Gulf Breezc. FL: AaditAk hkkti 
S. F. Platonov, Boris Gdunov (Petrograd: Ogni, 1921) [or S. F. PIatonov, Boris Godutwv: 
Tsar of Russia, vans. L. Rex Pyles (Gulf Breeze, î ? L  Academic International, 1973) 1. In 
subsequent references ta these works, the page number of the Russian version wiii be given 
first, followed by "(vans. x)." where x is the page number of  the English version. 
Quotations in this thesis have been based on the English editioas, but in some cases it has 
been found necessary to modify those translations in light o f  the original texts. 

9 SLrynnkov, Boris. 86-88 (tram 67-68). See infra. i l  & a 23. 
10 PIatonov, Borist 47 (tram, 61 -63). 



of an alliance ôetween the Tsar and the Empemr. whether against the Ottoman Turlrs and 

Crimean Tatars or against Poland-Lithuania. The large gift sent h m  Moscow to Prague 

in 1595 is one evidence that such propositions were made in eamest.11 

In addition, as both Sbynnikov and Platonov implicitiy acknowledge, Godunov's 

relations with the Empire helped to improve his dornestic position dunng the reign of 

Tsar Fyodor (1584- 1598). In 1588, Godunov secured the right to correspond with the 

Habsburgs in his own name,l2 and thenafter he exercised complete control over 

Muscovite foreign affairs. In Platonov's estimation, this fact was of paramount 

importance in Godunov's success: 

For Bons, the right of continual personal involvement in the diplornatic 
relations of the state was, after [the procuring ofj a significant title, the 
second and more substantive means of strengthening [hisj high position 
of ruler. 13 

Nevenheless, Muscovite relations with the Empire at the end of the sixteenth centus, 

have k e n  almost completely neglected in historiography. The three-volume Istoriya 

diplomatii (History of Diplomacy) contains only bnef references to a few of the 

embassies exchanged between the two powen in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 

centuries, and it does not present any overall characterization of theû relations.14 

Kliuchevsky's classic Kurs russkoi istorii ( A  Course in Russian History) does not 

even address the issue.lS In fact, only the foilowing works provide any substantial 

outline of Russo-Imperia1 relations during the period of Bons Godunov: Nikolai N. 

Bmtysh-Kamensky's four-volume Obzor vneshnish snoshenii Rossii (Survey of 

Russian Foreign Relations), compiled in the late eighteenth century; Nikolai M. 

Kasamzin's twelve-volume lsroriya Gosudarstva Rossiiskogo (History of the Russian 
ee tnfra, 20- :: h, vol. 1. %4-1l?S. See Slaynnitrkov. Boris, 86 (trans. 67). 

13 S. F. Platonov. Ocherki po istorii Smuly v Mo&ovskont Godudorswe XVI-XVII W.. 
3rd ed. (St Petersburg: Bashmakov. 1910). 197. 

14 V. A. Zorin. et al.. eds., IsttwQa dipfumutiii. 2nd ed.. vol. 1 (Moscow: GIPL. 1959). 
1s Kliuchevsky , Sochineniya. vol. 3. 



Srate), written in the early nineteenth century; and Sergei M. Soloviev's twenty-nine- 

volume Istoriya Rossii s drevtteishikh vremen (History of Russia from Eurliest 

Times), written in the second haif of the nineteenth century.16 

Al1 three of these works provide brief summaries of the Muscovite embassy of 

1599.17 Bantysh-Kamensky is concemed only to ngister the basic facts conceming this 

mission. but Karamzin and Soloviev both present it as evidence for their overall 

assessrnen ts of Godunov's relations with Rudolf II. However, t heir conclusions are 

pncisely opposed: Kararnzin asserts that these relations were "amicable and not 

fmitless," whereas Soloviev States that they "could not lead to anything" and npresented 

a "piriful attempt" on the part of Moscow to induce a rupture between Poland and the 

How are these discrepancies to be explained and resolved? What conclusions would 

a more detailed study of the embassy of 1599 suggest conceming the relations of 

Muscovy and the Empire? Moreover, might not such a study shed some light on the 

beginning of that "turbulent, confusing, and painful segment of Russian history," the 

Time of Troubles? What would it reveal concerning the nature and foundations of the 

power of Boris Godunov himself? The present thesis will attempt to discover the 

answers to these questions. It will include an overview and reappraisal of Russo- 

Imperia1 relations of the late sixteenth century, the fiit  such account in English. It will 

further aim to strengthen existing historiography by providing the fiat detailed study in 

any language of the embassy of 1599. Finally, it will test the conclusions of Karamzin. 

Soloviev, Platonov, and other histonans who have written bnefly on Russo-Imperid 

relations of the late sixteenth century. 

antysh-Kamensky, Obmr vneshniWI smshenii Rossii (pu god). vol- (MG$: ?iQner & ~oman, 1894); N. M. Kacamzin. ~storiya GosudizZY Rossiiskagi, 
5th ed., bk. 3, vols. 10-1 1 (SL Petersburg: E, Prats, 1843); S. M, Soloviev, istor&u Rossii s 
drevrreishi&.h vremen, bk. 4, vols. 7-8 (Moscow: ISEL, 1960). 

17 The accounts of Karamzin and Soloviev appear in translation as Appendices B and 
C, See infra, 78-85. 

18 Karamzin, bk. 3. vol. 1 S. 34; Soloviev. bk. 4. vol. 8.369; see infra. 65-66.78. 84-85. 



The thesis is bard primarily on documents from Pumyatniki diplomficheskikh 

snushenii drevnei Rossii s &rzhanti itwstrannymi (Monuments of the D i p I ~ ~ ~ c  

Relations of Ancient Russia with Foreign Powers; hereaftet PDS). 19 This compilation 

includes the ofTicial reports of Muscovite embassies to the Empire from the ffiteenth to 

seventeenth centuries, as well as other records kept by the Posol'sky P r i k  (Foreign 

OCfice). The section dealing with the embassy of 1599 may be found in volume two. 

columas 653-7523) 

The organization of the thesis is as follows. The first chapter prernts a suwey and 

analysis of Russo-Imperia1 relations dunng the nign of Tsar Fyodor, when Bons 

Godunov served as regent. The next three chapters constitute a narrative of the embassy 

of 1599, the fint to the Empire after Godunov's accession. Chapter Two tells of its 

travels through Hamburg. LUbeck, and other Gennan cities; Chapter Three, of its stay at 

the court of Emperor Rudolf II; and Chapter Four. of its dealings at the court of 

Archduke Maximilian of Austria. The conclusioa sums up the findings of the thesis and 

assesses their implications. Finally, the appendices provide original translations of the 

Muscovite envoyts speech at the Imperia1 court and of the accounts of Karamzin and 

Soloviev, as well as additionai related matenaI.21 

19 PDS, 10 vols. (St. Petersburg, 1851-187 l), 
20 These documents were also pinteci, "with rninor word changes," in ND ID Novikov. 

4.. Drevnyaya Rossiiskaytz VntliofiRa, 2nd cd.. vol. 12 (Moscow: Tip. Kompanii 
Tipograficheskoi. 1790). 225-334. The originais ut kept in the Centrai Statc Archive of 
Ancient Acts (TsGADA), fond 32, de10 9. Sec PDS, vol. 2, 1403-1404 n. 656, N. M. 
Rogozhin. Obzor posdWikh knig iz jondov-kollektsii, khranyasiichikhsya v TsGADA 
(konets XV - nachalo XVIII v,) (Mosctiw: Akad, Nauk, 1990). 56. 

21 Vlasiev's speech More  the Imperid councillon (Appendix A) and Kanmzin's 
account of the embassy (Apptndix B) have not previously k e n  translatai into English. 
However. thcm is one pnor translation of Soloviev's âccount (Appndix C). which may be 
found in S. M. Sdoviev, Hilstov of Russia, vd. 14. The Tune of Troubles: Boris Gdumv 
and Faîse Dmi@y. trans. G. E d w d  O~hard  (Gulf Brceze, m. Acadcmic Iniemationaî. 
1988). 28-30. 



1. A Survey of Diplomatic Relations between 
Muscovy and the Empire during the Reign of Tsar 
Fyodor Ivanovich (1584- 1598) 

It is not known exactly when the mlers of Muscovy fust entered into diplomatic 

relations with the German Emperors. The earliest archival records of such relations &te 

fiom 1488, when the Habsburg Emperor Frederick III sent an ambassador to the court 

of Grand Prince Ivan 111 "the GreatW.i However, Nikolai N. Bantysh-Kamensky 

(1737-18 14), who spent thiny-seven years working in the archives of the Muscovite 

Foreign Office, believed that "a link of mutual and fricndly relations existed between 

these great courts from the earliest times [izdrede], notwithstanding the fact that the 

vaces of such ... have been cornpletely obli terated? Although this hypothesis can be 

neither confinned nor disproved, it is at least possible that Russo-Imperia1 relations 

predated Fredenck's embassy of 1488. 

In subsequent years, the two courts exchanged embassies with considerable 

frequency. Extant sources mention twenty missions between 1489 and 1522.3 After 

that, however, there is no documentary evidence of relations between Muscovy and the 

Empire for half a century. According to Bantysh-Karnensky, the likeliest explanation is 

that the records from this p e n d  were destroyed during the Polish occupation of 

Moscow in 16104612.4 Be that as it may, the archival records show that by the 1570s 

the two sovereigns were correspondhg at an increased rate; in 1574, for instance. no 

fewer than five separate delegations arrived in Moscow with letters from Emperor 

1 See PDS, vol, 1, 1 ff. 
2 N. N. Bantysh-Kamensky. Obzor vneshnikk smshenii Rossii (po 1800 god), vol. 1 

(Moscow: Lissner & Roman, 1894). 1. 
3 See Bantysh-Karnensky, vol. 1, t -6. 
4 Bantysh-Kamensky, VOL 1,6 n. 1. 
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M a x i d a n  11.5 

What were the main issues in Russo-Imperia1 relations at the end of the sixteenth 

century? For what purposes wen they conducted? What did each side hope to gain? 

According to the eminent Russian historian Sergei F. Platonov (1860-1933). 

'Piplornatic relations between Moscow and Vienna6 at the end of the sixteenth cenhuy 

were in general complicated and imprecisely defined. The subjects of these relations 

were varied; motives and goals are not always clear [to the historian]."7 This chapter 

will test Platonov's conclusion and see whether and to what extent the interests of the 

parties can be reconstructed. Its purpose is not to provide a compnhensive history of 

Russo-Imperid relations during the last decades of the sixteenth century, but simply to 

reveül the context within which the embassy of 1599 took place. 

The most prestigious coun in Europe during the period under consideration was that 

of the Austrian Habsburgs, hereditary candidates to the thrones of the Holy Roman 

Empire and the Kingdorns of Bohemia, Hungary, and Croatia. R. J. W. Evms writes 

that "the Emperor was the senior sovereign of the continent, and the dignity was not an 

empty one, even for an age which boasted such diverse and self-willed monarchs as 

Philip ii of Spain, Henry IV of France, Ivan the Terrible, or Elizabeth L"8 This fact 

was of particular importance in diplornatic relations,g for the Emperor's status made him 

a lcind of arbiter in questions of political lepitimacy. H i s  decision to rewgnize the c b s  

of a panicular soveceign could be taken as confirmation of that sovereign's rïght to rule. 

antysh-Karnensky, vol . 1.7- 
Fn lhis us. " V i e ~ a "  meanskply  the Imperhl govemment. Empemr Rudolph U. 

who ruied from 1576 to 1612, actuaUy had his coun at Prague. 
7 S. F. Platonw. Boris G~dwov (Petrograd: O@, 1921). 47 (u;uis. 61). 
8 R. J. W. Evans. Ru&v II and HLr World: A Study in tntellectuaf Hîstory. 1576-1612 

(Odord: Clarendon, 1973). 1. 
9 On the centrality of the Habsburg court in the system o f  international relations, see 

Garrett Mattingl y. R e ~ h s a n c e  Diplomacy (B althon; Penguin. 1955). 1 58- 159. 
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Conversely. his refusal to endom such claims - as in 1613 when Mikhail Romanov 

acceded to the throne of Muscovy - could hinder a der 's  attempts at legitimation.10 

For these reasms, Muscovite rulers tended to regard fnendly dations with the 

Empire as an indication of tûeir own status and might. By adhssing the senior 

sovereign of Europe as "our most dear and beloved brother" and receiving the same 

appellation in return, the Tsars put themselves on e level with this most august of 

monarchs.11 In fact, the very title Tsm' itself denoted equdity with the Emperor; it was 

derived from Coesm and had been used as eariy as 1488 to show that the d e r  of 

Muscovy was in no way inferior to the Holy Roman Emperor.13 

During the reign of Tsar Fyodor, diplornatic relations with the Empire also helped 

Bons Godunov to increase his own prestige. Godunov niled Muscovy as Fyodor's 

regent, but he was not descended from the line of Riurik as ail previous rulers had been. 

Consequently, he needed other means of shonng up his legitirnacy. Platonov writes 

that Godunov sought to strengthen his position intemally by accumulating such 

impressive-sounding titles as "Court Manhal" (dvorovy voevoda) and "Govemor 

[mestnik J 13 of Katan and Astrakhan." 14 The honorific aspect of foreign affairs 

offend him a similar opportunity to enhance his reputation. As Sergei M. Soloviev 

10 The Empire rccognized Mikhail as Tsar only in 1616. A. Zotin, et al., ds., 
Istoriya diplotnntii (Monmv: GPL, 1959). 2nd cd., vol. 1,2%3& 

1 1 Sec Pîatonov, Boris, 49 (trans. 63); PDS, passim (e.g., vol. 2.926). 
12 Marc Szeftel. "The Titk of the Muscovite Monarch up to the End of the Seventeenth 

Centuty." Canadian-Amcrican Slavic Srudies, 13.1-2 (1979). 71 ; PD& vol. 1 . 6  18. The 
Muscovites called the Emperor Tsesar', which was simply a tmnsliteration of Caesor. 
Although the wod Tsar' aiso had its mots in Cacscv. it was a much older term that had 
ken u d  to refer to the Eastern (B tint) Emperor. By applying this title to Y' thcmselvcs. therefore, the sovercigns O Murcovy were putting forth a cldm to have 
succccdcd the Byzantine d e r  as Empror of the East. 

13 A namestnik (lit, '<one occupying a pwt")as an appointeci officiai charged with 
goveming a paRicular region. dten a city and its enviroas. Sometimes his duties involved 
both civil and military administration, which has promptcd alternate translations such as 
'governa-geacd" or even "Leutenant." In Oodunov's case, of course. the title was 
ornamental. Sa Vladimir Dai', Tofbvy slovar' z h h g o  veliRorusskogo yacyh, 2nd ed., 
vol. 2 (MOSCOW: Russky yazyk. l m ) ,  442-443; Scrgei O. PushkPrrv. Dktiomry of 
Russion Historical Terms fiom the Efeventh Century to 1917. cd. George Vetnadsky & 
Raiph T. Fisher. Jr. (New Haven: Yale University Rers, 1970). 66. 

14 See S. F. Piatonw. Ocherki po istorii SM@ v Moskovs~m Gosudarstwe XVI-XVII 
W., 3rd ed. (Si. Petersburg: Bashrnakov, 19 10). 195-197. 
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writes, Imperia1 diplomats accorded him much of the respect due a reigning sovereign 

and addressed him as "ou  most dear [and] espcciaily beloved, the f o m s t  [advisor] of 

his fnend the Tsar, member of the secret Duma [i.e., innemost council], and potentate 

[vlusrel) ." 1s S uch expressions were of both moral and practical benefit to Godunov; 

they conveyed a sense of his importance and may also have funhered the consolidation 

of his power. 

Insofar as relations with the Empire lent prestige to the Muscovite crown and to 

Bons personaily, thcy represented an inainsically worthwhile end from Moscow's point 

of view. There were other, more concrete goals as well. Yet during the reign of 

Fyodor, it was the Empire that initiated most of the diplornatic exchmges between the 

two powers. Thus. to some extent at least, it set the agenda and Moscow responded. 

Consequently, we shall first consider the history of these relations from the perspective 

of Imperilil motivations and intentions, which are m o n  readily apparent, and then 

attempt to discem those of Muscovy. 

In Soloviev's assessment, "The Ausnian house tumed to the Muscovite court only 

when in need of its help."i6 As shown below, the Empire was indeed qui te interested in 

the prospect of receiving financiai or other assistance from Moscow. It nguliuly 

solicited funds for Archduke Maximilian's attempts to capture the Polish throne and for 

the ongoing war sgainst the Ottoman Turks. However, there is evidence that the 

Habsburgs also had dynastic reasons for tuming their attention toward Muscovy. 

According to Platonov, Emperor Rudolf II believed that Tsar Ivan IV had written a 

secret clause in his last will and testament conceming a possible dynastic union with 

Austria. This document, which has never been found, allegdly proposed to place a 

Habsburg on the thmne of Muscovy if Tsar Fyodor should die childless.17 

. Soloviev, Istorja Rossii s drevneishikh wremen (Moscow: , O *  VO~.~;?G, scc aim [an ~ r e y .  Boris Godunov: ~ h c  Tragic TXW :0%0'k92&E 
Stoughton, 1973), 97. 

16 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol, 7,243, 
17 Platonov. Boris. 47-48 (m. 6 1-62). See aiso Grey, 97. 
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The ongin of this notion is unclear. Platonov suggests that Muscovy's support of 

Archduke Maximilian during the Polish-Lithuanian election of 1587- 1588 18 may have 

been misinterpnted in Vienna as signiiying a desire to unite with the House of 

Habsburg, and that this was the root of Rudolfs misperception of the situation.19 

However, this hypothesis does not take into account the fact that Imperia1 attempts to 

place Maximilian on the Muscovite throne predated the Polish-Lithuanian election 

campaign. As early as 1585, a correspondent in Danzig infomed the Polish govemment 

that Rudoli was seeking the Tsardom for his brother, the Archduke, and that "the 

electoa [of the Holy Roman Empire hadj gathered in Regensburg for r conference about 

the means by which Maximilian could attain the Muscovite throne.'co 

The means by which he could attain the throne soon became a secret concem of 

Imperid diplomats as well. In 1588, Ambassador Nicholas Warkotsch ("Milcolai 

Varkach") was sent to Moscow with instructions that mentioned Ivan's alleged will.21 It 

is uncertain what use he made of this information at the tirne. However, in December 

1593, during his second visit to Moscow, Warkotsch held private talks on this subject 

with Andrei Shchelkalov. who was then head of the Foreign Office (Posol'sS> 

Prikaz).22 S hchelkalov gave Warkotsc h "lavish gi fts" and spoke "in strict secrecy" 

about the possibility of Maximilian becoming Tsar &ter the death of Fyodor. Platonov 

believes that these discussions became known to Godunov and were the reason for 

Shchelkalov's dismissal a few months later.23 

18 The death of King Stefan Bathory in 1586 brought about a protracted suuggle for 
the throne of Poland-Lithuania. Both Tsar Fyodor of Muscovy and Archduke Maxi*milian 
of Austria presenteâ themsclves as candidates, but Sigismund of Sweden had the support of 
Chancellor Jan Zamoyski and eventually emerged victorious. W. F. Reâiiaway, et al., eds., 
The Cambridge History of Poland to 1696 (Cambridge: University Press. 1950), 451-452. 

19 Platonov, Boris, 48 (trans. 62). 
20 Soloviev, bk. 4, voI. 7,208. 
21 Platonov. Boris. 47-48 (trans. 6 t -62). 
22 Remarkably, Tsar Fyodor was nit even childiess at the tirne of these discussions. He 

had hthered a daughtcr, Feodosia, in 1592. (She died in January 1594.) 
23 Ptatonov. Ocherki. 212-213. Ruslan Skrymikov disputes this point. He writes that 

Shchel kalov was actually corn plying with Godunov's wishes in O ffering the Muscovite 
throne ta an Ausvian princc. Howevcr. his arguments are not concIusive. See R. G. 
Skrynnikov, Boris Godunov (Moscow: Nauka, 1978). 87-88 (tram. 68). 
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Be that as it rnay, Rudolf did not abandon his hope of seeing a Habsburg on the 

throne of ~uscovy.24 It is not difficult to understand why: such a development would 

make the Habsburgs by far the strongest power in the region, put them in a position to 

intimidate Poland-Lithuania, and enable them to drive the Ottoman Turks out of 

Hungary.25 For these reasons, his aspirations for Maximilian continued to act as one of 

the principal motivations behind Imperia1 relations with Muscovy. Platonov remarks 

that the idea of a Habsburg Tsar was not simply a "light-minded fantasy," but rather a 

definite goal "which occupied Emperor Rudolf for many years" and "seemed likely and 

feilsible to very many . "26 
But if the Habsburgs upired to the throne of Muscovy, they also aspired to that of 

the Rzeczpospolita, or Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The question of 

Maximiliants candidacy to the latter's crown had enter4 into Russo-lmperial relations 

dunng the election çrmpaign of 15874588. Even though Tsar Fyodor had also been r 

candidate, the Muscovite govemment had been willing to support Maximilian. It had 

expressed its official position to Emperor Rudolf as follows: "If they do not elect us as 

their sovereign, then they might choose your brother Maximilian .... If your brother 

Maximilian succeeds to the Crown of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, it will 

be just as if we were on the throne in those slates."27 

In the end, neither Fyodor nor Maximilian was chosen. However, the latter 

maintaineci his pretensions even after the crowning of Sigismund III Vasa, son of Kuig 

24 Both Polish and Italian diplomats knew of Rudolfs intentions in the year 1598, 
when Tsar Fyodor died. Platonov. Ocherki. 213. 

25 At this time, the Ottoman conquest of Hungary was nearly cornplete. Only a 
relativcly srna11 suetch of land, cailed "Royal Hungary ," separated Turkish possessions 
from Austna. In order to rctain this "third" of the former kingdom, the Emperor was 
obligcd to send an annuai "giFtl' (i.e., tribute) to the Sublime Porte. In 1582, a Muscovite 
embassy to Austria reponed that the Turkish border Lay onïy twelve (Geman) miles fmm 
Vienna. and ihat conscquentiy the Emperor would even send the tribute rnoney early in an 
cff'oct to please the Sultui. It is thenfore quite possible that, as Ian Gny daims, Rudolf 
was intcrested in dynastic union with Muscovy as "a means of conquering the Ottoman 
Empire." PDS, vol. 1, 888-890; N, A. Kazakova, Zapadnaya Evropa v russkoi 
pis'mennostl' XV-XW vekov (Leningrad: Nauka, 1980), 1 83-1 84; Grey, 97. 

26 Platonov, Ocherki, 2 12-2 1 3. 
27 PD& vol. 1, 1008-1010; Platonov. Boris, 48 (uan~. 62). 



John III of Sweden. Knowing that Sigismund did not have the support of al1 the Polish 

and Lithuanian nobles, Maximilian hoped to act before the new king could consolidate 

his power. In late 1587, he led a military expedition into Po1and.a 

This affair provided a second motivation for Imperia1 relations with Muscovy at the 

end of the sixteenth century. Its development was to figure prominently in those 

relations for several years to corne. In early 1589, for instance, Wadcotsch requested 

that the Muscovite government assis t Maximilian in fighting the Poles. Godunov 

responded to this appeal with many expressions of support and good will. He even 

claimed to have postponed the conclusion of "etemal peace" with Poiand out of a desire 

to funher the Archduke's cnuse.29 However, this moral support was not accompanied 

by financial or militcuy assistance. Godunov's gift to Maximilian was unexceptional; it 

consisted of fony sable furs.30 

Meanwhile, Maximilian's expedition in to Polish territory had already ended in 

disaster. His army had been defeated after retreating to Silesia, and he himeif had ken 

taken captive by the forces of the Polish Chancellor Jan Zarnoyski.31 In March 1589, 

during Warkotsch's embassy to Moscow. Emperor Rudolf negotiated a peace setdement 

with Chancellor Zamoyski. In it. he secured his brother's release by renouncing dl 

Hsbsburg pretensions to the throne of Poland-Lithuania.32 However, Maximilian 

refused to abide by the ternis of this agreement. Soon after gaining his Freedom, he 

insisted on his claims in a letter to Tsar Fyodor: "We, Maximilian, by the grace of God 

chosen King of Poland, Grand Prince of Lithuania. Archduke of Austria ...*'33 

2s Maximilian and his followers reached Cracow in Octobet 1m and attacked it the 
foilowing month. After failing to takc the city, they rctreated to Silesia and made plans to 
invadc Great Poland. Howcvcr, in January 1588 Chancellor Jan Zamoyski defeated 
Maximilian at Byczyna in Silesia and took him captive. See Reddaway, 452-454. 

29 The terni "etemal peace" (vechny mir) was used to designate a final ueaty as 
opposed to a temporary mce or armistice. In 1589 then was peace, but not "eternal 
peacett' between Muscovy and Poland. The two states had signed a tifteen-year armistice 
for the period of August, 1587, through August, 1602, See Platonov, Boris, 44 (tram. 57). 

30 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 7,240-242, See PDS, vol. 1, 1182-1 185, 1210-121 1. 
3 1 See supra. n. 28. 
32 This was the Trcaty of Bedzin. See Reddaway, 454. 
33 PDS, vol. 1, 1222- 1223. 
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In the body of this letter, Maximilian declared that the arrangements for peace had 

k e n  made without his knowledge and contrary to his wishes. He went on to explain 

that he planned to continue the war against Poland and "to avenge the insults" he had 

suffereà there. According to his version of events, the Poles had behaved despicably, 

intending "either to shed my blood or to betray me into the hands of the Turl<ish Sultan." 

After some further invective against his former captors and much grandiloquent rhetonc 

on the theme of his great love for the Tsar, Maximilian asked the Muscovite govemment 

for funds with which to hire a mercenary army.34 

This must have created the impression in Moscow that the policies of Rudolf and 

Maxirnilian were at odds.35 By his own account, the Archduke was in violation of a 

ueaty approved by his brother, the Emperor. However, subsequent developments 

showed that Rudolf himself had not rejected the idea of Maximilian becoming king, 

regardless of his treaty with Chancellor Zamoyski. Imperia1 em bassies to Muscovy 

continued to raise the issue, although somewhat more circumspectly than Mmimilian 

hzid.36 

In 1592, Sigismund Iii succeeded his father as King of Sweden, and this altered the 

situation sornewhat. For a time, Sigismund was reportedly thinking of abdicating the 

Polish-Lithuanian throne, because the nobilityrs exercise of its 'Golden Liberty" denied 

him effective power. When Rudolf s ambassador mentioned these circumstances to 

Godunov, the latter raised the prospect of Maximilian finally achieving his ambitions. 

He stated that Muscovy desired to funher this goal "in every way possible."37 

In subsequent years, this remained the official Muscovite policy: to express strong 

support for Maximilian's pretensions but sidestep his appeals for money. In 1597, an 

Impenal delegaie again requested assistance for the Archduke. Vasily Shchelkaiov, who 
34 PDS, vol. 1, 1224-lm. See also Soloviev. bk. 4. vol. 7, 242-243. 
35 There is some evidencc to support this notion. See infro. 6 1-62. 
36 See Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 7,243-244. 
37 Soloviev. bk. 4, vol. 7. 244-245. This was the same embassy dunng which the 

ambassador (Nicholas Warkotsch) s e c ~ t i y  discussed the possibility of Maximiiian 
becoming Tsar. See supra, 1 1. 
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had succeeded his elder brother as Foreign MinisterZs responded with assurances of 

Moscow's constant desice to help. However, he also asked for derails concerning 

Maxïmilian's chances. The emissary replied that Maxirnilian was supported by the 

Rinces Zborowski, who were the leaders of the opposition to Chancellor Zamoyski~g 

several other great nobles, and about seven thousand of the lesser nobility (szlochta). 

He further declared: "And if only His Majesty the Tsar will provide assistance, then 

Maximilian will be able to gain the Polish throne [lit., receive the Polish state].'M 

When Shchelkalov inquired what kind of assistance was needed, the ernissary 

replied that financial subsidies would be most appreciated. and that the Tsar should send 

any such gifts by means of an embassy to the Hansa city of Lubeck in Germany. 

Shchelkalov managed to evade the nquest for money by stating ihat it was inconceivable 

for the Tsar to dispatch his ambassadors 'to mere trading peoplen such as the merchants 

of LUbeck.41 Instead, the Muscovite govemment gave the emissary letters for 

Maxirnilian in which Tsar Fyodor and Boris Godunov expnssed their gnat desire to see 

him sated on the throne of Poland-Lithuania. They failed to proffer Anancial 

assi stance, ho w ever.42 

Thus, two of the principal Imperia1 motivations for relations with Muscovy dunng 

the reign of Tsar Fyodor involved the Archduke M a x i d i a n .  Impenal ambassadors 

covertly explored the possibility of placing him on the t h n e  of Muscovy and ovedy 

requested support for bis aspirations to the throne of Poland-Lithuania. Concumntiy 

38 1.e.. as head of the Posol'sAy P r i k .  Sec supra. i 1. Accoding to Isaac Massa, 
Vasily "was not nearly as able as his h t h e r  [Andrci]." Isaac Massa, A Short Hktory of the 
Beginnings and Origins of These Present Wws in Moscow under the Reign of V d u s  
Sovcreigm down the Yeur 1610, t m s .  G. Edward Orchad (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 19û2), 36. S a  aIso W. E D. Ailen, cd., Russian Embassies to the Georgian 
Kings, 1589-1605 (Cambridge: University h s ,  1970). vol. 2,525. 

39 Sce Rtddaway, 451452; Evans, 76. 
40 PDS, vd. 24'774% 517,553-5% Soioviev, bk. 4, vol. 7,2Sû. 
41 PDS. vol. 2, 554455; Sdoviev, bk. 4, vol. 7. 250. Litcdly. the quote reads: "to 

such trading mu*iki [cornmonen or pcasants]." One wondcrs, however. if chis assertion 
was entircly sinccrc. Only two yeam Iater. in 1599, an cmbassy fiom the Tsar did in f r t  
travel to the city of LUbcck Bantysh-Kamenslry. vol. 2 (18%). 191. 

42 PDS, vol. 2,6096 18. 
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with these efforts, the Empire punied a third aim: a grand military alliance against the 

Ottoman Turks or. failing that, financial support for the struggie against "the Infidel." 

The idea of a great anti-Turkish coalition to drive the infidel out of Christendom was 

a Papal proposition of long standing. However, it had often run into snags as a nsult of 

animosity between the Christian states themselves.43 In the late sixteenth century, as 

Emperor Rudoif' worlied with the Pope in an attempt to bring this project to fruition, 

Muscovy was one of the few powen that actively supporteci his efforts.& In eady 

1588, for instance, Moscow infomed the Emperor that the Persian Shah, who since 

1576 had ken waging a prolonged and devastating war with the Ottoman Empire, 

wanted to unite with Muscovy, the Habsburg Empire, Spain, and France against their 

common enemy. In a letter to the Emperor, the Tsar strongly endorsed this pmpsal.45 

In 1590, however. the Turko-Penian war ended;46 and the next year the Sultan's 

m i e s  marched on Habsburg positions in Hungary. During the course of this 

campaip. they captund several Imperia1 fortresses and built one of their own at 

43 The m o t  notable example. perhaps, occumd duhg the years 1458-1463. when 
Pope Pius iI (Aenius Silvius ~ccolomini) prsistenily called for a grand C n i d e  against 
the Turks. Vlad UI Tepes of Wallachia (the historicai "Dracula") responded to these 
appals by attacking Ottoman possessions in the Balkans. but this tan counter to the 
intemts of his neighbor, Matthias Hunyadi of Hungary (al= known as Cowinus or "the 
Ravenw). Instead of allying with Vlad, King Matthias seized him and kept hirn imprisoaed 
for thirteen yws.  Sec Philip Longworth, The Making of Eastern Ercrope: From Prehistory 
to Postcommunism, 2nd ed. (New York: St. Martin's, 1997), 254-251; also infia, 46 n. 1 1. 

44 In lm. when Ambassadot Watkotsch asked the Tsar to join the proposcd alliance. 
hc w u  able to daim the sue* of only Spain and the Pop. Bantysh-Kamensky, vd. 1, 
13. 

45 PDS, vol. 1, 10 1 1-10 12; Solavicv, bk. 4, vd. 7,240. 
46 This war ended in an a p p n t  victocy for the Turks, who gaincd possession of m a t  

of Georgia, Azcrbaijan, Shirvan, and othcr tmitorier in the same region. However, the war 
had ken severc and extrcmely costly to both sides. In addition, "the cedcd lands, in a 
d d u l  state of dedation, were d littie profit to the Sultann; and "the d i t y  of Ottoman 
dministrative contiol of thes regions was aiways qucstionaMe." Chules Oman. A HiStory 
of the Art of Wor in the Sixteenth Century (London: Methuen, 1937). 741; William H. 
Mdieill. Europe's Steppe Frontier. 1500-1800 (Chicago: University of Chicap Press, 
1964). 55-56. Sec dso Kenneth M. Setion, Venicc, Austria, a d  the Turks in the 
Seventeenth Century (Philadelphia: Arnerican PhiIosophicai Society, 1991). 6. 



Peainja, in Slavonia. According to Gunther Rothenberg, this act was "a clear sign that 

these operations were not mere nids but rather a permanent invasion."47 Nonetheless, 

Emperor Rudoif was in a poor financial position and could h d y  fiord to wage a fuii- 

sale war, so foc two years he sought a diplomatic conclusion to the conflict.48 

Moscow reacted to these circumstances by pointing out the contradiction implicit in 

Rudolf s appeals to unite against "the enemy of Christendom" and his attempts to make a 

deal with the Sultan. In a letter of June 1591, Boris Godunov complained that Rudolf 

asked othen to make war against the Turks but himself entend into peace negotiations. 

He stated that Muscovy, in an attempt to help the Emperor and al1 of Christendom, had 

refrained from diplomatic relations with the Sultan and the Crimean Tatar Khan. Hence, 

he argued, the Emperor himself should at least do the same.49 

Eventually, Rudolf had no choice but to follow this advice. In the summer of 1593, 

the authorities in Istanbul imprisoned his ûmbassador, who had been attempting to 

arrange a settlement, and issued a forma1 decladon of war.50 Shortly thereafter, 

Ambassador Warkotsch was sent to Moscow for the second time.sl When he aniveci, 

Warkotsch stressecl that it was crucial for al1 of Chnstendom to unite against the infidel, 

and he asked what Muscovy would contnbute to the common cause. He said the 

Emperor hoped it would be possible to arrange peace between the Tsar and King 

4 l üunthcr E. Rothenbeq, The Austrian Military Border in ~ r w t i a r  
(Urbana: University of lllinois Prcrss, 1960). 56. Thc diffcrence was significmt, for even 
large-scalc raids wcre acceptable within thc framework of "peacc," as understood in the 
borderland regions of Hungary and Croatia, whilc actual invasion was not. As a 
contemporary notcd, "In these pans it is understood that neither a peace nor a truce is 
bmken unless artillery is brought up to assault the cities or fomsses with the aim of 
occupying them." Catherine Wendy Bracewell, The Uskoks of Senj: Piracy, Banditry, a d  
Hdy War in the SUneenfh-Ccntury Adriatic (Ithau: Cornel1 University Press. 1992). 36. 

48 In 1592, whilc Rudolfs arnbassador in Istanbul sought to presetve peace, the Turks 
mounted another military campaign into Croatia, They succeeded in capturing some 
important Habsburg positions. including the town of Bihac (Wihitsch), and managed to 
advance almost to lnncr Ausuia. During the late summer and early f a ,  Turkish raiders 
smck deep into Habsbiug temtory - not oniy in Croatia and Hungary. but even as fat as 
the Neuhaus region in Bohemia. From these expeditions, they reportedly gained some 
35,000 captives. Rothenbecg, 56-57; Setton, 6. 

49 PDS, vol. 1,1248; Soloviev, b k  4, vol. 7,243. 
50 See Oman, 743; Rothenberg, 58. 
51 See supra, 1 1. 
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Sigismund, so that both could participate in an anti-Turkish league-52 

When pressed for details, however, Warkotsch had to admit that the Emperor had 

not sent an embassy to Sigismund about the proposed grand alliance, since it was 

known that the Polish and Lithuanian nobles had their disagreements with the king and 

refused to consider his propositions. Nor had the Danes ken  contacted, because the 

regents of their young king wanted to live in peace. The ongoing wars between 

England, France, Spain, and the Netherlands presented additional obstacles to unity.53 

The Empire had turned to Moscow in the hope that it might help relieve Turkish 

pressure, if not directly than at least indirectly. Specifically, Warkotsch asked the 

Muscovite pvernment to restrain the Crimean Tatars, who had joined the Turks in 

aitacking Hungary, and to influence Persia not to seek peace with Turkey. He also 

inquired about taking the Zaporozhian Cossacks into Imperia1 s e ~ c e  on the military 

frontier.s Finrlly, as Soloviev remarks, he "expresseci the main object of his embassy" 

- to obtain a subsidy from the Tsar. Reminding the Muscovite government of its 

professed love for the Emperor, he asked for assistance in the fonn of money or furs. 

Such a donation would dlow the hiring of mercenary tmops to fight for the Emperor 

against the Turks.55 

In a noteworthy coincidence, Warkotsch's embassy to Moscow overlapped with that 

of the Persian Ambassador Azi Khosrov. At the request of Boris Godunov, Tsar 

Fyodor gave permission for the two representatives to contact each other regarding the 

possibility of an anti-Turkish alliance. A few days later, Warkotsch sent a member of 

his suite, Christopher Unrut, to read a speech before the Persian embassy. A Tatar by 

>L Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 7,244; Bantysh-Kamensky, vol. 1, 1 3- 
53 Soloviev, bk, 4, vol, 7,245, 
54 The lands betwecn the Southem Bug and Dnieper Rivers. where the Zaporozhian 

Cossacks lived. were formaily the domain of the Crimean Khan h m  1240 to 1739. 
Howcver. by the sixteenth ccntury the Tatars had ceased to exercisc effective conuol over 
this rcgion, and consequendy the Cossacks could be employed against them. See A. 1. 
Skrylov & O, V. Gubanv, cds,, Kazachy sLovar'-spravochniik. 2J (Cleveland. 1966). 241. 

55 Soloviev. bk. 4, vol. 7.244246; N. M. Kararnzïn. Isroriya Gosudatstva Rossiiskago, 
5th ed, (St, Petersburg: E. Prats, 1843), bk- 3, vol. 10, 104. 
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the name of Velyamin S tepanov served as interpnter, enabling both sides to express 

their wish to unite against the common foe. The Imperia1 delegate suggested that Shah 

Abbas send an ambassador to the Emperor by way of Muscovy in order to discuss the 

prospect of alliance.56 Khosrov thought this a likely possibility, and he promised to 

infonn the Shah about al1 that had been said. The emissaries exchanged prcsents before 

parting; and later that day a member of the Persian delegation visited Warkotsch's 

This encounter not only points to Moscow's interest in pmmoting an alliance against 

the Turks, but also reflects Godunov's detemination to ensure that other governments 

knew he had complete control of fonign affain. Although Tsar Fyodor was the official 

head of state, both Unrut and Khosrov recognized Godunov as the effective niler and 

took c m  to make several flattering references to his d e .  The Penian ambassador went 

Our Sovenign, His Majesty the Shah, has placed al1 [his] hope on... 
Boris Fyodorovich G O ~ U ~ O V ,  for he [Godunovl is very discerning and 
just. He concems himself with every good affair between Sovereigns, 
and his name and glory shine in ail the countries of the East and South.58 

Emperor Rudolf would also corne to place a significant measure of hope on 

Godunov, for his need for assistance grew as the Turkish war progressed. In 1594, 

"the Iargest Turkish army seen for thirty years on the Danube" attacked Habsburg 
36 In 1599, the Persans did indeed send an ambassador, the rencgadc Englishrnan Sir 

Anthony Shirley. to RudolPs coun in Prague. However. this embassy did not travel 
ihmugh Muscovy. but rathcr "across lndia and by sea mund the whole of Africa." 
According io N. M. Karamzin, though, some Imperia1 embassies did travel through 
Moscow to Persia at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Victor von KlanviU, ed., 
The Fugger News-Letters, trans. Pauline de Chary (London: JO hn Lane, 1924), 23 1, 280 n. 
217; Karamzin, bk. 3, vol. 11.35 & n. 83. See also Evans, 77, 

57 PDS, vol, 1, 12864294. Sec dso Soloviev, bk. 4, vol, 7.244245. 
58 PDS. vol. 1, 1289. The cllipsis replaces Khosrov's rendering of Godunov's titles: 

"the brother-in-Iaw, scrvant, and konyushy of His Majesty thc Tsar, the boyar, and coun 
marsha.. and govemor of Kazan and Asuakhan." Konyushy (sometimes starokonyushy) 
was a ccremonial tide corrcsponding to "Master of Horse." Sergei Pushkarev rcnders this 
tem as "senior equcrry; master of stables." However, these phrases wodd seem to be marc 
appropriate as translations or ihc slightly Icsser rank or yosclnichy, which was also dcnvcd 
from the oldest division of the Tsar's household management- See Pushkarev. 43; also 
infra, 73- 
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Hungary and Croatia. According to the authontative rnilitary historian Charles Oman, 

this force compnsed at least 100,000 troops nom both Asia and Europe, including a 

significant contingent of Cnmean Tatars.59 Its appearance prompted the Emperor to 

send Warkotsch to Moscow for the third time. When the ambassador arrived in 

December, his tone was urgent: "If you want to help, then help now, because the Turk 

has corne against us with al1 his force."a 

In nsponse, Godunov and the Duma (Council) promised that the Tsar would send 

the Emperor a Sift of sable and other fun. These could be converted into cash and used 

to funher the war effort. Upon hearing this, Warkotsch expressed much gratitude on 

behalf of the Emperor and of al1 Christendom. He also repeated Rudolfs earlier 

requests thr t  Muscovy restrain the Crimean Tatars and influence Persia to woid peace 

with Turkey. Regarding the grand alliance. he revealed that the Emperor, the Pope, and 

the King of Spain would soon be sending a joint embassy to Moscow for the purpose of 

estrblishing an alliünce.61 

In April of 1595, the Muscovite government fulfilled its promise to the Emperor. 

Dmny Dvoryunin62 Mikhail Velyaminov and Diak63 Afanasy Vlûsiev departed for 

Prague with a generous present of furs. This included 40,360 sable, 20,760 marten, 

120 black and silver fox, 337,235 squirrei, 3,000 beaver, 1,000 wolf, and 75 elk 

59 Oman (1937 ed.), '143-744. In 1594, the Turkish mies  succeeded in capturing the 
fortified city of Raab (Gy&). However, thc nearby town of Komamo sucassfully resisted 
a siege, and the campai* ended without any other significant Turkish conques&. 

60 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 7,247. 
61 Bantysh-Kamensky, 14; Soloviev, bk. 4, vol, 7, 247. 
62 Dumny dvoryanin was the third Council rank. after boyar and okol'nichy. One 

possible translation is "Gentleman-CounciUor." See Philip Longwonh, A I d s :  Tsar 4 AL1 
the Russias (London: Secker & Warburg, 1984). pussim; Rishkucv. 17. 

63 The term dia& (or d'yak) is ofkn tmslated simply as "secretary." However. the 
diaki were not mere clerks or copyists, but rather bureaucratie administraiors. According 
to Pushkarev, "they wcrc assistants or associates to the boiare [boyus] and other helds of 
central govemment departmenu (prikazy). and sometimes were themselves department 
heads." [Pushkarev. 12. j Hencc. a better tmsIation would be "State Secrietary." 
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s k i n s .  When the embassy arrived in August, Emperor Rudolf himself inspected the 

fun and expressed astonishment at their quality and great number. He declared that 

neither he nor his councillors had ever seen such a valuable collection, and he inquind 

how and where it had been gathered. Velyaminov and Vlasiev answered that the fun 

had corne from Siberia and odier distant places. but declined to reveai how much they 

had cost the royal treasury. At the Emperor's requea, however, "Bohemian Iews and 

merchants" estimated the value of the Muscovite gift at eight barrels of go1d.a 

Rudolf was understandably pleased with this contribution to his war chest. and he 

sought to honor the Muscovite emissaries who had brought it to Prague. Nikolai M. 

Kxamzin writes, "There was no end to the speeches, entenainments, affections; they 

[the Austriansl gave him [Velyaminov] dinner after dinner, and always with music."66 

The Emperor also planned to convey his appreciation to the Tsar by mems of a p a t  

embüssy to Moscow. 

He did so in early 1597, dispatching twenty-two noblemen and ninety-two civil 

servants under the leadership of Burgrave67 Abraham of Donath. As Karamzin - 
64 It should be mcntioned that a Prague correspondent of the House of L-uggcr gave a 

diffcrcnt account of the embassy's canagc, He wrotc: "The prcsents consist of one 
thousand sablcs, which, according to what people are telling us, arc cach worth forty 
thalcrs, funhcr, five hundred and ninetccn martens. and onc thousand black fox, three 
thousand beavcr, thrce thousand docskins, and one thousand wolf furs. Thesc w m s  were 
covercd with scventy-four clk skins." However, this tally mun be considered lcss rcliable, 
not least becausc it contains somc transpareni crrors. The Tsar did noi scnd 1,000 sables, 
but rathet 1 ,O9 "fonies," or 4O,3 60 individual furs. Likewisc, he donated 5 I9 forcies, not 
singlcs, of martcn. Klarwill, 192- 193; PDS, vol. 2, 236-237; Kararnzin, bk. 3, vol. 10, ch. 
3, n. 309. Sce also Paul Bushkovitch, The Merchants of Moscow, 1580-1650 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980), 153. 

65 Karamzin, bk, 3, vol. 10, IO6 & ch, 3 M. 3û9-310; Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 7, 248; 
Bantysh-Kamensky. 14- 15. 

66 In his official report, Velyarninov claimed to have refraincd from this memmeni 
because "the Orthodox Tsar is mourning the death of his dear daughter [Feodosia], and ai l  
Russia wecps with him." However, the= is good reason to doubt this statemeni, One 
observer in Prague commented on the Tsds emissaries as foliows: "At this [banquet] they 
partook so freely of brandy and heavy Hungarian wines chat they haci panly to be canied 
home." Be that as it may, this discrepancy pfesents the oppottunity for a caveat about the 
joumals of Muscwiie embassics. These accounts. caiied stateinie spis& are quk nliable in 
almosi di pacticuiars. However, diplornais did find it difficult to nsist the temptation of 
taking some liberties with the uuth in ordcr to p o m y  themselves in the best possible ligbt. 
Consequently, any self-congratulatory rem* in their records should be considered at 
least potentially suspicious. Kûramzin, bk. 3, vol. 10, 106, Klarwill. 192 Zorin. vol. 1,308. 

67 A burgrave or burggraf ("city count") was a nobleman with hereditary rights to a 
mcular city, 
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observes, this extravagant embassy served to satisfy both the Russians' and the 

Austrianst "love of honor." Yet "the splendor and affections did not produce anything 

important."68 The Empire was still suffenng h m  its "Long War" with the Turks.69 

and the embassy prescnted the usuai nquests: that Muscovy resnain the Crimean Tatars, 

incite Penia against Turkey, and provide subsidies for Habsburg rnilitary efforts against 

the Turks. The ambassadors claimed thnt the hirs given in 1595 had proven unsalable in 

Europe; consequently, they asked that in future silver and gold be sent instead.70 

This request displeased the Muscovite govemment, which countered by asking when 

the much-touted anti-Turkish alliance would actually rnatenalize. Burgrave A bmham 

replied thiit the wars between the Christian powers of Europe still precluded the 

conclusion of iny agreements. Yet Vasily Shchelkdov, head of the Foreign Office, 

challenged him on this point, stating that "the previous ambassador, Warkotsch, 

declared here (in Moscowl that the Emperor had already concluded an alliance with the 

Pope and the King of Spain." 

Burgriive Abraham wrs forced to reply that Warkotsch must have spoken fdsely. in 

conrivention of his instructions,71 but this did not remedy the situation. In 1593, 

Ernperor Rudolf had written to Godunov: "We ask you to trust our envoy [Warkotschl 

as [you would] us ourselves in person."72 In view of this, attributing deceit to 

Warkorsch couid only reflect badly on the hperial govemment. 

To make matters wone, Abraham refused to meet with a Papal envoy then in 

aramzin. bk. 3, vol. :! The sacalled "Long :;c':En Tuikey and Ausrria lasicd until 1606. It cndcd 
- 

with the Pcace of Zsitva-Torok, which rccognized a boundary vinudly identical to the one 
thin had ken laid down in 1575. Oman, 755. 

70 This incident has received a dispmponionate amount of attention in histonography. 
For whatever reasons, historians who devote only a page or two to the whole of Russo- 
Austrian relations under Fyodor and Godunov mention that in 1597 the Emperor 
requcsced money. not fuis. [See, for example. Platonov. Borti, 49 (trans. 63); Grey, 97-98; 
Allen. vol. 2, 409. n. 2.1 Unfortunately, this gives the erroneous impression that the 
Muscovitc gift was somehow inappqxiate or unapprcciated. However, such was not the 
case; one necd only remember that the Austrïans themselves asked for furs in 1593 and 
1594 and were cnt.husiastic upon receiving them in 1595. See supra. 18.21. 

7 1 Soloviev. bk. 4, vol. 7. 249-250; Bantysh-Kamensky, 15. 
72 PDS, VOL 1, 1284-1285. 



Moscow, even though Shchelkalov urged him to do so.73 To the Muscovites, this 

remed yet another sign that the Empire was not pumuing the possibility of an alliance as 

seriously as it claimed. For his part, Godunov, wbile continuhg to profess exceptionai 

love for the Emperor, appéuently cooled to the idea of military action. He spoke of bis 

great desire to prevent the Crimean Tatars from going to war in Hungary, but added that 

nothing could be done as long as Poland-Lithuania nfused to allow Muscovite troops 

through its territory. If the route along the Dnieper were open, then the Tsar would send 

his amies into Cnrnea and destroy the Tatars: but as things stood, it was impossible3 

The embassy of Burgrave Abraham concluded relations ktween Muscovy and the 

Empire dunng the reign of Tsar Fyodor. who died in January lm. The Habsburgs 

had puaued three main goals by means of these relations: dynastic u ~ o n  with Muscovy, 

acquisition of the Pdish throne, and help in fighting the Ottoman Turks. They had 

clearly failcd to achieve the first two. With regard to the third, the Imperia1 govemment 

did succeed in obtaining one large subsidy from Moscow. However. its representatives 

later claimed that the contribution had been useless, since the Tsar's fws couid not be 

sold in Europe.75 Moreover, the formation of a bmad anti-Turkish coalition had so far 

tumed out to be more mirage tban reality. 

For these reasons, historians have considend that Russo-Imperid relations of this 

time were rather unproductive. Platonov remarls: "Both sides could offer littie to each 

other and in generai sought more than they gave. Thecefore there was much feeling, 

- 

He did x> on the grounds that he lacked the authority to conclude any agreements. 
Even when pressai. he insistcd that it was impossible for hirn to act contrary to his 
instructions. Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 7,250. 

74 PDS, vol. 2,513414: Soloviev. bk. 4, vol. 7,250. S e  infia, 28 n. 10. 
7s This statement of the Impcriai embassy may k doubted. for the fun would not have 

been assesseci at eight h l s  of gdd in 1595 if they had kcn entidy unsaiable. (Sce 
supra, 21.) However, thcm is no rcadily apparent aitemate explanation. 
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compliments, and promises in these relations, but little practical dealing."76 Yet it must 

also be remembered that although both sides gave less than they were askd, they also 

sought considerably more than they expected to receive. The results of thek relations 

appear rather less disappointing when viewed in this light. 

Moreover, it may be that there was no such stark contrast between goals and 

achievements from the Muscovite perspective. What exactly did the govemment of 

Boris Godunov hope to achieve through relations with the Empire? Fust of dl, like the 

Empire, it was interested in driving back the Ottoman Turks and Crimean Tatars. The 

latter hiid sent forces to invade Muscovy several times during the 1570s, apparently on 

Turkish orders. 77 In 157 1, they had even sacked Moscow itself. However, since that 

time the Muscovite govemment had taken steps to improve its fortifications in the south 

and to uansform the Cossack-inhabited " Wild Field" 78 into a more effective defensive 

zone against such invasions. These measures went a long way toward containing the 

Cnmean Tatar threat. Though the forces of Khan Kazy Girey did corne close to 

reaching Moscow again in 1591, they "immediately fled in shameful disorder" when 

confronted by Godunov's army.79 The Muscovite government continued to send annual 

nibute to the Khan, but it would soon feel secure enough to reduce the amount of that 

tribute unilateraily.~ 

Consequently, at the end of the sixteenth century the "infidels" did not pose as g m t  

a problern for Muscovy as they did for the Empire. It was the latter power which faced 

large-scale Turkis h invasions during the 1590s and had to appeal for help in combatting 

them. The Muscovite government, by contrast, was in a position to offer verbal and 

76 Platonov, Boris, 48 (trans. 63). 
77 See infra, 72. 
78 The terni "Wild Field" (dikoc p h )  referred loosely to the uncultivated lands which 

Lay to the nonh and east of the Crimean peninsula - that is, the regions smunding the 
Lower Dnieper, Lower and Middlc Don, and Lower and Middle Volga Rivers. Sec 
Platonov, Ocherki, 107- 108. 

79 Platonov, Boris, 54 (Vans. 70-71). See ais0 Skry~ikov. Boris. 63-64 (tram. 48-49). 
On Kazy Omy. see infm, 72 Br n. 4. 

80 See Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8, 37 1. 
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material suppon without becoming militarily involved in the conflict. This was to its 

advantage - particularly since the Turko-Imperia1 wu,  by drawing the Criman Tatars 

away to fight in Hungary, had actually incnased Muscovite security. 

By no means, however, does this imply that Moscow's professions of support for 

the proposed anti-Turkish alliance wen insincere. As we have seen, in the interests of 

concluding this alliance Godunov even sought to facilitate contacts between Emperor 

Rudolf and the Persian Shah.81 However. the failure of the alliance to matenalize was a 

failun of Imperial, not Muscovite policy; and if Russo-Imperid relations d u h g  the 

reign of Fyodor had not yielded any practical results with regard to the Turkish question, 

this fact was bound to seem more disappointing h m  the Imperid perspective than b m  

the Muscovite one. The stutm quo presented no mute difficulties to the govemment of 

Boris Godunov, but it jeopardized the temtorial holdings and seriously strained the 

fiscal resources of Emperor Rudolf. Hence, despite al1 the rhetonc about mutual love 

and common concerns, it is evident that the actual interests of the two powers were 

somewhat at odds. 

We find the same upon examining another main issue of Russo-Imperia1 relations: 

Archduke Maximilian's aspiritions to the throne of Poland-Lithuania. The Muscovite 

govemment consistently expressed suppon for these aspirations. but it was no doubt 

less eager than the House of Habsburg for them to be realized. Notably, Godunov 

declined to furnish subsidies to the Archduke, despite repcated requests fiom Imperia1 

diplomats. Evidently Moscow's mie intensts lay elsewhere. What they wen may be 

surmised from the fact that it was on hostile tenns with Poland-Lithuania.82 

Encouraging Maximilian in his pretensions served Muscovite interests by promoting 

conflict between the Empire and the Commonwealth. However, Moscow was not 

prepared to donate funds for the actual realization of those pretensions, which would 

ee supra, 18- :: &C supra, 23; &. 46 & n. 13. 
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have entailed dynastic union between the Empin and the Commonwealth. 

From this perspective, the apparent lack of "practical dealing" between Muscovy and 

the Empire was a disadvantage only to the latter. Moscow may have been quite content 

to remain on the sidelines while the Empire fought against the Turks and Tatars and 

clashed with Poland-Lithuania. During the reign of Tsar Fyodor, it was able to 

encourage both eventualities at minimal cost by offering verbal support and a single 

donation of fus. Consequently, its relations with the Empire during this period may be 

considered successful precisely because they did not lead to any new practical 

arrangements. 

Such was the status of Russo-Imperid relations at the close of the sixteenth century. 

On January 7, 1598, Tsar Fyodor died, and seven weeks later Boris Godunov was 

elected Tsar by an Assembly of the Land (2emsk-y Sobor). However, his coronation did 

not take place until September 1.83 In the meantirne. an Imperia1 messenger (gonets) 

arrived in Moscow, but the purpose of his mission is unknown.84 The next diplornatic 

exchange between Muscovy and the Empire took place in 1599, when ~fanasykasiev 

left for Prague with official hdings of Boris' accession. Vlasiev's embassy foms the 

topic of the present study and will be narrated in the following t h e  chapters. The e s t  

of these deds with his journey through the so-cailed "fret cities" of Germany; the 

second, with his stay at the Emperor's court; and the third, with his vint to the Archduke 

Maximilian . 

83 According to the Muscovite calendar, which reckoned years fmm the assumed 
creation of the wortd, this was the first day of the year 7107. 

84 Bantysh-Kamensky, I S. 
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The Muscovite Embassy the 

Cities" of Germany 

"On the 28th day of June of the year 7107 [A.D. 15991, the Great Sovereign, Tsar 

and Grand Prince Boris Fyodorovich, Autocrat of ail Russia, sent his envoy, Dumny 

Diaki Afanasy Vlasiev, to his brother, the Great Sovereign, the Roman Emperor 

RudoK"2 Thus begins the official account of the first Muscovite embassy to the Empire 

after the accession of Boris Godunov. I ts destinations included the Hansa cities of 

Hamburg and Lübeck, the Imperid court of Rudolf II, and the residence of Archduke 

The man chosen to iead this embassy was none other than "the Tsar's favorite,"f 

Afanasy Ivmov Vlasiev. It is not known when this individual first entered government 

service; but extant sources do mention that in 1584-85 he was a pod'yachy, or under- 

secretary.4 He was promoted to di& (state secretary) no Iiiter thiui 1595, when he and 

Mikhail Velyaminov travelled to Prague with a large gift of fun for Emperor Rud01f.S 

By 1599, Vlasiev held the rank of dwnny diak, which indicates that he had ken  granted 

membership of the Tsar's Council (Duma).6 

The embassy of 1599 that Vlasiev led to the Imperia1 court included two under- 

1 Durnny dia& (or dwnny d'yak) was the fourth and lowest Council rank, after boyar. 
okol'nichy. and dmny dvoryanin. Only a very few of the senior diaki (state secretaries) 
attained this rank, having firsi risen to prominence in the governent bureaucracy uid 
then ken maâe members of the Tsar's Council (Duma). One possible translation of the 
term is " Councillor-Secte tary ." See Phili p Long wonh, Alcùs: Tsar of All the Russias 
(London: Secker & Warburg. 1984). passim: Sergei G. Pushkarev. Dic tb~ry  of Rwsian 
Historicai Terms from the Eleventh Cenutry to 1917, cd. George Vernadsky & Rdph T. 
Fisher, Ir. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), 12. 

2 PDS, vol. 2,656, 
3 Wasiev is so caiied in N. N. Bantysh-Kamensky, Obzor vneshnLkh snoshenii Rossii 

(po 1800 god), voi. 1 (Moscow: E. Lissner & Yu. Roman, 1894), 15. 
4 S. B. Veselovsky. Dy& i pod'yachiie X V - X W  vu. (Moscow: Nauka, 1975). 98. 
5 See supra, 21; PDS, vol. 2,202. 
6 Sec PDS. vol. 2.656; Pushkarcv. 12. On Viasiev's subsequent career, see infira. 86-88. 
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secretaries, Ivan Kurbatov and Stepan Danilov, and an interpreter, Yakov Zaborovsky.7 

These were ail Muscovite civil servants. According to the archivist N. N. Bantysh- 

Kamensky, two foreignecs by the names of Kramer and Meyer also tnivelled with the 

embassy, but it is not known what function they served or whether they retumed to 

Muscovy with the others in 160.8 

Due to the international political situation, this group had to follow a rather circuitous 

route to the Empire. Although a fdteen-year tnice was in place between Muscovy and 

Poland-Lithuania? relations ktween the two powen remained antagonistic, and the 

latter had refused to allow the Muscovite embassy to cross its temtory.10 As a result, 

Vlasiev and his cornpanions first travelled six hundred miles north to the cecentiy- 

founded port city of Arkhangelsk, 11 after which they sailed around Scandinavia to the 

northem shores of G e m y .  

These circumstances help to explain the curious timing of the embassy, which took 

place more than a year after the accession of Tsar Boris. As mentioned in the preceding 

chapter, he had ken  elected Tsar by the Z e e  Sobor (Assembly of the Land) in 

Febniary 1598. On the Sunday of Shrovetide, Febniary 26, he had entend Moscow in 

a solemn procession and been congratulated by "the clergy, boyars, and al1 Orthodox 

Chnstianity"; on March 9, the Paeiarch had declared him "invested with the Tseiikh 

porphyry"; and on April 30, he had taken up midence in the Kremlin.12 In the 

meantirne, his subjects had sworn an oath of allegiance. Hence, although his coronation 

did not iake place uatil September 1, it was quite clear in the fvst half of 1998 that Boris 

had succeeded bis late bmthet-in-law, Fyodor Ivanovich, as Tsar and Grand Rince of 

1 See PDS, vol. 2,685, 'ils. 
8 Bantysh-Kamcnsky, vol. 1, 15. 
9 Sec supra, 13 n. 29. 
10 Sce infia, 7576; PM, vol. 2, 696. At this time, Pdand-Lithuania controlled al1 

access points from Murcovy to the Habsburg lands (i.e, the fmnticr zone fmm the Baitic 
Sea in the north to the Crimean Khanate in the south). 

11 The city of Arkhanglesk (Archangel) had k e n  founded near the estupry of the 
Northern Dvina River in 1SûS- 

12 S. M. Sdoviev, Istariya Rossii s &evneishikh vremen (Moscow: ISEL, 1963). bk. 4, 
VOL 8,352-39- 



Muscov y. 

Moreover, some foreign powen had already k e n  informed of this fact. In early 

1598, a Muscovite embassy had been sent to Sweden with news of Boris' accession. 

The regent of that country, Herzog Karl (Duke Charles. later Charles IX), had 

responded with a congratulatory letter that had been received in Moscow shonly afser the 

Tsar's coronation on September 1.13 Later that same month, a Muscovite embassy had 

left for Poland to inform King Sigismund III that Bons Godunov had acceded to the 

throne.14 Why, then, did the new Muscovite sovereign wait until June of 1599 before 

sending an embassy to his "most dear and beloved brother," the Habsburg Emperor 

Rudolf II? 

Due to the significance of diplomatic recognition from the Emperor, which has been 

discussed above, 1s it may be surmised that Bons would have thought it prudent to wait 

until his officia1 coronation before proclaiming his accession to the Imperial court. That 

king the case, he would not have sent an embassy to Rudoif prior to September 1. 

1598. Given the necessity of leaving from the northem port of Arkhangelsk, it was then 

necessary to wait severai more months because of the constraints of climate. The harbor 

of Arkhangelsk normally remains icebound for about six months out of the year. 

However, at the end of the sixteenth century the period of impassibility was almost 

certainly longer: the onset of the "Little Ice Age" had accentuated seasonal extremes, 

producing several unusually harsh winters in European Russia and elsewhere. 1 6 

According to the "Thousand-year chronicle of exaaotdinary natural phenornena" 

compiled by E. P. Borisenkov and V. M. Pasetsky, in 1595 the Rusaan North 

experienced "an exceptionally frosty and prolonged winter, which resulied in an in- 

13 Ban~ysh-Kamensky, vol. 4 (1902). 134-135. The letter wûs dated June 14 and 
reached Moscow on September 17. 

14 Bantysh-Kamcnsky. vol. 3 (1 897). 1 10. 
15 See supra. 8-9. 
16 See Raymond S. Bradley & Philip D. Jones. eds., Chute since A D .  1500 (London: 

Routledge, 1992), 135. 174; Ican M. Grove, The Linle Ice Age (London: Methuen. 1988). 
passim. 



in the frozenmss [ledovitostl of the Barents and Kara Seas." 17 The same source 

mentions that Westem Russia faced "an exceptionally fmsty and snowy winter" in 1597 

and an eariy winter in 1598J8 This explains why Bons was forced to wait until the 

eariy summer of 1599 before sending Vlasiev and his party ihrough Arkhangelsk. 

As it turned out, biid weather delayed the embassy at the estuary of the Northem 

Dvina River for five days. I t  was not until July 27 that Vlasiev and his cornpanions set 

sail across the White Sea in an Engiish ship,ig which twk them on a three-and-a-haK- 

week joumey p s t  the shores of Noway and Demark to the mouth of the Elbe River. 

Thus. in late August they approached the "free cities" (vol'nie goroda) of Germany, 

which was the Muscovite designation for municipdities govemed by Deutsches 

Stadtrecht, or German city law. In brief, this law gave townsmen the right to "direct 

their economic activity and govem themselves through an elected city council 

(Magistrat) without interference from the local temporal or secular ruler."~o 

The fiat such "free city" the Muscovites entered was Stade ("Stod"), which lies 

about three miles West of the Elbe on the Schwinge River. When they had come within 

ten vents (six miles) of this town, Vlasiev sent an Englishman to i d o m  the 

'burgomeisters and magistrates and councillors" of the embassy's arrival. The 

municipal officiais sent back word that no ambassadors or envoys of the Muscovite 

sovereign had come to their city previously, that they did not know any Russian people, 

and that they had not h d  about Vlasiev's trip. Furthemion, they pmfessed concem 

that the Tsar might have sent these men to spy out their land Finally, since "the matter 

17 k. P. Borisenkov & V . M . Pase ts ky , Tysyachiletnyaya letopis ' neo bichainykh - - -  - - 
yavienii prirody (Moscow , 1988), 322. 

18 Borisenkov & Pasetsky, 322-323. 
19 PDS, vol. 2, 656. Arkhangelsk served as the port of entry for English merchant 

vessels manageci by the "Muscovy Company," a chartcd con- which had enjoyed 
privileged mess to Muscovite markets since 1555. No doubt this pivileged status 
contributcd to the willingness of the English to transport the Muscovite cmbassy fmm 
Arkhangelsk to the Empire 

20 Paul Rokrt Magocsi, Historikal At lu  of Eut Central Ewope (Toronto: University 
of Tomnto Ress, 1993). 37. in his journal, Vlasiev iaecs to the membcn of these councils 
as bunnrstry ("burgomeisters"). However, in rcaîity the= could k only one burgomeister, 
or rnayor, so it i s  more apptopriate to cal1 these officiais "councilmen." 



was new for them," they explained that it would be necessary to consult with a higher 

authonty, the archbishop of Brernen.21 before allowing the Muscovites to enter the 

city 

Nonetheless, the officiais of Stade soon dispatched a delegation to meet Vlasiev. 

Secretary Rein Langus, accompanied by about twenty men armed with arquebuses, 

boarded the English ship and respecffuliy greeted "the envoy and dumny dia& of the 

Most Illusmous [Presvetleishy] and Powerful and highborn invincible Great 

Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince, the Sovereign Boris Fyodorovich, Autocrat of ail 

Russia" He then invited Vlasiev into the bats  sent h m  Stade. The latter accepted and 

disembarked, and the ship set sail for England after firing a gun salute. Vlasiev and his 

cornpanions were taken to Stade, where they were met by Daniel Bushman and other 

municipal officials and given lodging.z 

Al1 this took place on August M. The next day, Langus came with about fifteen men 

and ceremoniously presented Vlasiev with a gift of wine fiom the leading burghers of 

the city. Vlasiev accepted this gift, using the occasion to request that he be given 

wagons and food supplies (korm)24 and be sent on immediately to the Emperor. Langus 

replied that the city officials had written to the Archbishop and were awaiting his reply, 

but in the meantirne the Muscovites would have to remain in Stade.= 

The Archbishop's edict arrived on August 22. It dincted the officials of Stade to 

render honor to the Muscovite embassy and allow it to continue on its way. This they 

did, sending Vlasiev off to Hamburg ("Amborkh") that same day with gun salutes and 
21 Thc Catholic archdiocese of Bremen included the city oE Stade. Its resident 

archbishop would have been the highest Church authocity in the province. 
22 PDS, VOL 2,657-658, 
23 PDS, vol. 2,658-659, 
24 In modem Russian, the word korm means "fodder." In cariicr times, however, it 

refened as well to human food and bodily sustenance in general. Muscovite embassies 
gencraILy requested konn at each stopping place. As the Istoriyu diplomatii (History of 
D iplomacy) no tes, "Russian ambassadors abroad utilized everywhere the support of 
[governrnentl Tceasuries and cven received monetary subsidies for travelling expenses. 
since the sums issueci by ihc [ForeigN Office were usuaiiy insttfficient." V- A. Brin. et ai.. 
eds., lstorjra diplomatii (Moscow: GIPL, 1959). 2nd ed., vol, 1, 309. 

25 PM, vol. 2, 659-660. 
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mmpet fanfare. However, they declined to fumish supplies gratis. on account of the 

fact that Stade was "a small, fne place." Regarding this, Vlasiev noted in his journal: 

"In Stade. Afanasy bought food supplies himself. Stade is a fne place; the Empenx is 

ody the titular sovenign.26 and [in fact] the burgomeisters [i.e., councilmen] nile."27 

Soon &ter leaving Stade. Vlasiev sent word ahead to Hamburg so that the officiais 

the= would be nady to receive him. This had its efiect: about ten versts h m  the city,a 

he was met by Christopher von Menkus ("Khnstofor Vonmenkus"), the chief of 

musketeers. Von Menkus had come with upwanis of twenty soldiers, bringing horses 

on which Vlisiev and his cornpanions rode into Hamburg. The people of this city, 

lining up dong the streets to watch. welcomed the Muscovite embassy with the sound of 

mmpets and gun salutes; and some of their leaders came "that same hour" with wine 

and live sturgeon.29 Their spokesman, to whom Vlasiev refers variously as Dr. 

Vanlenmer, Valenmer, Valentmer, and Valenmistr, delivered a bnef but polite speech 

which cnded as follows: 

If it happens that we are unable to render you certain honors [that you are 
expecting], you should not be surprised at us; [for we are] free, trading, 
self-governing people. No Russian ambassadors or envoys have ever 
come to Our city of Hamburg, nor have any Russian merchants visited 
us. So for us this [situation1 is unusual [i.e., unprecedented1.30 

The residents of Hamburg, like those of Stade, did in fact find themselves "unable" 

to "render the honor" of supplying the Muscovite embassy with foodstuffs. However. 

they provided three bats fkee of rent, and on August 24 they presented Vlasiev with a 

silver vesse1 (Le., cup, bowl, or other such object) in honor of the Tsar. They said they 

26 Lit., "They do not listen to [or obeyj the Empemr in anything, only his namc," 
27 PDS. vol. 2. 660. The Muscovite govcmment. which supplied foreign embassies 

with a plentiful ailounent of food and other supplies " h m  the moment of entry ont0 
Russian soil," expected that its own embassies would be treateâ in a similar manner. [Zorin, 
308-309.1 However. as a "small, free place" which had no dealings with Muscovy, Stade 
would have been under no obligation to subsidize the Tsar's embassy. 

28 Ten vents (six miles) is appmximately one-third of the total distance between Stade 
and Hamburg, 

29 PDS, vol, 2, 660-661, 
30 PDS. vol, 2,662, 



had heard that Bons Godunov was encouraging foreign merchants to CO& to Muscovy, 

and that they intended to petition him for pemiission to uade in Pskov and other cities.31 

This gave Vlasiev the opportunity, as S. M. Soloviev writes, to "extol the rnight and 

vinues of bis Tsar." 32 He began by listing Godunov's characteristics - charitable, 

just, stately,33 judicious, fortunate - and proceeded to laud the manner in which he had 

guided the country during the reign of Fyodor Ivanovich (15841598). The Muscovite 

envoy descnbed how Godunov, during his regency, had promoted commercial activity, 

built and suengthened ciaes in the "Wild Field"% and elsewhere, and carrïed on niendly 

relations with "dl the Great Sovereigns" - the Habsburg Emperor, the Persian Shah, 

the Turkish Sultan, the Cnmean Khan, and others.35 

Next Vlasiev described the manner in which the new Tsar had corne to the throne: 

And when, by the judgment of God, the Great Sovereign, Tsar and 
Grand Prince Fyodor Ivanovich, Autocrat of al1 Russia, passed awry 
[Jsnuary 7, 15981, his righteous, blameless, and benign sou136 departed 
h m  this life to Cod; and according to the will of God, and according to 
the edict of His Majesty the Tsar, and according to the benediction of 
[Godunov's] sister, the Great Sovereign, Tsaritsa and Grand Pnncess of 
al1 Russia, the nun Aleksandra Fyodorovna.37 and on account of the 
petition and request [za chelobit'em i proshen'emj of the most holy Job, 
Patriarch of Moscow, and of the Metropditans of dl Russia and the 
Archbishops and Bishops and the whole consecrated ecumenical council 

* vol* 2, :: g&iev ,  b k . y v d i ,  368. Sec infra, 8 1. 
- 

33 1 have followed L. Rex Pyles in tmmlating dorodny/cloroden as "stately." This word 
had a nwnber of meanings circa 1600, as evidenced by the following delinitions fmm the 
Slovar' russkogo yazyka XI-XVII W. (Dictionary of the Russian Language from the 
Eleventh to Seventeenth Centuries): "tail and strong of build, handsome. stately [vidny]; 
valiant. maniy. noble; strong, powcrful; good." S. F. Platonov. Boris Godunov: Tsar of 
Russia, uans. L. Rex Pyles (Gulf Bleeïe. FL: Academic International. 1973). 54: S. G. 
Barkhudarov et al., cds. Sbvur' russkogo yasyka XI-XVII vv. (Moscow: Nauka. 1975-). vol. 
4,325 

34 Sec supra, 24. 
35 PDS, vol. 2, 663-664. 
36 Tsar Fyodor was widely considercd pious and gentle. though feebleminded. Having 

withdrawn fmm govemrnent affairs, he rcportedly spent "al1 the tirne of his life in spintual 
exploits." This perception of the Tsar was no doubi Linked to the Muscovite notion of 
yurodFzvo ("hoty idiocyn), according to which fwIs wen highiy estcuned for their alieged 
prophetic abilities. S. F. Platonov, Boris Godunov (Petrograd. O p i ,  192I), 30 (trans. 39); 
V. O. Kliuchevsky, Sochinenjro, vol. 3 (Moscow: GWL, 1957). 18-20. 

37 "Aleksandra" was the name under which üina F y o d o m a  Godunova. the sister of 
Boris Godunov and wife of Tsar Fyodor Ivuiovich. was tonsured after the death of her 
husband. See Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8,346. 
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of the Russian State, and also of the Tsars and Tsareviches and many 
Sovereigns' children of various States, which serve His Majesty the Tsar 
[Le., are vassals of the Tsar of Muscovy], and of the boyars,38 and 
voevody,39 and oko/*nichie,40 and princes, and courtiers, and civil and 
state servitors [prikuznie i sluzhivie lyudij ,41 and deti boyarskieP2 
and gostiP3 and of al1 Orthodox Christendom - our Great Sovereign, 
Tsar and Grand Rince Boris Fyodorovich. Autocrat of al1 Russia, [at 
that time] became Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Rince, Autocrat of 
al1 Russia. in [these] Great States: in Vladimir, and Moscow, and 
Novgorod, and in the [fornier] Khanates of Kazan and Astrakhan, and in 
Siberia, and in al1 the celebrated States of the Russian Tsardom.4 

This statement reveals the grounds upon which Boris Godunov based his claims to 

legitimacy. According to Vlasiev's declrration, which may be taken as repnsenting the 

officiai position of the Muscovite govemment, the sources of authority that had ordained 

Boris' accession were fivefold: God, the late Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich, Fyodor's wife 

trina (Aleksmdra) GodunovaPS the Orthodox Church, and al1 the subjeçts, servants. 

and vûssals of the Muscovite strte. The first claim, to divine sanction, was a rquisite 

component of any attempt at legitimation at the time.46 For a Muscovite sovereign, the 
38 The boyiirs (boyare) tomcd the highcst rank or ihc Muscovitc service dite. 
39 Thc term voevoda dcsignatcd a military commander or a provincial govcmor wilh 

both military and civil authority. Scc Sergei G. Pushkarev. Dictionary of Russian 
Historical Term from the Eleventh Century to 1917, cd. Georgc Vemadsky & Ralph T. 
Fisher, Jr. (New Haven: Yale University Prcss, 1970), 176. 

40 The okolhichie ranked immcdiatcly below thc boyaa in Muscovite civil and 
military administration. According to S. G. Pushkarev. "they were mcmbcrs OP the Boyar 
Duma [Councill and scrved as  military commandcrs. ambassadors. judges, and 
administrators." Pushkarev, 74. 

41 The term prikaznie [yudi rcferred to Muscovitc civil servants who worked in the 
prikazy. or govcmmcnt dcpactments. According to S. G. Pushkarev. the term sluzhivie 
lyudi ("servicc people1') uusally refemd to statc servitors who worked in some military 
capacity. Pushkarcv. 56. 

42 The deti boyarskie ("boyars' sons") wcrc members of the lesscr nobility, often 
cngagcd in military scrvicc. 

43 Gost' ("guest") was a title and rank granted by the Tsar to a vcry clite group of 
merchmu. In 1598, thete werc only iwenty-one gosti in Russia, and their numbers di& not 
increasc significantly over the coursc of the seventeenth century. According to Paul 
Bushkovitch: 'The titlc ... camed wilh it suffiCient privileges to raise the holder above the 
mass of thc Russian merchants in legal status. Legally the gost* was no longer a member of 
the town community: He did not conuibute to the [tax] burden, and his house was 
considercd a white placc like an ecclesiastical or boyar propeny. He could own land and 
serfs in the countryside and was frcc of the state tavem monopoly." In exchange for such 
privüeges, the gosti entcred into govcmment service, often as diplomais or tax collectors. 
Paul Bushkovitch. The Merchants 4 Moscow. 1580-1650 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1980). 13-15, 174. 

44 PDS, vol. 2, 664-665. 
45 See supra, 33 n. 37. 
46 IL will be recalled that Archduke Maximilian of Austria claimed divine sanction for 

his prctensions to the thmc of Poland-Lithuania See supra. 13. 
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blessing of the Onhodox Church was also necessary, not least as an aileged 

manifestation of divine sanction. However, the second claim - that Boris' accession 

happened "according to the edict of His Majesty the Tsar [Fyodor]" - deserves more 

attention here. Since Godunov lacked any genealogical right to the throne,47 this claim 

of assignation by the previous Tsar was of paramount importance in establishing the 

legitimacy of his rule. 

There is considerable doubt about whether Tsar Fyodor actually did appoint Boris 

Godunov his successor.48 However, it seems that his right to assign the mlership, had 

he so desired, was accepted in Muscovy. As early as 1497, Grand Prince Ivan III had 

clnimed this right, stating: "What if I am not willing [to give the miershipl to my 

grandson or my sons? 1 will give the pnncipality [knyazhestvo] to whomever 1 

wantY9 Theoretically, then, Fyodor's assignation of the rulership to Boris would have 

been sufficient to ensure the latter's legitiniacy. 

Nonetheless, for practical nasons it was also essential to daim the "bendiction" 

(blagosloven'e) of Irina, Fyodor's widow. During the b k f  intemgnum which 

followed her husband's death, Irina alone had retiined the title of a sovereign (Thritsr 

and Grand Princess). Though she did not wish io rule, her title still carried a certain 

47 See supra, 9. 
48 Due to the abundance of contradictory stories, it is not cntirely clcar what happened 

during the last hours of the childless Tsar. In Soloviev's account, Fyodor did not specify a 
succcssor, but only cxpresscd his desire that the wii i  of God be donc. However, Soloviev 
docs mcntion that, according to Patriarch Job, Fyodor passed thc scepter to his wife. 
Similady, Plaionov states that lrina succccded her husband immediatcly upon his death. 
However. the contemporary Isaac Massa writes that Fyodor "entrusted the empire" to his 
cousin, Fyodor Nikitich Romanov (latcr Patriarch Filaret). For obvious Rasons, the 
Romanov family prefemd this version, and it found its way into sevcral Muscovite 
chronicles or the early seventeenth century. But a second contempocary, Conrad Bussow, 
provides yet anolher version of events. He claims that several prominent boyars and 
princes nfused the scepter for the sakc of appeannces before the dying Tsar became 
exasperated and offered it to whomever would take it. At this moment, Boris saw his 
opportuniiy and seized the scepter. Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8, 345-346, 691; Platonov, Bo&, 
116 (tram. 156); Isaac Massa. A Short Histuty of the Beginnings and Ongins of These 
Present Wars in Moscow under the Reign of Various Sovereignr down to the Year 1610, 
trans. G. Edward Orchard (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982). 37; Conrad 
Bussow, The Disrürbed State of the Russian Reafrn, trans. G, Edward Orchard (Montreal: 
McGill-Quccn's University Press, 1994). 9. 

49 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8,345, 
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power of legitimation. Thus, for instance, the Zemky Sobor convened by Pamarch Job 

found it necessary to ask for Inna's approval before placing Boris on the throne.50 That 

king the case. her "benediction" could not but form an essentid component of Bons' 

claims to legitimacy. 

This. then, was the manner in which the Muscovite govemment had instmcted its 

envoy to portray the accession of Boris Godunov. In continuing his speech, Vlasiev 

sought to present additional evidences of the "rightness" of the new Tsar's mie. He 

commented on the new Tsar's generosity, declaring that ail those in state pay had k e n  

given "three salaries together for one year": one in honor of the memory of the late Tsar 

Fyodor and another to celebrate the accession of the new Tsar. as well as theu regular 

salary.51 Moreover, he had indeed encouraged foreigners to trade in Muscovy, cven 

grinting some of them the high rûnk of gosr' and fumishing them with considerable 

çrpital.s2 These merchants were permitted to travel freely, even to Persia, without 

paying duty to the Muscovite govemrnent. As r result, üccording to Vlasiev. al1 

foreignen in Muscovy were now living "in peace and in quiet and in prosperous 

living."S3 In conclusion, he recommended that the citizens of Hamburg, together with 

those of Lübeck, send a delegation comprised of their "best people" to ask for 

permission to trade in Muscovy.S4 

The councilmen were eviden t1 y quite impressed wi th the potential advan tages of 

trading in Muscovy. They expressed their intention of sending a delegation to the Tsar, 

and stated that Vlasiev's speech provided confirmation of the positive reports they had 

atonov, Boris, trans- Âf Muscovite of di7;iso mentioned this exceptionai decree in discussions 
with representatives of the Crimean Khan. See Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8.37 1. 

52 According to Vlasiev. Godunov gave 1.000 mbles to some of thcse merchants and 
2.000 to others. 

53 Vlasiev claimed thc same for "al1 of Onhodox Christendom-" 
54 PDS, VOL 2,666-667. 



already received about Boris. Finally, they wished the Tsar and his children55 long lives 

and prosperous nigns. After these conversations, Vlasiev and his cornpanions left 

Hamburg. They spent the night in a small village and reached Lübeck on August 25.56 

The burghers of Lübeck were better prepand to receive a Muscovite embassy than 

those of Hamburg. They had k e n  in contact with the Muscovite govemment for more 

than a century, 57 and were therefore well acquainted with the appropriate protocol. The 

delegation which welcomed Vlasiev knew and correctly recited most of the Tsar's 

titles,58 and the city council underiook to supply him and his people with free f d  and 

lodging for the duration of their stay. On the day after the embassyts arrival, August 26, 

several members of the council came and inquired how the Muscovites had fand on their 

journey. Vlasiev answered that they had faxai well, by the grace of God, and mentioned 

that he had corne to Lübeck with a document h m  the Tsar.59 

In this letter, the Muscovite sovereign asked the burgomasters, magistrates, and 

councillors to assist his embassy by sending it to the Emperor dong the best route, and 

with as little delay as possible. The dignitaries of Lübeck kissed the Tsar's royal seal, 

accepted the document, and expressed their desire to assist Vlasiev in any way they 

couid. They even went so far as to state: "We, the midents of Lübeck, are servants of 

both Sovereigns: of the Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince Boris Fyodorovich, Autocrat 

39 Boris Ciodunov had two children: a daughter, Ksenia (1582-1622). and a son, 
Fyodor (1589-1605). After their fathef s downfall in the first half of 1605, Fyodor was 
murdered and Ksenia forced to become the mistress of False Dimitry, For more on 
Tsarevna Ksenia, see infra, 86 & n. 3. 

56 PDS, vol. 2,667-668. Lübeck lies about 40 miles northeast of Hamburg. 
57 As eaily as 1489. a Muscovite embassy had passed through Lübeck on its way to the 

court of Empemr Frederick IU. Early in the foliowing century. during the r e i p  of Tsar 
Vasily UI (r. 1505-1533). the merchants of this city received the right to vade in Muscovy. 
Their charter was renewed under Ivan IV (r. 1533-1584) and Fyodot 1 (r. 1584-1598). 
Bani sh-Karnensky. vol. 2 (1 896), 1W-î 9 1; vol, 4, 266. A The heads of the delegation greeted Vîasiev as "the envoy of the Most Wusuious 
and Powerful Great Sovereign of ail, Tsar and Grand Prince Bois Fyodorovich, Autocrat 
of ai1 Russia, of Vladimir, Moscow. [and] Novgorod; Tsar of Kazan; Tsar of Astrakhan; 
Sovereign of Pskov; Grant Prince of Smolensk. Tver. Yugra. Penn, Viatka. [and] Bolgary; 
and Sovereign and Possessor of many other States? PDS, vol. 2,668-669. For the Tsar's 
hIî title at this tirne, see i@a, 42-43, 

59 PDS, VOL 2,668-670, 
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of al1 Russia, and of the Empemr Rudolf"60 

The burghers of Lübeck had heard about Bons Godunov and the new opportunities 

for commerce in Muscovy h m  various travellers to that country, including an Imperia1 

diplomat sent to Moscow in 1597.61 Since they wen desirous of trading in Pskov and 

Novgorod, they asked Vlasîev to carry a letter of petition from them to the Tsar. This, 

however, he declined to do, advising them instead to send delegates to Moscow. As in 

Hamburg, he implied that this would produce a positive nsponse, stating: "When 

considering their petition, His Majesty the Tsar, according to his Tsarish charitable 

custom, and for [the sake of] his most dear and beloved brother, the Great Sovereign, 

Emperor Rudolf, will ensure that they are not offended."62 

On August 27, the city officiais retumed for further discussion. While continuing to 

praise Godunov, they expressed serious concems about the relations ûetween Muscovy 

and Sweden. According to their account, the regent of the latter country, Duke Charles 

(Herzog Karl), had been acting in ;ui extremely hostile manner: he refused to let thern 

pass through his land, and earlier that year he had even seized "twenty ships on the sea 

with people and with goods." They feared that he would make a deal with Godunov, 

perhaps by ceding over some temtory in Livonia, so that the two would stand together 

against Li thuania and against Lübeck.63 

Vlasiev answered that such ideas must have corne fmm "some enemy of Christians, 

someone from the Lithuanian people, who does not want CO see good within 

Christendom." He stated that Godunov had absolutely no intention of assisting Duke 

Charles in any way, and cenainly not of going to war with Lithuania or Lübeck on his 

. vol* 2. g: was t h ~ ~ ~ ~ n ' k  messengr (gonets) Lucas Magnus. The Russian records or 
his visit to Moscow may be found in PDS, vol. 2, 389-418. 

62 PDS, vol. 2, 671 -672. 
63 PDS. vol. 2, 673-674. These feus were not grounâiess, Vlasiev's subsequent 

protestations notwithstanding. According to Soloviev. Godunov hoped to take advantage 
of the quarreis between Herzog Kad of  Sweden and his nominal overlord. Sigismund UI of 
Poland, in order to gain more territory in Livonia. The Tsar's strategy was "to threaten 
Sweden with an aUiance with Poland, and Poland with an diance with Sweden." Soloviev, 
bk. 4. vol. 8: 366, 



account. In fact, Vlasiev asserted, the Tsar did not nomally have diplornatic relations 

with the Swedish duke, for the latter was not a sovereign in his own right. Charles was 

subordhate, ai least in theory, to Sigismund DI of Poland, who in 1592 had succeeded 

his father as King of Swcden. Therefore, "relations with Herzog Karl ... are not fitting 

for His Majesty the Tsar."a 

On August 29, Vlasievts last day in Lübeck, more than one hundred merchants came 

to express their great esteem for Tsar Boris, Tsaitsa Maria, Tsarevich Fyodor, and 

Tsarevna Ksenia. They called Boris "our Sovereign" and statd: "We, the residents of 

Lübeck, al1 prdy to God about their Royal health every hour! And hearing of the health 

of His Majesty the Tsar and of  his son, the Tsarevich, Prince Fyodor Borisovich, we 

rejoice." But these acclwnrtions, as might be supposed, stemmed from an ulterior 

motive. During the reign of Tsar Fyodor, the merchrnts of Lübeck had ben granted 

permission to ~ a d e  in Pskov and Novgorod, and they were anxious for the new Tsar to 

renew these privileges.65 

Vlasiev left Lübeck Iûter that day, taking with him two gifts for the Tsar: a gilded 

silver goblet and a gold çhain. He was esconed out of the city in a grand procession 

which included about one hundred dignitaries and five hundred musketeers. The 

Muscovite embassy then joumeyed south and reached Lüneberg ("Linborkh") on August 

30. Here Vlasiev met with the burgomastea but declined to enter into tdks with them; 

he merely accepted their present of a wine goblet and asked to be sent on to the Emperor 

without delay. On September 1, the fint day of the Muscovite onno nzundi 7 108, he 

and his cornpanions left for Brunswick ("BronsMk).66 

64 PDS. vol. 2. 675-676. This declaration. that the Tsar did not have di~lomatic 
relations with H ~ I Z &  Karl. was not made in very good faith. Vlasiev did admit that a 
Muscovite cmbassy had recently travelled to Sweden in order to announce Godunov's 
accession and to discuss the boundaries of Karelia, but he implied that this was an 
exception. In actuzl fact. however, the Muscovite government had been dealing with 
Henog KarLevery year since 1593. See Bantysh-Kamensky, vol. 4, 132- 135. 

65 PDS. vol. 2,677-678; Bantysh-Kamensky. vol. 2. 190-19 1. 
66 PDS, vol. 2.673. 678-680. The offcials o f  Lünekrg provided Wasiev with three 

c m  f ~ e  of reni. but he had to pay for lodging and for food supplies. 
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They anived two days later and were met by the Lord Mayor.67 who brought 

greetings from Archduke Ernst. This was the first tirne a member of the Habsburg 

family had recogaized the embassy's existence; and VIasiev msponded with the 

customary salutation: "1 pay respect [chelom b'yu] to the Archduke." After the 

Muscovites had ken  shown to their lodgings, the mayor and other city officials asked 

politely to see a passport (proezbya gram@) from the Tsar. This step was taLm in 

order to verify that Vlasiev was fomdy authorized to repnsent the Muscovite 

government. The officials wen shown a document which bore the Tsar's royal seai and 

appeand satisfied. Vlasiev invited them to copy it, but they did not find it necessary 

even to read it. Convinced that the bearer was who he claimed to be, they presented him 

with a gilded silver goblet and some n d  wioe. 

Since the oficials had inquired about the Tsar's health, Vlasiev assured them that 

Godunov was not only in good health, but also "Christian, charitable, wise, stately, 

fortunate, and brave." However. he would not discuss any details of domestic or 

foreip policy, asking instead to be sent on to the Emperor without any delay. He also 

leamed that Rudolf, in order to survey the situation at the Turkish border, had gone to 

Linz but would soon be retuming to Rague. 

Vlasiev left Brunswick on September 4. The next day he anived in Magdeburg 

("Magdeborkhn). where he was given food supplies but not met by any ofticid delegate. 

He then pmceeded to Leipzig ("Lipsik"), where he was not given food supplies but was 

visiteci bnefly by someone sent by the town council. From there he travelled to Dresdea 

('Drez~P). the residence of the Saxon Eiiectors, naching it on September 11.68 

Before entering the city, Vlasiev sent Ivan Kurbatov and Stepan Daniiov to inf'onn 

the authorities of their arrivai and to ask for ldging and supplies. The two under- 

seccetaries nported back that the princes hed gone hunting in the countryside, but that 

67 Vlasiev calls this individual a "grand burgomeisttr" (bol'slioi burmitr). 
68 PDS, vol. 2,681 -685. 
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their councillors had arranged for lodging. One of these, Dr. Johann Gedleman, 

cordially welcomed Vlasiev and infomd him that the princes were about forty miles 

away. He also implied that the envoy should produce his travelling documents and other 

officia1 papers. 

This last request, however, ran counter to Vlasiev's instructions. The envoy stated 

that he had been ordered to give a particula. document to the Saxon princes. who lived in 

Dresden, and that he could not hand it over to anyone else. He added that if what 

Kurbatov and Danilov had been told was true, and the princes had in fact only gone out 

to hunt, then they should be retuming shortly. Gedleman responded that the princes 

themselves were quite young (sixteen, thirteen, and twelve years old) and consequently 

did not participate in the business of government. Their uncle, Fder ick  Wilhelm, 

served as regent; but he w u  away for an extended period of time. As a result, 

Gedleman offered to take the Tsar's document to the effective rulers, the councillors. 

Nonetheless, Vlasiev persisted in the same vein as before. He declared that the 

document fiom the Tsar was for the princes, regardless of the their ages. Since it was 

not convenient to meet with thern at the moment, he promised to have his assistants c q  

the document to them. 

To this, Gedleman apparently acceded.69 for he began to spedc of political matters. 

He said that the councillors in Dresden were aware that the Emperor had intended to 

send ambassadors to Muscovy by way of Poland-Lithuania. However, the Sejm 

(Assembly) had refused to allow this, and a lesscr envoy had been dispatched to 

Moscow by a different route.70 Vlasiev answered chat he himself had not mvelled 

through Poland-Lithuania for the same reason. He explained that the Polish and 

Lithuanian nobles acted out of a desire to prevent good relations between the Tsar and 

69 His original resistance, it wouid seem. was motivated by a desire to detemine the 
purpose of the Muscovite embassy in advance of its fonnal declvation to the princes. This 
wouid have given him and the other cwnseiiors more time in which to pnpare a response. 

70 The impenal messenger (gonets) Lucas Magnus was sent through Prussian tdtory 
to Riga, and h m  there to Pskov. PDS, vol. 2.389. 



the Emperor. The Tsar, on the other hand, sought to maintain Friendship with the 

Ernperor and to assist him in the struggle against the "foe of al1 Christendom, the 

In reply, Gedleman provided some infornation about the current situation in the war 

against this foe. He said that the Turkish Grand ViEer had led an amy of 100,000 men 

in to the field that year, and .that some additional thousands of Crimean Tatars had gone 

with him. These were king resisted by Michael the Brave, Prince of Wallachia and 

Moldavia, who commanded a force comprised of only 40,000 of his own men and 

12,000 of the Emperor's. Hence, the prospect of military assistance h m  Muscovy was 

indeed a welcome one; and Gedleman inquired directly: "Will His Majesty the Tsar 

render help to the Emperor against the Turk?" Vlasiev responded to this query in r 

highly diplornatic f'hion: 

The Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince Boris Fyodorovich, 
Au tocrat of al1 Russia and Sovereign and Possessor of many S tates, a 
Sovereign Great, charitable, fortunate, wise, brave, uue, just, [and] 
Christian, for [the sake ofj brotherly love and of al! Orthodox 
Christendom72 always endeavors to and considers every way to nnder 
help to his brother, His Majesty the Emperor, against the Turk."73 

Vlasiev then asked where the Emperor was. Gedleman related that a gnat epidemic 

had broken out in Prague, prompting Rudolf to take up temporary nsidence at Pilsen 

("Bil'zin"). To ensure that the Imperia1 court would be ready to receive him, Vlasiev 

wmte to the authorities in Prague, asking them to forward his letter to Pilsen. Only the 

very beginning of this letter has s h v e d  in copy. However, the fragment itself is 

useful as documentary evidence of the Tsar's full title in 1599: 

By the grace of God, Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Rince Boris 
Fyodorovich, Autocrat of al1 Russia, of Vladimir, Moscow, [and] 
Novgorod; Tsar of Kazan, Tsar of Astrakhan, Tsar of Siberia; Sovereign 

71 PDS, VOL 2,685-689, 
72 Moscow wanted to emphasize that the bulk of the Christian population under 

Ottoman mie was of the Onhodox confession. See infra. 44-46,63-64.71-73. 
73 PDS. vol. 2,690. 



of Pskov and Grand Prince of Smolensk, Tver. Yugra, Perm, Viatka, 
Bolgary, and others; Sovereign and Grand Prince of Nizhny- 
Novgorod,74 Chernigov, Riazan, Livonia, Udora, Obdoria, [and] 
Kondia; and Ruler of al1 the northern country; and Sovereign of the 
Georgian Tsars' land of Ibena, and of the Circassian and Mountain 
Princes' land of Kabarda; and Sovereign and Possessor of many other 
S tates-75 

The most recent addition to this Utle was the word "Autocrat" (Samoderzhets), 

which may be found in the second line of the above quotation. This term, a calque of 

the Byzantine autokraîor. designated an independent sovereign who ruleii by divine 

right. According to Marc Szeftel, "from 1492 it was constantly used by the church.76 

but it did not become a part of the Tsar's official title until 159 1, under Ivan IV's son, 

Fedor, and then only in foreign relütions."77 Even then, however, application of the 

term remained inconsistent: Imperia1 ernissaries employed it in early 1594, omitted it 

later that year, and included it agiin in 1597.78 

Upon his accession in 1598, Boris Godunov made samodenhets an official part of 

the title for both foreign and domestic use. Following Ostrogorsky, Szeftel notes that 

"this is not surprising, for, as an elected tsar, Boris wanted to emphasize his 

prerogatives of a sovereign in his own nght."79 In other words, recognition as the 

"Autocrat of al1 Russia" provided Boris with another non-genealogical proof of 

legitimacy. It was therefore crucial that this ment addition to the Tsar's title be acceptd 

by the "senior sovereign of the continent," Empemr Rudolf II. In the next chapter. we 

shail see whether Vlasievts embassy of 1599 was able to procure this acceptance. 

74 Lit., "Novgorod of the h w e r  land." 
75 PDS, vol. 2,690-691. 
76 Usc of this t e n  was onc way for the Church to assen that Moscow was "the new 

Constantinople" - i.e., the inhentor and prcsewer of the true Onhodox Christian tradition 
after the fdl of B y-tantium (1 453). Marc Szeftel, "The Title of the Muscovite Monarch up 
to ihe End of the Seventeenih Century," Candian-Amcrican S h i c  Strrdies. 13.102 (1979). 
65-66. Sec also A. Lappo-Danilcvskij, "L'idée de l'état et son évolution en Russie depuis 
les Troubles du XVIle siecle jusqu'aux Reformes du XVIIIe" in Paul Vinogradoff, ed., 
Essays in Legal History Read befare the Internatio~i Congress of Historical Studies Held 
in London in 1913 (London: Oxford University Press, 19 l3), 357. 

77 SxfteI. 66. 
78 Szeftel does not mention this fact; but see PDS, vol. 1, 1288, 1428; vol, 2, SI 1,516- 
79 Szeftel, 66. 



3. The Muscovite Embassy of 1599 at the Court of 
Emperor Rudolf II 

Af'anasy Vlasiev's account of his entry into Pilsen and his audience with the Emperot 

has not swived. The nanative in PDS recommences immediately after this audience, 

which was followed by a conference with Rudolf s closest advisors. The text mentions 

that within an hour after being escorted from the Ernperof s presence, Vlasiev met with 

the so-called b l ih ie  bol'shie dumnie I'udi. or "close, great councilmen." These 

included President of the Rivy Council Wolfgang Rumpf von Wullrou ("Volf Rumf") 

and Marshal Paul Sixtus Trautson ("Pave1 Sikstus Troutsemn), the two rninisters who 

effectively ruled the Empire on behalf of Rudolf.1 It was with them that Vlasiev 

discussed the main business of his embassy. 

The envoy's opening speech; no doubt prepared in Moscow, began by addressing 

the central issue of Russo-Imperia1 relations. By way of preamble, Vlasiev stated: 

It is known to His Majesty the Emperor and to you, his counciiloa, that 
because of the sin of ail Christendom and for the disagreement and 
disunity of the Christian Sovereigns. Gad allowed the iofideP into 
Christendom. And the Tuikish Sultan twk possession of a great 
Christian State, the Byzantine Empire [Grechesbe Tsarsiw~, whence is 
the kginning and root of the tme Orthodox Christian faith.4 

This rhetoric provided a foundation for the argument that Vlasiev would develop in 

the cest of his speech. After recounting how the Turks and Tatars were invading 

imperid lands and shedding much Christian blood, he avemd that the "tme Christian 

, vol. 2, 691- R. JI vans, Ru and His Worfd: A Study in 
Intekec~?History, 1576-1612 ( O x f z :  %arendonb"r$)* 7 1. Entprcr Rudolf was n 
recluse who suffctcd from sevece melancholia, and his advisors handlcd most of the affairs 
of statt, See Evans, 79. 

2 For a translation of this speech, see Appendix A. 
3 The word Vlasiev uscd was besermn. a temi whicb &md espcidly to the Muslim 

T u b  and Tatars. For more information. see the Glossacy. 
4 PDS, vol. 2,692. 



Sovenign," Bons Godunov, intended to help in the stniggle against the "foe of al1 

Christendom and enemy of the C m s  of Christ." The Tsar, he claimed, steadfastiy 

desind to Liberate the Orthodox Balkan peoples h m  Ottoman rule. and to sa ail 

Christian sovenigns stand together in love and in union against the Mdel. More than 

that, he wanted to march peaonally against Crimea and thus ensure that the Tatars 

would no longer attack Imperial Hungary.5 However, as in 1597. the envoy maintaineci 

that this course of action was larnentably pncluded by the refusal of Poland-Lithuania to 

allow transit through its temtory.6 

Then followed a list of ment Muscovite efforts to assist the Empire in its war 

against the Turks. In September 1598, Godunov had sent Mikhail Tatishchev and Ivan 

Maksimov to Poland with news of his accession to the throne.7 Vlasiev stated that this 

embassy had petitioned unsuccessfully for pemission to attack Cnmea by way of the 

Dniepr River. Meaawhile, the Persian Shah, the Georgian Kings, and other Eastern 

potentates had decided to make war on Turkey. By claiming that this was the result of 

Muscovite diplomacyZ Godunov smoothiy took credit for the military activities of other 

states. Through his envoy. he declared that ali this had ken done out of his "brotherly 

love and friendship toward His Majesty the Emperor." He also expnssed regret at the 

impossibility of bnnging Muscovite troops onto the batdefield, again blaming the Poles 

who would not even allow Muscovite emissaries ihrough their land9 

Four years earliet. in fact, the Imperia1 Ambasador Warkotsch had managed to 

5 After a grcat Muscovite victory ovcr the Crimean Taian in 1591, Bons Godunov 
enjoyed an undeserved reptation as a skiIlcd military commander. See R. O. Skrynnikov, 
Boris Godunov (Moscow: Nsuka, 1978). 64 [or R. O. Skrynnikov. Boris Godunov, trans. 
Hugh F. Graham (Gulf Brccze, FL: Academic International, 1982). 491; S. F. Platonov, 
Boris Godunov ( P e î r ~ g ~  Ogni. 1921), 55 (trans. 71). 

6 PDS. vol. 2,692694. See supra. 23. 
7 Sec N. N. Bantysh-Kamcnrky, Obzor vneshnikh snoshenii Rossii (po 1800 god). vol. 

3 (Moscow: E. Lissner & Yu. Roman, 1%97), 110; S. M. Sdov'ev, Istorija Rossii s 
drcvncishikh vremen (Moscow: ISEL 1963). bk. 4. vol. 8,359. 

8 This statement has the nature of a kial tnith. The Muscovite govcnuncnt may have 
uiged M a  and othcr statcs to make w u  on the Turics. but the latter wcre naturally 
purwing thcir own intercsts in doing so. 

9 P DS. vol. 2.6946%. See i n f i  75. 
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obtain permission for Velyarninov and Wasiev to tmvel through Poland-Lithuania.10 

However. when Tsar Boris requested the same for Vlasiev's embassy of 1599, the 

govemment of Poland-Lithuania had refused. Vlasiev now infomed the Imperia1 

advisors of this fact, adding that such behavior showed a lack of concern for the welfiue 

of Christendom. He said that the Poles, in addition to impeding the fricndship between 

the Tsar and the Emperor, had fiendly relations with the Turks.11 This circumstance 

gave Vlasiev the opportunity to ask a rather loaded rhetorical question: "1s this Christian: 

to have diplornatic relations with infidel Sovenigns, and to give [them] presents and 

gifts, and to bribe [them 1 against Christendom?"i2 

The message from Moscow was clear. The Poles, though they claimed to be 

Christians, had proven themselves adversaries of Christendom. Not only did they 

refuse to unite with other Christian States, they attempted to prevent others from doing 

so as well. Finally, in dlying with the Infidel, they connibuted to the alleged suffering 

of "me" - that is, Onhodox - Christians. By contrast, the Tsar was a true Christian 

and therefore alw~ys sought to help the Emperor and the cause of Christendom. 

This polemic may be seen as a reaction to long-standing Polish attempts to convince 

the rest of Europe that Muscovy was not part of Christendom. 13 It reached its climax in 

antysh-Kamensky, vol. 1. :y  Under the influence of &h'g&ol?an Zamoyski, Poland consisiently refused to 
participate in the proposed anti-Turkish Ieague. The exception was 1595. when the pany 
agreed to join on condition that Maximilian personaily renouncc al1 claims to the throne 
and that Rudolf "put a stop to his intrigues for extending his influence in Moldavia and 
Waüachia." However, the Habsbu~s failed to meet thcse demands. and the Poles continued 
to maintain peace with Turkey. Scc W. F. Reddaway, et al.. eds.. The Cambridge Histoty of 
Poland to 1696 (Cambridge: University Press. 1950). 45 1. 458. 

12 PDS, vol. 2, 696-697. 
13 The Catholic country of Poland considered itself antemurale christianitatis. 

Christendom's first tine of defense against the heretic and infidel E a s ~  It argued chat 
Orthoâox Muscovy was not tmiy Christian. and thus not a part of Europe. See Janusz 
Tazbir, Poiand as die Ramputt of Christian Europe: Mytk and Hhtorical Rculity (Waisaw: 
Interpress. 1983); S. F. Platonov. Moskva i Zapud (Berlin: Obelisk. 1926). 11 [or S. F. 
PIatonov. Moscow and the West, ed. & crans. Joseph L. Wienynskî (Hattiesburg, Miss.: 
Academic Intcmational. 1972), 51; Roman Dyboski, Polrrnd in World Civilization. ed- 
tudwüt Knyzanowski (New York: Barrea. 1950). 16; Reddaway. 569; Philip Longworth. 
The Mding of Eastern Europe: Front Prehistory to Postcommunism. 2nd ed. (New York: 
St. Martin's, 1997). 5; Andr~ej Sulima Kaminski. Repubfic vs. Autocracy: Pola& 
Lithuania and Russia. 16864597 (Cam bridge: Harvard University Press. 1993), 3. 
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Vlasiev's closing remarks. The envoy mentioned that "prwiously rnuch dishonor was 

done to Maximilian by Polish people," and that the Tsar was desirous of tielping to 

nctify this situation. After iriquving how the Habsburgs planned to "revenge such 

vexations and ndenesses," Vlasiev finished with the following statement: 

For our Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Rince Bons Fyodorovich, 
Autocnit of al1 Russia, wants to stand as one against the Polish and 
Lithuanian land with your Sovereign, His Majesty the Emperor, and to 
take revenge on them for such ndenesses and rnisdeeds to Maximilian.14 

Such was the conclusion which followed logically from Vlasiev's first sentence, in 

which he echoed the common European belief that "the sin of al1 Christendom and the 

disagreement and disunity of the Christian Sovereigns" were responsible for the success 

of the Turks. This premise implied that it was necessary to purge Christendom of sin by 

punishing those responsible for its disunity . From the Muscovite perspective, this 

mean t war with Poland-Lithuania. 

Yet such n reasoning pmcess served to legitimize rather than detemine Muscovite 

foreign policy. It provided a convenient religious justification for a position which was 

essentially political. Furthemore, it is not even certain that this invitation to go to war 

rgainst Poland was entirely sincere. The Imperid govemment, after dl, was aware that 

Muscovy had a vuce with Poland-Lithuania until 1602. Its representatives had 

mentioned this fact in 1597 when requesting financial, not military, assistance for 

Maximilian.15 Thus, it may be that Godunov offered this proposal simply as one more 

rhetoncal sign of his professed love and devotion to the Emperor. If so, there would be 

nothing out of keeping in a speech which made much of the Tsar's alleged desire to 

15 Russia and ~oland had signed a filteen-year armistice in Augusi 1587. In 1597. the 
Imperid emissary Lucas Magnus was asked what kind of help Maximilian required. He 
answered: "It is currently not possible for your Sovereign. Tsar and Gmd Prince Fyodor 
Ivanovich of al1 Russia. to assist [Maxhilianj with people [Le.. soidiers]. becausc ihcre are 
still fivc Yeats until [the end oQ the armistice years with Lithuania. So the Sovereign, Tsar 
and Grand Prince Fyodor Ivanovich of al1 Russia, should gmnt Maximüian help from his 
Royal Treasury," PD& vol. 2, 554; SoIov'ev, bk, 4, VOL 7, 250; S. F. Platonov, Boris 
Godumv (Petrograd: Ogni. 1921). 44 (trans. 57). See also supra, 13 & n. 29. 
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march personaliy against the Crimean Tatan. Such desùes cost him little when 

circumstances aiready precluded their fulfiilment. 

The Imperial councillors did not respond immediately to Vlasiev's declarations. 

Rumpf and his cornpanions merely stated that all they had heard was mie, and that they 

would reply after learning the Emperor's thoughts on these matters. However, one 

member of the group, Hans von Hornstein ("Yans Fangorsten"), did reveal some 

information about his recent embassy to Poland. He confimied that King Sigismund 

and the Sejm had explicitly refused to ally with the Empire against the Turks.16 He 

funher assened that there was presently "great confusion" in Poland-Lithuania, due to 

the fact that the nobles "do not love the King." Hence, it was unclear who would rule 

and what foreign policy would be adopted in the future.17 

On October 6, which was likely a few days later,is the Imperial advisors read 

Vlasiev their response to his speech. First they expressed the gratitude of the Emperor 

toward Goâunov for the latter's love, concem, and desire to help in the stniggle against 

the Turks. For this, they wished him a long and prosperous reign. In honor of the real 

and intended military operations of Muscovy, Persia, Georgia, and other lands, Rumpf 

and his cornrades stated, "Our Sovereign, His Majesty the Emperor, pays respect 

[chelom b'yot] to his exceptionally beloved brother." They accompanied these words 

with actual bows of their ownJ9 

After these formalities. the councillors turned to more ~ractical matters. They 
16 h m  the Polish perspective, "Zamoyski dernonstrated the insincerity of the vague 

promises of the Empemi, who refused to givc any diable guarantee that h e  would not use 
the [anti-Turkish] Leape to funher his Imperial interests at the expense of Poland." 
Reddaway, 458- 

17 PDS, vol. 2, 698. See also Appendix C. 
18 It is impossible to determine from the Russian records how much later the second 

conf'eerence twk  place, since the date of the first has been lost However, it was almost 
cenainly noi the next day, because the word nazavtree (rneaning "on the next day" or "a 
day later") is not present. Its absence is meaninghil because Vlasiev meticulously iacluded 
il whenever applicable. Thus. his account of the third round of talks begins as Follows: 
"And on the next day, the 7th day of October, Chancellor Iohann Meker. came fmm the 
Empemr to the envoy and Secretary-Councior Afanasy Vlasiev." On the other hand. it is 
unlikely that the counciilors dclayed more than a few days b e f o ~  responding. PDS, vol. 
2,699,707. 

19 PDS, VOL 2, 699-701. 
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explained that the Empemr now hoped to make peace with Turkey. The war had proven 

extremely destructive, and he simply did not have enough fuads with which to continue 

it. There was no money in the Treasury for paying mercenaries. Only the P o p  and the 

SpaDish King had sent assistance, "and that not very great." Moreover. Bohemia, 

Moravia, Silesia, and Hwigary were suffering from an outbreak of plague. Rudoif's 

oaly hope, it seemed. was "that H is  Majesty the Tsar, in accordance with brotheriy love 

and for [the sake of] ai i  Christendom, will not forget His Majesty the Ernperor."20 

The Emperor further asked Godunov not to risk his own person in warring against 

Cnmea, but to send some of his subjects instead. According to the counciliors, any 

action would be appreciated, for the Tatars wen a "warlike people" who had inflicted 

grrat losses on the Empire. With respect to Poland-Lithuania, the Emperor's 

representatives expressed their vexation at the impossibility of convincing the lords of 

that country to support the cause of Christendom. However, they said that it was simply 

impossible to fight another war at the present time, due to the Imperia1 govemmentts 

poor financial situation and the afonmentioned epidemic. The "dishonoring of 

Maximilian," then, could not be avenged before "God gives the [appropriate] tirne."?l 

In response. Vlasiev npeated that the Tsar was always eager to help, for he sought 

above d l  "to liberate Orthodox Christendom from the han& of the infidels." For this 

reason he had induced the Eastern countries to attack Turkey aad wanted to maich 

pemnally against the Crimean Tatars. Since the Emperor had requested that Godunov 

not nsk his own life in battle, Vlasiev announced: 

That is in God's hands. His Majesty the Tsar relies on God's wiiî in 
everything. He asks and prays that the Lord God would hear the wailio 

9% and tears of poor Christians. wbo have ban destroyed by the Hagarite- 
and currently suffer in captivity and [forcedl Iabor. (He asb and prays 

ZU PUS', vol. 2,701. 
21 PDS, vol, 2,702-703, 
2 mHagaritcw was a demgatory temi deriveci from the Biblical story of Abraham and 

Hagiu. It positd a diametric opposition ktween Mudimr (the descendants of Hagar) and 
Christians (who considececi thcmaelves the 'ncw Isnel") Both church and state in Russia 
hdd to this vicw. Sce Genesis 15-21; Platonov. Boris, 5û (trans. 16). 
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that God] would grant them deliverance and freedom From the infidels. 
And, asking God for mercy, he himseif wants to effect the defense and 
deliverance of Christians with his own Tsarish person.23 

Vlasiev continued by asking the conditions upon which the Emperor desired to make 

peace with Turkey. Also, since the councillors had mentioned that there wen plans for a 

great Imperia1 ernbassy to Muscovy, he inquid which ambassadors would be sent and 

on what business. The counciilors responded that the Emperor was seeking a six-year 

tnice and the retum of al1 prisoners. The Ottomans had captured Raab (Gy&) and 

wanted to keep it as part of the settiement, but the Emperor was unwilling to give up 

such a large, fortified city. However, the councillon nmained optirnistic about the 

possibility of concluding a auce. because they believed the war had exhausted the Turks 

&o. As for the embassy, they said that Burgrave Abraham, who had visited the Tsar in 

1597, would Ieave for Muscovy that same year.24 

This concluded the main portion of the talks between Vlasiev and Rudolf s advison. 

The latter stated that the Muscovite embassy would be allowed to procecd on its way 

without delay, and offued to provide a safe conduct (oparnuya grmta)2S for travel 

through Poland-Lithuania. Alternatively, he and his cornpanions could be sent back to 

Lübeck.26 

Neither of these options suited Vlasiev. He stated that it was impossible for him to 

travel through Poland-Lithuania withou t the Tsar's comrnand. He then npeated the 

account of how King Sigismund and the Sejm had rehised to ailow Muscovite troops to 

cross their ierritory, even though attacking Crimea and assisting the Emperor wen 

important matters for al1 Christendom. He also reiterated that the Poles, 'hot wanting to 

23 PDS, vol. 2, 7U3-704. 
24 PDS, vol. 2 701. 704-705; see supra, 21-23. The= is no record of such an 

embassy, but that does not necessarily imply that the aunciiors' statement was insincere. 
25 The opusnaya grmota (lit, "dmgciws document") was used to ensure safe m i t  

lhrough a hostile state. At this time, Rudolf II was reiatively fnendly with Poland and 
evidentiy hûd the ability to take even a Muscovite diplomat under his protection in this 
rnanner. See Robert M. Croskey, Muscovite Diplumatic Practice in the Reign of han Ili 
(New York: Garland, 1987). 30. 

26 PDS, vol, 2,705. 
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see good," had refused to allow him, Vlasiev, to travel to Prague through their lands. 

The bottom Line. however, was that the Muscovite embassy simply could not enter 

Poland-Lithuania without an injunction from the Tsar. Nor could it retum to Lübeck 

without first delivering some presents and documents to Archduke Maximilian. After 

these mattets had been discussed, Rumpf and his cornpanions left for the day, again 

promising to infonn the Empemr of al1 that had tnuispired.2~ 

On October 7, Chancellor Johann Meker visited Vlasiev and communicated the 

Emperor's appreciation of Godunov's undertakings. He said the Imperial government 

possessed confirmation that the Tsar had indeed "led" other sovereigns to fight the 

Turks: the Doge of Venice had written that the rulea of Persia, Yurgench.28 and 

Georgia went to war and "captured many chies." After the Chancellor had expressed his 

master's gratitude, Vlasiev remarked: 

Pnor to this, 1 truthfully declared to you, the Emperor's councillors, 
concening ... the brotherly love and assistance of our Great Sovereign 
toward your Sovereign, His Majesty the Emperor .... And now the 
brotherly love and assistance of our Great Sovereign is well known to 
His Majesty the Emperor fiom other sides [i.e., sourcesl.29 

Subsequently, the two representatives discussed how to reach Maximilian with the 

Tsar's letter and gifts. Vlasiev had been directed to deliver them personally if 

possible.30 but Meker nported that the Archduke's whereabouts were unknown. Two 

weeks passed befon Vlasiev learned that Maximilian was in Mariendol, and that it 

would be possible to mvel there.31 In the meantirne, he had only limited contact with 

the Imperial officiais. Chancellor Meker visited twke, once to inquire about a phoney 

, vol- 2, 
Yukench ( W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a s  the capital fity o f  an ancient khanate amund the Ami Sea 

- 
basin FOr Further information, sec infra, 74 & n. 9. 

29 PDS, VOL 2,707-708. 
30 If Maximüian was "in the host [Le., umy] or somewherc in a distant place." then 

Vlasiev was to send the items with a couriet. PDS, vol. 2,707. 
31 PDS, vol. 2, 71 1-712. 
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diplomat who had travelled to Moscow many years earlier,32 and once to see how 

Vlasiev and his cornpanions were faring.33 

The remaining discussions between Vlasiev and the Imperia1 advisors deait pimarily 

with logistical matters. They deliberated at length about which rouies to use, how to 

acquire the appropriate documents, and where to spend the winter. The situation was 

made more complicated by the necessity of avoiding areas affected by the plague. In 

addition, the otpurk, or official document of "release" from the Emperor's lands, 

became a su bject of considerable dispu te. Rudolf (or else his advisors) wanted to send it 

to Maximilim's residence or to the Muscovites' winter quarters in one of the Germa 

ciiies. However, Vlasiev insisted that to do so would be a violation of protocol, 

according to which an emissary received his document of release upon leaving the host 

monarch's coun. At one point, he protested rather suongly, even implying that the 

"brotherly love" so often mentioned in Russo-Imperia1 affairs was not necessurily 

irnmutable: 

Everything is k ing  done in violation of precedent. It [would bel 
appropriate for you, the [Emperor's] advisors [blizhnie Lys, to give 
warning of this and speak [to the Emperor], in order that His Majesty the 
Ernperor would graciously release me to His Majesty the Tsar, and 
render the document of release according to previous custom. in order 
that there would not be any lack of love between our Great Sovereigns.3 

Another altercation took place over a matter of utmost importance to al1 Muscovite 

32 This was a man named Indrik Krarner, who had arrived at the court of Ivan IV 
claiming to be an Imperia1 representative. In Vlûsievrs words. "he came by swindling, by 
deceit" The Tsar had treated hirn as a legitimate cmissary. even giving Mm documents For 
Emperor MaximiIian II. The fraud was not discovered until later. Some years afterward. a 
diffcrent Kramer came to Moscow. The Muscovite civil servants (prikuznie lyudi) at first 
believed him to bc the deceiver, but they released him after learning he ww not. It is 
unclear why Chancellor Meker questioned Wasiev about this affair. PDS, vol. 2.710. For 
a later example of the same kind of deception, sec Kaminski. 201-228. 

33 This occuned on October 15. Thc chancellor stated simply that he had been sent to 
inquire how ihe embassy was doing. Ylasiev responded: "May God giant that our Great 
Sovereip, Tsar and Grand Prince Boris Fyodorovich, Autocrat of ail Russia. and his 
bmther, the Great Sovereign Empemr Rudoü; be healthy for many years. And [may He 
grant] health to us, their slaves [kholopy], in order that they. our Great Soverigns. would 
be heaïthy and joyous and happy in [niling over] their States!" PDS. vol. 2.71 1. 

34 PDS, vol. 2.71 1-714, 721-729. The quote is from colurnn 724. 
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diplomats: the Tsar's title.35 On October 20, Vlasiev received a wcitten answer fiom the 

Empem, which he gave to the interpreter Yakov Zaborovsky to read. Zaborovsky 

noted that "the Tsar's name was not written with the full denomination of the Tsar: 

'Autocrai' and the full title were not written."36 This omission reflecu the fact that 

"Autocrat" was a recent addition to the Tsar's title and had not ken  requind before the 

accession of Bons Godunov in 1598.37 Upon Vlasiev's insistence. the mistake was 

For the most part, though, relations between the Muscovite embassy and the 

Imperia1 counsellors were conducted with great civility. On October 29, Rumpf and 

Trautson, who had not put in an appearance for more than three weeks, visited Vlasiev 

because they had heard he wûs unwell. The Muscovite envoy gave them essentiaily the 

s m e  reply he had given Meker on an earlier occasion: 

May the Lord grant that our Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince 
Boris Fyodorovich. Autocrat of al1 Russia, and his most dear and 
beloved brother, the Great Sovereign Emperor Rudolf, be healthy for 
many years. And [may He grant] health to us, their slaves, in order that 
they, Our Great Sovereigns, would be healthy and joyous and happy in 
[ruling over] their States!39 

Rumpf and Trautson spoke with Vlasiev once more, on November 23. They 

revealed that the Emperor was planning to send him to Maximilian immediately, as 

requested. In fact, they revealed, Rudolf needed to turn his attention to other important 

matters. The Empire was entirely unpreparcd for the next year's military campaign in 
35 According to the lstoriya diplomatiî: "Al1 relations with foreign powers were 

constnicied on the principle of safeguarding the sovereign's "hono r." This " hono r" 
manifested itseif in the fiat place in the "denomination." i.e, the titie [of the Tsar] .... The 
question of ik title aîways occupied an important place. The insistence of Russian 
diplomats with regard to this question irritated fioreignen. Howevcr, West European 
diplomats manifested no Icss stubbomess with regard to questions of titie. They 
undemood perfectly well that behind the abstract arguments were hiding absolutel y 
pracücal considerations, insofar as the titie expressed specific nghts. and every beliUling in 
the title indirectly sipificd a iejection of these nghts." V. A, Z ~ M .  et al., eds., Istoriya 
dr'plontarii, 2nd cd. (Moscow: GIPL, 1959). vol. 1, 304-305. 

36 PDS. vol. 2,715. 
37 See supra. 43. 
38 PDS, VOL 2, 715-716, 
39 PDS, vol. 2.71 6. See supra, 52 n. 33. 
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Hungary; as a result of the plague, no mercenaries had been hired nor levies r a i d  The 

councillors said that Rudolf was planning to leave Pilsen and travei through al1 the 

healthy areas of the Empire, seeking to gatha m p s  for the war against the Turks30 

Vlasiev left Pilsen exactly one week later. On November 29, he wrote to the Tsar 

conceming his stays in Lübeck and in Pilsen. The following day, the Muscovite 

embassy departed for Manendol, where the Archduke Maximilian had his court. It 

arrived on December 1031 

It is thus evident that the accession of Boris Godunov in 1598 did not bnng about 

major changes in Muscovite policy toward the Empire. For instance, Moscow continued 

to express support for the Emperor in his war against the Turks. but without taking any 

military action on his behaif. It also continued to encourage animosity toward Poland- 

Libiuonia. even proposing a militacy alliance for the ostensible purpose of "avenging the 

insults" suffered by Archduke Maximilian a decade earlier. 

This continuity is not surprising, for Bons had been in charge of Muscovite foreign 

relations ever since 1588-89.42 Hence, the main purposes of diplornatic relations with 

the Empire remained the same alter his accession: to enhance the Tsar's Iegitimacy and 

prestige. to find a solution to the "Turkish question," and to drîve a wedge between the 

Empire and Poland-Lithuania.43 With regard to the first of these purposes, Vlasiev's 

embassy of 1599 succeeded in gaining official recognition for Boris, not only as Tsar 

and Grand Prince, but also as Autocrat. This was useful in furthering his Iegitimacy in 

the absence of geneaiogical pmogative. With respect to the second, the papers of 

, vol. 2.121-722 %. vol. 2.73 1.735. 
42 See supra. 4. 
43 See supra. 9.24-26. 
44 See supra, 43. 
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Vlasiev's embassy show that by 1599 it had proven impossible to fom a F a t  anti- 

Turkish league, and that the Emperor was hoping to make peace with the Sultan.4s As 

for the third, the Muscovite envoy censured the Poles and Lithuanians at every 

oppominity, blaming them for preventing Moscow fiom assisting the Emperor in his 

war against the Turks. He further denounced their "rudenesses" to the Archduke 

Maximilian, whose aspirations had proven conducive to contlict between the Empire and 

Poland-Lithuania. Moscow thus had an interest in maintaining good relations with 

Maximilian and in keeping his aspirations dive; and it was to the Archduke's residence 

that Vlasiev tmvelled after receiving his release h m  the Imperia1 court at Pilsen. 

asiev &id mi object to the proposition of peacc, as Boris Ciodunov had in 
but :i:kci rnîy indicatc anïy thai he hsd mi been instructed on thïs score. Svch Ag:i 
be confinned, however, because the tcxt of Vlasiev's Mkar, or "order," has not survived, 



4. The Muscovite Embassy of 1599 at the Court of 
Archduke Maximilian of Austria 

Archduke Maximilian of Austria, as mentioned in Chapter One, had had previous , 

dealings with Boris Godunov. His aspirations to the throne of Poland-Lithuania had 

entered into the affairs of almost every Imperia1 embassy to Muscovy after 1587. In 

1588, the Muscovite govemment had sent letters of support concerning this "Polish 

affair," and thereafter it regularly corresponded with Maximilian and received his 

representatives in Mosco w . 1 

By 1599, Habsburg hopes of attaining the Polish throne had become dormant. 

However, Maximilian displayed an in terest in maintaining communication with the Tsar. 

Upon learning of Vlasiev's arriva1 in Prague, he wrote to Emperor Rudolf, asking that 

the Muscovites be sent to him in Mariendol. He later wrote directly to Vlasiev, 

expressing his anticipation of the embassy's visit.2 

When Vlasiev did amve in Mariendol, he was greeted respectfully by various 

noblemen. The next day, he received a formal invitation to dine with Maximilian. The 

officiai who brought the invitation stated: 

When ambassadors or envoys of His Majesty the Emperor are at [the 
court of] your Great Sovereign. Tsar and Grand Prince Boris 
Fyodorovich, Autocrat of al1 Russia, they are [brought] to the table of 
His Majesty the Tsar, according to bis Royal favor. Yet at [the court 00 
the Roman Emperors, this custom is not followed. For years p s t ,  
ambassadors and envoys do not eat with them. But Archduke 
Maximiiian, the brother of His Majesty the Emperor. wants to act 
according to the custom of your Great Sovereip, His Majesty the Tsar. 
He wants to invite you to eat with him, and he ordered [me] to ask you: 
1s it possible for you to dine at his [tabielb 

ee P M ,  vol. 1, - : supra, 12- : Pm. vol. 2, 71~,?77!-~~. Maximi lg i  letter to Wasiev was dated November 6 
(Gregorian). which would have been October 27 according to the lulian cllendar then in 
use in Muscovy. IL reached Vlasiev in Pilsen on October 31. 

3 PDS, vol. 2,737. 



Vlasiev accepted this ingcaaating invitation and took his Company to the Archdukets 

palace on December 12. When they anived, Maximilian removed bis hat as a sign of 

respect for the Tsar. He wanted to take Vlasiev by the hand, but the latter gave him to 

know that this would be inappropriate before the Tsar's narne had ken  pronounced and 

propcr obeisance rendered. Consequently. the envoy himself bowed and delivered a 

speech on behalf of Tsar Boris and Tsarevich Fyodor. He also handed over their 

documents and presents. In response, Maximilian inquired about the health of the Tsar 

and Tsarevich, asserted his love and affection for hem, and wished them long lives and 

happy reigns. He then shook hands with each of the members of the Russian embassy3 

In his journal, Vlasiev took note of the scrupulous care which Maximilian took to 

pay honor to the Tsar. 

And while the Envoy and Secretary-Councillor Afanasy Vlasiev executed 
a bow ... and spoke the speech and confemd the documents. and 
displayed the presents, Maximilian stood the whole [tirne], withdrawing 
t h m  steps h m  his chair. And when [these actions] were finished, he 
bowed, having removed [his] hat.5 

Vlasiev dso described Maximiliants clothing, as well as the setting and appearance of 

the dining hall, and mentioned some of the leading noblemen in attendance. He recorded 

that there was much music and ceremony, but that no dinner was given. Instead, the 

Russians were invited to dine with Maximilian on December 13. 

At the banquet which took place on that date, Vlasiev sat at the head table with 

Maximilian and certain leading counts. The Archduke proposeci two toasts: one to Tsar 

Boris and Emperor RudoIf, w hich he drank standing; and the other to Tsarevic h Fyodor, 

which he drank sitting down. After this Vlasiev drank to Archduke Maximilian.6 

As the evening progresseci, singers and musicians entertaincd the diners. At some 

point, Maximilian inquired about the amusements and wild animals of the Tsar's 
4 PDS, VOL 2,738-740, 
5 PDS. vol. 2.74û-74 1. 
6 PDS, vol. 2,741-744. 
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kingdom. Unfominately, Vlasiev's answer, and the rest of his account of the embassy's 

stay at Maximilian's court, was wntten on one of several sheets h m  his officia1 report 

(stareiny spisok) that have not s u ~ v e d .  The text resumes in the middle of an undated 

speech of unknown authorship. 

The extract hm this speech begins with a reference CO Godunovrs desire to go to 

war against the Crimean Tam. The speaker mentions that the Emperor did not want the 

Tsar to lead the campaign personally, but to leave command in the field to his generals. 

He also reiterated the point that the Sultan nlied heavily on the Tatars, and hence it 

would be highly bcneficial to resaain them h m  attacking Hungary. In that case, "it will 

be[comeJ possible for His Majesty the Emperor to stand against the Turk." The speaker 

also affirmed that the long war with Turkey had exhausted the entire Holy Roman 

Empire, which was why Rudolf now sought peace and did not ask for greater military 

assi stance from the Tsar. 

Concerning Maximilian's adventures in Poland, it was stated: "His Illustrious 

Highness [Ego Presvetleishesntol suffered great misdeeds, rudeness, and losses at the 

hands of the Poles; and by these [actions] the Poles incensed d l  of Christendom." 

However, the speaker added that Maximilian had fallen into such a predicament without 

the knowledge or support of Emperor Rudolf. Monover, now that Poland was fnendly 

with the Empire's enemy, the Turkish Sultan, one could only pray that God Himself 

would take revenge on them for al1 this.7 

On the other hand, the speaker claimed that King Sigismund persondly had "shown 

himself dutiful and loving m[ward] the Emperor." He continueci: 

The king is not at all to blame; one should not reproach him. One should 
reproach the Poles who are gnat foes of the Ausaian houe: the great 
chancellor of Poland [Jan Zamoyski] and his friends. These do not 
conceive and do not want advantages for al1 Christendom, [but] conceive 
only [its] Nin. They little want the good oftheir own Kingship.8 

7 PDS, vol. 2, M4-747. 
8 PDS, vol. 2,747. 
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King Sigisrnundts alleged "desire for g d "  (dobrokhoten'e) was another reason 

Emperor Rudolf did not want to take revenge on Poland at the present time. Maxidian, 

by conhast, was still eager to do so. The speech closed with an invitation to the Tsar to 

continue supporting the Archduke's aspirations.9 

This conclusion would seem to indicate that the speech was delivered by one of 

Maximilian's representatives. However, it has ken  used in works of history as 

evidence of the Emperor's point of view. Sergei M. Soloviev includes part of it in a 

quotation which is supposed to represent the response of the Imperia1 councillors to 

Vlasiev. He combines selections from severai different meetings in Pilsen with the 

passage about King Sigismund's inculpability, concluding that " with these words the 

Ausuian notables [ vel 'rnozhij gave the ambassador to unders tand clearly about the close 

alliance of the Emperor with King Sigismund."iO 

Natalia A. Kazakova, w hose Zopodnaya Evropa v russkoi pis'mennosti XV-XVI 

vekov (Western Europe in Russian Writings of the Fifeenth and Sineenth 

Centuries) contains two paragraphs on Vlasiev's em bassy, also treats the unidentified 

speech as if it onginated in the Emperor's council. She quotes from it to show that 

"Rudolf II ... gave him [Vlasievl to know clearly that he did not support the advennirous 

plans of his brother [Maximilian]." As additional support for the idea of a breach 

between Rudolf and Maximilian, she hints that the Imperial court's professai ignorance 

of the whereabouts of Maximilian was a ploy to keep the Muscovites from meeting 

him.11 

These assertions of Soloviev and Kazakova are unjustifieci, for they are basad on a 

fragment of uncenain provenance. It is far from clear that the speech in question was 

Y PDS, VOL 2,747-748. 
10 S. M. Solov'ev, Istoriya Rossii s drevneishikh wremen (Moscow: BEL, 1963), bk. 4, 

vol. 8,369. See infra, 84-85. 
I l  N. A Kazakova. Zapadnaya Evropa v russkoi pis'rnennosti XV-XVI vehv 

(Leningrad: Nauka. 1980). 177. See sgra, 51. 
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delivered at the Emperor's court by his ministers. In fact. that hypothesis seems rather 

unlikely. In the first place, the fragment is located in Vlasiev's journal after his account 

of the embassy's departure from the Emperorts court and its amival at Maximilian's 

residence. His transcriptions of the speeches of the Imperia1 ministers occw dozens of 

pages earlier.12 In the second place. it is unlikely that Rudolf would have disclosed 

existence of disagreements within the Habsburg family to a Muscovite envoy. Yet the 

author of the unidentified speech did just that, stating that Maximilian wanted to take 

revenge against the Mes even though his brother, the Emperor, did not He foilowed 

this revelation with a request that Muscovy assist the Archduke. That would be a 

suange ending for a speech delivered on behalf of the Emperor. 

However, there are also problems with attributing the speech to Maximiliants camp. 

Al1 the Archdukes - Ernst, Matthias, Maximilian, and Albrecht - had to render due 

homage to their brother Rudolf, for he was both the Emperor and the head of their 

family. For instance: Maximilian had become regent of Tyrol in 1597 and strongly 

objected to Rudolfs attempts to take over conml of that temtory; nevertheless, in 1600 

he would wnte: "1 ... humbly and completely bow myself before Your Majesty's 

gracious and sovereign d l ,  to deal with me as may be pleasing." 13 Thus, to ask the 

Muscovites to support a project which the Emperor had vetoed would place Maximilian 

in danger of insubordination.14 It might also run counter to his own interests, for 

Moscow would be wary of offending the Emperor by offering such support.lS 

Of what, then. is the fragment evidence? It sornetimes reveals the position of the 

Emperor and sornetimes that of Maximilian. It funhu posiu a contradiction between the 

two. One possibility, then, is that the Habsburgs spoke with a forked tongue to the 

ee PD& vol, ; supra, 48- :: R J. W. Evam.2bk~~~II and Hin %rU: A SUudy in Intellectua1 History. 15764612 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1973). 59, 62. 

14 It is not inconccivable that he would do so anyway; after aü. in December of 1589 
he had idormed the Tsar that he had no intention of abiding by the conditions of Rudolfs 
peace trcaty wiih Polanâ-Lithuania, Yet in that case it later transpired that Rudolf was not 
actually opposed to Maximilian's doings, regafdless of the treaty. See supra 14- 

15 Moscow was aiieady rather Ieery of providing financial support. See supra. 14-15. 
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Muscovite envoy. The Archduke, cager to punish the Poles for theu opposition to his 

pretensions, may have contradicted officiai Imperial policy in private talcs with Vlasiev. 

However, one may also speculate that the speech was delivered by a third party, 

perhaps in one of the places through which the Muscovite embassy tmvelled after 

visiting Maximilian, There is some circumstantial evidence to support this notion: the 

fragment is directly followed in Vlasiev's journal by a Russian translation of a 

Flugschrift or "news pamphlet" (vesmvaya retrud') published in Nümburg. 16 In 

addition, the reference to "the Ausman house" sounds like the words of an outsider; 

neither Rudolf nor Maximilian referred to themselves in this manner. However, these 

are admittedly insufficient grounds on which to base any conclusion about the 

provenance of the unidentified speech. 

What is certain is that the fragment should not be used as evidence of the Imperid 

response to Vlasiev, for there is no proof that that is what it represents. This conclusion 

seriously undermines the inferences drawn by Soloviev and Kazakova. If the Imperial 

ministers really "gave the ambassador to understand clearly about the close alliance of 

the Emperor with [the Polish-Lithuanian] King Sigismund," as Soloviev claims, they 

did so in a speech which also denounced the Poles and Lithuanians for their fnendship 

with the Sultan, asked God to punish them for this and for their dishononng of 

Maximilian, and nquested that Muscovy abet the Archduke in his disobedience to the 

Emperor. If, as Kazakova asserts, the Emperor "gave Vlasiev to know clearly that he 

did not support the adventurous plans of his brother," he did so in r speech which also 

asked the Muscovite government to suppon those very plans. The contradictions 

inherent in these statements render Soloviev's and Kazakova's concIusions untenable. 

The historian must assen only what is justified by the evidence, and no more. 

Therefore, one may Say that Vlasiev's report offers some indication of a disagreement 

ktween Emperor Rudolf and Archduke Maximilian. but it is not known where this 

16 See PDS, vol, 2,748. 



information originated. It is unlikely that there was an actual rupture which prompted 

the Imperia1 councillors to try to keep Vlasiev ffom seeing the Archduke, as Kazal<ova 

suggests. Maximilian's own letter indicates tha he had ken  away h m  Manuidol, so it 

may very well ôe that the Emperor's advisors did rot know exactly where he was.17 

Most of the remainder of Vlasiev's account of his embassy is missing. The 

translation of the Nüniberg news pamphlet is also incomplete, but one suMving section 

provides some interesting information about the negotiations between Emperor Rudolf 

and the Turks. It seems that peace could not be concluded because both sides were 

seeking far more than was realistic. The Turks had demanded Raab (Gyor), Gran 

(Esztergom), and al1 the surrounding dies  and regions. They also required that the 

Empire pay the arrears of annual tribute not paid dunng the war. In return, they were 

willing to give up the rather insignificant city of Arlav. The Emperor's representatives, 

for their part, had asked for the return of "the whole Kingdom of Hungary and Croatia." 

Upon heuing ihis, the Turkish delegates had become so angry that they immediately left 

and proceeded to besiege a mal1 city in the vicinity of Gran. 18 

There are only two other brief documents in PDS that relate to Vlasiev's embassy. 

In December of 1599, Maxirnilian wrote letters to Tsar Boris and Tsarevich Fyodor, 

informing them that the Russian embassy had amved safely in Mariendol and 

congratulating them on their family's accession to the throne. As usual, he included 

many expressions of love, fkiendship, and good will. To Boris, for instance, he wished 

"bodily health for many years, a happy reign. and a great hand [to] overcome against al1 

foes and opponents."ig This illustrates that the House of Habsburg had recognized 

Bons Godunov as the Iegitîmate successor to Tsar and Grand Prince Fyodor Ivanovich, 

Autocrat of al1 Russia. 

17 PDS, vol. 2,7 18. 
18 PDS, vol. 2,750-751. 
19 PDS, vol. 2,653-656. 
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Conclusion 

In Chapter One, it was suggested that the Muscovite state of the Iate sixteenth 

century pursud three main objectives in its dealings with the Habsbirgs: to enhana the 

Tsar's legitimacy and prestige, to find a solution to the "Turkish question," and to drive 

a wedge between the Empire and Poland-Lithuania. A close study of the embassy of 

1599 bears out this conclusion and suggests a number of additional points that have been 

overlwked in the historical literature. 

With regard to the first objective, as we have seen, the ernbassy of 1599 secureci 

recognition for Boris Godunov as "Autocrat" (Samoderrhets), which was an important 

sign of his legitimacy in the absence of genealogical prerogative.1 Furthetmore, N. N. 

Bantys h-Kamensky notes that the Emperor first refemd to the Tsar as Presvetleishy 

(Most Illustrious) in a letter of May 23, 1600.2 Since this letter - which unfonunately 

has not survived - was written in response to Vlasiev's embassy of 1599, Baniysh- 

Kamensky's observation may be taken as additionai evidence of that embassy's success 

in promoting the Tsar's legitimacy and prestige at the leading European court. 

With regard to the second objective, the documents of the embassy of 1599 show 

that the Muscovite governrnent continued to express complete support for the Emperor in 

his war against the Turks. However, they also suggest that the government's real 

position was more complicated. Moscow was not simply pro-Habsburg and anti- 

Turkish; else why was its envoy so concened to emphasize the fact that the subject 

population of the Balkans was pnmarily of the Onhodox coafession? This controversial 

subject could have been avoided in keeping with odinary diplornatic practice; in 1593. 

for example, Imperia1 delegates had abandoned their usual rhetonc about the ned to 

supra, 43, - : F N .  B u i i y d K 2 ~ k ~ .  Qbror vneshnykh rnorhcnii Rossii (p IMO god), val. 1 
(Moscow: Lissner & Roman, t894), 16, 



Save Christendom when discussing the possibility of an anti-Turkish alliance with 

representatives of the Persian Shah, who was not Christian3 Similarly, the Muscovite 

govemment could have direct4 its ambassadors and envoys to speak only of the 

"Christian deliverance" and not of the "Orthodox liberation" when at the court of the 

Catholic Habsburgs. Therefore, its decision to iake the opposite path is significant, and 

suggests a desire to communicate that its support of the Habsburgs was not entirely 

unconditional. The Orthodox peoples could not be "liberated" from Muslim rule by 

king placed under Catholic nile. Perhaps, then, Moscow did not want the Habsburgs 

to advance too fu against the Turks. 

This conclusion tends to support another hypothesis of Chapter One; namely, that 

the Long War between the Habsburgs and the Turks - which represented a failure of 

the attempt to "liberate" South-Eastern Europe - actudly seerned advantageous from the 

point of view of Moscow. The war attracted large numbers of Crimean Tatars to 

Hungary and Croatia, chus removing one threat to Muscovite security; 4 and it weakened 

both the Turkish and Habsburg Empires without leading to any significant territorial 

changes unpleasant to Moscow. Thus, the Muscovite idea of a solution to the Turkish 

question must have differed significantly from the Habsburg one, despite the muent  

attestations of mutual interest 

The third objective of Muscovite relations with the Empire in the late sixteenth 

century was to prevent an alliance between the Habsburgs and Poland-Lithuania. This is 

quite apparent h m  Vlasiev's rnany denunciations of the Poles, which were phrased in 

such a way as to demonstrate the latter's hostility toward the Empire. It was alleged that 

the Rzeczpospolita had refused to allow Muscovite aoops to cross its temtory because 

it did not want the Empire to receive help in fighting the Turks; that it had refused 

passage to Muscovite envoys for die same nason; that it sent gifts to and pursued close 

. vol- 1, - e supra, 18-19, : geSSup,. 2:?$2R&?, 4. 



relations with the Turks, enemies of the Habsburgs; and that it had "dishonored" the 

Archduke Maximilian a decade earlier. Ostensibly as a result of these "transgressions," 

Moscow declareci its "willingness" to fight with the Empemr against Poland-Lithuania.5 

In spite of these verbal manoeuvenngs, Moscow would fail in its attempt to drive a 

diplornatic wedge between the Empire and Poland-Lithuania. The Poles and Habsbpngs 

ended up on the sarne side in the Thiny Years War (1618-1648), while Moscow 

supponed the nbellious Czechs.6 However, the fkiendly relations between Muscovy 

and the Habsburgs in the Iate sixteenth century set a precedent for later cooperation 

between the two powers. By the end of the following century, they would again find 

themselves working together against Ottoman Turkey and Poland-Lithuania.7 

Thus, the relations between Muscovy and the Empire dunng the tirne of Boris 

Godunov must be judged at least a modenite success. This finding contradicts the 

conclusions of the few histonans who had previously considered Russo-Impenal 

relations of the late sixteenth century. As mentioned above, Sergei Platonov implies that 

ihese relations did not have any significant consequences.8 Sergei Soloviev explicitly 

puts forth the same interpretation, stating: "The relations of Moscow with Austria could 

not Iead to anythingN9 Hence, the experience of the embassy of 1599 sheds new light 

on a su bject t hat has received on1 y cursory attention in historiography . 
The account of S. M. Soloviev requires the greatest amount of revision. Soloviev's 

conclusions are highly questionable, for he tends to accep t masks of di plomatic rhetonc 

without penetrating the real policy considerations begind them. Conceming Wasiev's 

addrcss to the Imperia1 councillors. Soloviev writes: 

cc supra, ; rnfm, 75-' ' k O. A. ?$ihtein, Ras$= i Tridtsatifet~yaya voina 1618-1648 gg.: ocherki ir 
istorii vneshnei politiki Mosbvskogo gosudorstva v pervoi polovine XVII v. (Leningrad: 
OGIZ, 1947). 43. 

7 See Andnej Sulima Kaminski. Republic vs. Autocracy: Poland-Lithuania and 
Rwsitz. 1686-1697 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 199?), 13. 

8 See supra. 23-24. 
9 S. M. Soloviev. ïsturiya Rossii s drevneishiikh vremen. bk. 4, vol. 8 (Moscow: [SEL. 

1963). 369; supra, 5; infra, 85. 
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This speech. cunning in  the manner of that time [khitraya po 
togdashnemu], having begun with an impossible promise, that Bons 
himself would go to Cnmea, and having ended widi a c d  to war with 
Poland, shows w hat pitiful attemp ts [ zhalkie popytki] the Muscovite 
govemment made in consequence of [its] utter ignorance of the relations 
between Western States. Godunov hoped through unsubstantiated 
accusations to induce Emperor Rudolf to a rupture with Poland!lo 

This passage by Soloviev contains several demonstrable errors. In the F i t  place, 

Tsar Bons did not promise to march personally against the Crimean Tatars. He did 

profess a great desire to do so, but this profession was immediately followed by a 

statement explaining why his desire could not be fulfilled. 11 Thus, the Muscovite envoy 

did not expect the Imperial councillors to believe that Boris actually intended to lead an 

amiy to Cnmea; rather, this strtement was simply a rhetorical device for conveying the 

Tsar's professed desire to help the Emperor in his war against the Turks. This tact was 

understood without difficulty by the Imperia1 councillon, who gave the expected 

response; namely, that Rudolf earnestly hoped "his most dear and beloved brother," the 

Tsar, would not risk his own life in fighting the Tatars. Vlasiev continucd the rhetorical 

exhange by remarking that 'Wis Majesty the Tsar relies on God's will in everything" and 

therefore could not promise to refrain from taking such a persona1 nsk.12 Yet to infer 

fmm this discourse that Boris sincerely intended to march into war against the Tatars is 

unwarranted. Both sides understood the diplomatic convention which allowed - 
indeed required - courteous sratemcnts which were, smctiy speaking, untme. 

In the second place, the Muscovite invitation to war against Poland-Lithuania was 

simply a continuation of earlier diplomatic relations with the Empire. Throughout the 

reign of Tsar Fyodor. Imperial diplomats had repeatedly rquested financial support for 

military ventures against the Rzenpospolita.l3 Consequently. in 1599 the Muscovite 

10 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8.369; in$ra, 84. 
1 1 See supra. 45; infra. 7 3 - E  
12 See supra. 49. 
13 See supro. 13-15. 



proposal of a military alliance against that power was phrased as a willingness to help 

the House of Habsburg achieve its previously stated goals: to place Maximilian on the 

throne of Poland-Lithuania and to avenge the insults he had suffered in 1587-1589. 

Contrary to what Soloviev claims, then, this was not a "pitiful attempt ... made in 

consequence of utter ignorance," but rather a reasonable atternpt to prevent a 

rapprochement between Poland and the Empire - through reference to the anti-Polish 

positions expressed by imperhl diplomats themselves. 

In the third place, it is unclear what Soloviev means by "unsubstantiated 

accusations." The main accusations leveled against the Poles and Lithuanians were that 

they had dishonored Maximilian a decade earlier, that they currently refused to allow 

Muscovite soldiers and diplomats to cross their lands, and that they had diplornatic 

relations with the "enemy of Christendom." 14 The fint of these was simply a repetition 

of the Impenal version of events, as communicated to Moscow through various 

ambassadors and envoys. The second and third were not unsubstantiated accusations, 

as Soloviev would have us believe, but known facts that would not have been denied by 

the Poles and Lithuanians themselves. 

Thus, it is hardly justifiable to chamcterize the Muscovite embassy of 1599 as a 

"pitiful attempt made in consequence of utter ignorance of the relations between Western 

states." The Muscovite government knew that Rudolf wanted to have good relations 

with Poland-Lithuania, but it hoped to discourage such an eventuality by means of a 

number of rhetorical devices that were eûsily understood by the Imperia1 councillors. 

Hence, it is also inappropriate to describe Muscovite diplomacy as especially '%unningN 

or "tricky." In this case, however, the fault is not Soloviev's alone; the Istoriya 

d@lomatii (History of Diplomacy) also speaks of the alleged craftiness and duplicity of 

Muscovite diplomats. After explaining that it was common for them to "pass off lies as 

muth," the Isto riya diplomtii continues as follow s: 
14 See supra, 45-47: infra, 75-77, 



Russian diplomats of this time thought nothing of alluding to nonexistent 
documents or deciuing [for example] that the Esnpemm Honorius and 
Arcadiusfi had sent a crown to the fust Muscovite [Grand] Rince 
Vladimir. When it was pointed out to them that these Emperors had lived 
six hundred years before Vladimir, they maintaiaed without bliakhg, 
that then had ken another Honorius and Arcadius, contemporaries of 
Vladimir. The obstinacy and sharpness [rerkost] to which Russian 
ambassadors sometimes resorted created an unfavorable impression 
among foreip diplomats, who in essence utilized the same methods, but 
in a more refmed forrn.16 

In considenng whether Muscovite diplomats were more disingenuous than their 

Western counterpartî. it is important to recognize that deception was a standard featun 

of European diplomacy of the time. Garrett Mattingly characterizes the diplomats of the 

early modem p e n d  as "men sent to lie abroad." representatives who often pursued their 

nations' goals through trickery.17 It seems, then. that the craftiness of Muscovite 

diplomats was l e s  exceptional than existing historiography suggests. It may even be 

that the Muscovites were less artfui than their European counterparts; for they apparently 

twk fewer precautions to ensun that their lies remained undetected.18 

The documents from the embassy of 1599 suggest a few other modifications to 

related historiography. first, Marc Szeftel's othewise excellent article on the historical 

development of the sovereign's title does not mention that use of the tenn "Autocrat" 

was imgular even in foreign relations until the accession of Bons Godunov in LB8. 

The discovery of this fact tends to strengthen his and Ostmgoaky's thesis that Godunov 

placed special empbasis on the tenn in order to eohance his legitimacy, and it lends 

15 The younger son of Thcodosius the Great, Honorius reigned ovcr the Western 
Roman Empire from 394 to 423. His eldet brother Arcadius reigned ovet the Eastern 
Empire from 395 to 408. 

16 V. A. Zain, et el., &S.. Istor&ya dipomaiii. 2nd ed.. vol. 1 (Maccow: GIPL, 1959). 
3 18. Sec the original account of this incident in The Moscovia of Antonio Possevino, SJ., 
t m s .  Hugh F. Grahun (Pittsburgh: University Center for Intemationai Studies. 19n), 129. 

17 h a  Mattingi Renuissance Diplonuicy (Baltirnoce: Pcnguin, 1955). 20 1-2û6. 
1 The cmbauy O r. 1599 included two examples of decepcion on the part of Vlaricv. 

In Hamburg. the Muscovite envoy stated that Godunov hd good relations with "al1 the 
Great Sovemigns," including the Turkish Sultan. However. in Pilsen he gave the oppite 
impmsion and hmhly d g a t e d  the Ebles for their dcaiings ~6th the Turks. In Lflkck, 
he declared untruihfully that the Tsar did not have diplomatic relations with Duke Charles 
of Sweden. Sec PDS, vol. 2.664,67@ supra, 17.33.39 & n. 64,46; in*. 72-76. 



considerable importance to the embassy of 1599. the first to obtain Imperia1 recognition 

for Godunov as "Aut~crat.~ 19 

Second. the documents of Vlasiev's embassy reveal that Godunov bestowed the title 

of gost' (great merchant) on several foreigners shoaly after his accession.~o This is not 

mentioned in the most complete book on the subject, Pdul Bushkovitch's The Merchants 

of Moscow. 1580-1 650.21 The topic therefore deserves further study. 

Third, Philip Longworth mentions that Tsar Alexis (r. 16451676) twk the unusual 

step of promoting cornmoners to high Council ranks in order to gain petsonal controi 

over the apparatus of govemment.? A precedent for this may be found in the 1605 

promotion of Afanasy Vlasiev. the envoy of 1599, to the rank of dumny àvoryunin 

(Gentleman-Councillor)3 This action was taken by False Dimitry 1, who likely 

resorted to such measures for reasons not unlike those of Alexis: as an outsider 

supported by Poiand-Lithuania, he needed the Muscovite high officials to be dependent 

on him if he was to establish authority over the machinery of state. 

Thus, a study of the embassy of 1599 bas implications beyond the field of 

diplornatic history. In addition to revising statements in existing historiography (as 

outlined above), it suggests that the Smutnoe vremya, or Time of Troubles, did not 

begin until sometime after the turn of the century. Although Kliuchevsky, Ratonov, 

Riasanovsky. and others point to a "dynastic cnsis" which began in 1598, the records of 

Vlasiev's embassy imply that the= was no such crisis. The Holy Roman Emperor 

recognized Boris Godunov as Tsar, Grand Prince, and Autocrat of al1 Russia in 1599, 

and the following year he added the title "Most Ulustrious" in his comspondence with 

the Tsar. Had the= been a dynastic crisis beginning in 1548, Godunov's legitimacy 

19 Scc supra, 43 & n. 78,5344 , 63 
20 Sec supra, 36; i@a, 82. On the title gost', s u  supra, 34 n. 43. 
21 Paul Bushkovitch, The Merchants of Moscmv. 15804620 (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Ress. 1980). 
22 Phiiip Longworth. AImk Tsar of al! the R u s s ~  (London: Scckcr & Warburg, 

1984). 189-190, 
23 Sce infi'a, 87 & n. 7. 



would have been in doubt, and it would have been more diffcult to obtain recognition 

h m  the Emperor. Fifteen years later, in fact, Emperor Matthias would decline to 

recognize Mikhail Romanov, whose ascension had to be considered doubdul in light of 

the m u e n t  uprisings and government takeovers of the Smutnoc v m y a . 2 4  

Tsar Mikhail was recognized by the ~ m ~ e r o i  in 1616, and his descendents remained 

on the throne until the February Revolution of 1917. Perhaps, then, it is more 

appropriate to begin the Time of Troubles in 1601 - the f h t  of thne consecutive years 

of famine - and end it in 1616 - when the Romanw dynasty was officially recognized 

at the leading court of Europe. At any rate, such periodizations should be based on 

evidence gleaned h m  foreign relations as well as fiom the domestic situation. 

That is one reason for urging funher study of Muscovite relations with the Empire in 

the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Another is the fact that Boris 

Godunov showed himself something of a "Westernizer" during his nign. In 1600, for 

instance, he dispatched Ivan Krarner to recruit European doctors and professon in 

Lübeck and other German cities, and in l6ûl he sent eighteen young boyan to study in 

England, France, and Germany.s This may be considered one of the precedents for the 

reforms of Peter the Great a cen tury later, and therefore funher study of Godunov's 

relations with the Habsburgs - and the West as a whole - may yield results of 

consequence for all of modern Russian history. 

24 See supra, 9. 
25 Bantysh-Kamensky. vol. 2 (1 8%). 190-19 1; vol. 4 (1902). 266; N. M. Karamzin, 

lstori' Gosuciarstva Rossiiskago. 5th ed.. bk. 3. vol. 11 (St. Petersburg: E. Prats. 1843). 
52-53, 



Appendix A: Afanasy Vlasiev's speech to the 
Imperia1 councilmen (1599) 

Afanasy Ivanov Vlasiev, the Tsds envoy to Emperor Rudolf II, delivered the following 
speech in Pilsen between September 29 and October 5, 1599.1 His statements provide 
evidence of Muscovite rhetoncal methods, and in particular the means by which the 

Foreign Office atternpted to counter Polish claims that Muscovy was not really part of 

Christendom.2 The Russian text may be found in PDS, vol. 2, col. 692-698. 
S. M. Soloviev, whose account of Vlasiev's embassy comprises Appendix C. 

quotes selectively h m  this speech. For the purposes of cornparison, the words and 
phrases he quotes will appear below in bold face. 

" I t  is known to His Majesty the Emperor and to you, his councillors, 

that because of the sin of al1 Christendom and the disagreement and disunity of the 

Christian States, Cod aliowed the in  fidel [besermen] into C hristendom. And 

the Turkish Sultan took possession of a great Christian State, the Byzantine 

Empire [Grecheskoe Tsarsrïo], whence is the beginning and root of the mie Onhodox 

Christian faith. Moreover, he took possession of many other lands, which belonged 

to the Byzantine Empire - [the lands ofl the Bulgarians, Moldavians, and 

Wallachians, and Serbians, and Bosnians, and many other Christian 

States. Also, Islamic Iaw was laid down in the city of Korsun,3 which 

from ancient times had been of the Orthodox Christian faith, and that 

[city] is now [the capital ofj the Crimean State. 

"And those Muslim Sovereïgns [the Turkish Sultan and the Crimean Khan], being in 

1 hie to gaps in the envoy's official report, the exact date of this speech cannot be 
detennined. See supra, 48 n. 18. 

2 Sce supra, 46 & n. 13. 
3 A tom of Eastern Ukraine located approximately 50 miles south of PereiasIav. 
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union, stand as one against the Christian Sovereigns. And their lands wage war, and 

they take cities, and take Christendom captive. They take people into captivity and kiil 

[them], and they incessantly shed Christian blood. [In this manner] they aggrandize 

their own name[s], and expand and enlarge their own States. 

"But the Christian Sovereigns, because of the sins of al1 Chrisdans, are not in 

agreement. nor in loving [relations], nor in union among themselves. They do not stand 

as one against the infidel. Because of this, oppression and destruction proceed from the 

infidel Sovereigns to Christendom, and profanity ro the Christian faith. 

"And now the foe of al1 Christendom and the enemy of the Cross of Christ, the 

Turkish Sultan, marches for war with his many hosts. And he sends people [i.e., 

soldiers and raiders J into the land of your Sovereign, His Majesty the Emperor. And by 

order of the Turk, the Crimean Tsar [Le., Khan ] Kary Girey4 aiso marches to w u  with 

al1 the Crimean people and with the Belgorodtsy.5 [He marches] into the Emperor's 

land and sheds blood in Christendom. 

"Yet our Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince Bons Fyodorovich, Autocrat of d l  

Russia, a tnie Christian Sovereign, [behaves] according to his Tsarish, charitable 

custom. He feels unhappy about [the state ofl Christendom and wants CO provide 

assistance to His Majesty the Emperor against the Turk. As in the past, [when] he has 

desired that the Christian Sovereigns unite and stand as one against the infidel, and has 

concerned hirnself with this and has intended it; so [tooj now His Majcsty the Tsar 

above al1 concems bimself with and intends the liberation of Orthodox Chnstendom 

from the hands of the infidel. [He desires] that al1 the Christian States would establish 

themselves f i d y  in love and in unity with each other, and would stand together as one 

against the infidel States. 
Gimy II, known as Bora or "humcane," 

actively participated in the Long War (15934606) between the Habsburgs and Twks. See 
W. E. D. Allen, ed., Russian Embassies tu the Georgian Kings, 1589-16û5 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge [Iniversity Press, 1970), vol. 2,411, n. 3, 

5 Le., the Cossack inhabitants of the mgion mund Belgorod (Bilhorod. Akkennm. 
Tyras), an ancient town located ac the estuary of the Dniester River, 
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"And for the Christian deliverance, His Majesty the Tsar has ordered [me] 

to declare his own Tsarish thought[sJ about dl Christian good to your Sovereign, 

Emperor Rudolf. He wants [to give] assistance to His Majesty the Emperor. and to 

bring about concern for the defense of al1 Orthodox Christendom. Asking God for 

grace, he himself wants to go in his own Tsarish person, with his many 

hosts, [both] Russian and Tatar, [to fight] against the enemy of the Cross of 

Christ and the foe of al1 Christendom, the Cnmean Tsar. B e  wants to go] by the 

land and water ways of various States, in order to [provide] assistance to 

Emperor Rudolf, and to bring about freedom from infidel captivity for 

Orthodox Christendom, and [to mate] confusion for the Turk. [He wants] to divert 

the Cnmean from [military coopention with] the Turk and CO destroy [the Cnmean]. 

And in the future, asking God for grace, [he wants] to act militarily against the Turk, in 

order that the latter would not march for war into the Emperor's land. 

"But, as is known to His Majesty the Emperor and to you yourselves, his 

councillors, there is no waterway to the Crimean [Khan] in the land of our 

Sovereign besides the Dnieper. And along the Dnieper there are cities of 

the [Polish-]Lithuanian King Sigismund, and lower down on the Dnieper live 

Cossacks subject to [Poland-] Lithuania [Litovskie Cherkusy]. And our Great 

Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince Boris Fyodorovich, Autocrat of al1 Russia. 

reciprocating the brotherly love of your Sovereign, Emperor Rudolf, has been concerned 

about him and about al1 Orthodox Christendom. It has been his [i.e., the Tsar's] desire 

to assist His Majesty the Emperor against the Turk by every means. [To this end] he 

sent his envoy to the (Polish-]Lithuanian King Sigismund to ask for passage 

down the Dnieper. [He sent] the Gentleman-Councillor [dwnny dvoryanin] and 

Master of the Stables [yasefnichy] and Govemor [namestnik]6 of Mozhaisk. Mildiail 

uon was generally honoriitc. See supra, 9 & n. 13. 
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Ignatievich Tatishchev, and the State Secretary [dia&] Ivan Maksimov.7 [The object of 

the embassy was] that King Sigismund would give, for the assistance of His Majesty the 

Emperor, a route on the Dnieper for a marine host. [Then] our Great Sovereign [the 

Tsar] could go fkeely against Crimea with [his] host, and carry the people and supplies 

in bats, in order to àraw the Crimean away h m  the Turk and to destmy [the Crimean]. 

"And His Majesty the Tsar. for [the sake ofj your Sovereign, Emperor Rudolf, 

entered into a pact with His Majesty the Persian Shah, Abbas,$ and had diplomatic 

relations with him, in order that he [the Shah) would stand with His Majesty the 

Emperor and with ail Christian States as one against the Turk. And he penuaded the 

Shah to stand with Emperor Rudolf against the Turk. And now this spring the Shah 

sent his forces to [attack] Turkish cities, and he captund many of them And Bukhara 

and Yurgenchg stand together with the Shah against the Turk. And in order to assist His 

Majesty the Emperor, on the instruction of our Great Sovereign, Prince Simon, brother- 

in-law of the Iverian Tsar Alexander, marched against the cities of the Turk which are 

f Tatishchcv and Maksimov were sent as envoys to Poland in February 1599. In the 
following year, Tatishchcv acted as negotiator when Chancellor Lev Sapieha of Lithuania 
arrived in Moscow to anange "etcmal peacc" betwcen Russia and Poland. S. M. Soloviev 
records that strong disagreements, especiaily over the status of Livonia, led to some lively 
exchanges between the two. On onc occasion, Tatishchev declared: "You, Lev, are stiU very 
Young; you always tell untmths, you lic." Sapiega responded: "You yoursclf lie, slave, but 
1 was teUing the truth the wholc tirne. You shouldn't be speaking with distinguished 
ambassadors, but with coachmen in the stables; and cven these speak more decently than 
you." This tas& comment was a slur on Tatishchev's official court title, Master of the 
Stables, to which post he had been appointed in 1596. S. B. Veselovsky, D'yaki i 
pod'yachie XV-XVII W.  (Moscow: Nauka, 1975), 312; S. M. Solov'ev, Istoriya Rossii s 
dreuneishikh vremen (Moscow: ISEL, 1963), bk. 4, vol, 8,359-362; Men, vol. 2,517. 

8 Shah Abbas 1 of Peaia reigned from 1587 to 1629. For a brief summary o f  his 
~lations with Russia, sec Allen, vol. 1.78-84. 

9 Bukhara and Yurgench (Urgench) were the capitais of two ancieni khanates of 
Cenual Asia Russia had diplomatic relations with them and, under the direction of Bons 
Godunov. sought to draw them under its political control. in 1589. a Russian embassy to 
Georgia was instructed as follows: "And if they are asked about Bukhara and about 
Urgench. Prince Semen Grigoryevich and dyak TOM shouid Say that Bukhara and 
Urgench and Izyur and Khiva send their ambassadors to out Sovereign; and even now 
Bukhara and lzyur havc sent their ambassadors to our Sovereign asking that he should 
extend his grace to them and keep them under his royal hand." Men, vol. 1.94.239-240. 
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close to the land of Iveria. 10 And he captured three cities of the Iberian land which had 

been under the Turk. And in future the Georgian Tsar Alexander and his brother-in-law 

Simon and the Kumukh land11 will stand against and p to war against the Turk. 

"All this our Great Sovereign does out of concem for Christendom, and [thus] he 

manifests his brotherly love and fnendship toward His Majesty the Emperor. And our 

Sovereign. His Majesty the Tsar, intended and wanted to send a host of ten thousand 

musketeers [strel'tsy] with firearms to help the Emperor against the Turk. But this amy 

of our Great Sovereign cannot reach [Imperial temtory] except through the lands of 

Lithuania and Poland.12 And they [Le., the King and nobles of Poland-Lithuania] do 

not allow the forces of our Great Sovereign to pass thmugh Lithuania and Poland. 

"Nor do they even allow [Muscovite] envoys and messengers to pass through 

Lithuania and PoIand. For when, iiccording to Gd's pleasure and His holy will. Bons 

Fyodorovich [Godunov] became Great Sovereign. Tsar and Grand Prince, [and] 

Autocrat of al1 Russia, 13 [and began to rule] in the m a t  celebrated States of the Russian 

Tsardom, he immcdiately wanted to send me, his envoy, to His Majesty the Emperor. in 

order to make known his [accession over the Muscovite] State, and to declare to him his 

concern and brotheriy love and assistance. And he wrote about this to King Sigismund 

and to the nobles of the [Polish and Lithuanian] assemblies many times, so that they 

would allow [me] passage through their land; but King Sigisrnund and the nobles of the 

assembly [Sejm] did not grant me passage and did not let [me] pas through Polish and 
10 The Transcaucasian territory of Iveria (or Iberia) corresponds roughly to the eastem 

half of prescrit-day Georgia. "The Iverian Tsar Alexander" was King Alexander 11 of 
Kakheti, who reigned from 1574 to 1605, His sister. Nestan Darejan, mamed King Simon 
I of Kartli, who ruied from 1557 io 1569 and from 1578 to 1599. Kartli and K;ikheti were 
two of the three kingdoms into which thc ancient state of Georgia had split in the tifteenth 
century (the other king Imereti). For their relations with Russia, Persia, and each othet, 
see Men, passim. 

11 The Kumukhs were a tribe of Daghestan. Their khanate had its capital at Tarku. a 
city on the wcst shore of the Caspian Sea. 

12 See supra. 28 n. 10. 
13 For the sake of clarity, this sentence has ken shonened by the ommission of one 

repetition of the Tsarish titie. The text actumy reads. "For when. according to God's 
pleasure and His holy wiii, our Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince Bons Fyodomvich. 
Autocnt OC di Russia. becarne Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince, [andl Autocnt of 
aü Russia.." 
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Lithuanian land. They did not want to see brotherly love and fnendship between our 

Gnat Sovereign, His Majesty the Tsar. and Your Sovereign, His Majesty the Emperor, 

and were not concemed about [the fate of) Christendom. 

"And [then] our Great Sovereign, His Majesty the Tsar, urgently sent his envoy to 

King Sigismund to ask for a route on the Dnieper for his host, in order thereby to assist 

and to help the Ernperor; and also [to ask them] to allow me, the envoy of His Majesty 

the Tsar, to pass through [their land] to His Majesty the Emperor. But King 

Sigismund and the nobles of the assembly did not allow passage on the 

Dnieper for the host of our Gnat Sovereign, nor did they allow me, the envoy, to 

pass through [their land] to His Majesty the Emperor. And [sol our 

Sovereign, His Majesty the Tsar, sent me to Kolmogory.14 and fmm Kolmogory by sea 

[Le., through Arkhangelsk and across the White Sea]. 

"Thus it is evident to our Great Sovereign that the (Polish-]Lithuanian King 

Sigismund will not allow [Muscovite] envoys and heralds to pass through [his land], 

because he does not want to see friendship between our Gnat  Sovereign, 

Tsar and Grand Rince Bons Fyodorovich, Autocrat of al1 Russia, and [your] Great 

Sovereign. Emperor Rudolf, [nor] the good of Christians. And he [Sigismund] 

has diplomatic relations with the Turk, and wants to be in friendship with him; 

and he allows the Crimean [Tatarsl to pass through bis land into the 

Emperor's land; and he sends them [Le., the Turkish Sultan and the Cnmean Khan] 

many presents and gifts, bribing [mkupaya] them against Christians. And he does not 

assist the Emperor in any way, nor does he permit [Muscovite] civil servants to pass 

through [his temtory] in order to give help [to the Emperorj. And is this Christian: to 

have diplomatic relations with infidel States, and to give hem presents and gifts, and to 

bribe thern against Christendom? 

14 A city (also cûiled Kholmogory) located on the Northem Dvina River 
appmximately 40 miles soulheast of Arkhangelsk. 
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"And previously much dishonor was done to Maximilian by subjects 

of Poland[-Lithuania] : [when] the Ausman ArcMuke Maximilian, the son of a Great 

Sovereign, had iunied toward the throne [i.e., had put fonh his candidacy]. they s t d  

against him with a host, and killed many of his people. And having seized him, they 

held [him] as if in captivity, and inflicted many damages. And our Great Sovereip, His 

Majesty the Tsar, feels unhappy and grieves over [the faiiure ofl this good [project]. 

And previously Our Great Sovereign, Tsar and Grand Prince Bons Fyodorovich. 

Autocrat of Al1 Russia, was concerneci about this, and wanted to act militarily in order to 

assist the Austrian Archduke Maximilian, so that the latter would attain the Polish 

throne. And in future Our Sovereign, His Majesty the Tsar, wants to see Maximilian 

(reigningl in the Polish Kingdom, and to assist him, and to act in such a way as to 

avenge the dishonors done by Polish people. 

"So would His Majesty the Emperor, having thought about this [or 

consultedl with his brother, the Austrian Archduke Maximilian, and with al1 the 

Electon [of the Holy Roman Empire], declare how they intend to art in this 

matter to avenge the dishonoring [of Maximilian]? And [would they] declare the 

following through me to our Great Sovereign, His Majesty the Tsar: how will His 

Majesty the Emperor behave toward Poland[-Lithuania] in the future and [will he] 

avenge such vexations and rudenesses? For our Great Sovereign, Tsar and 

Grand Prince Bons Fyodorovich, Autocrat of al1 Russia, desires to stand as one 

with your Sovereign, H i s  Majesty the Emperor, against the Polish and Lithuanian 

Iand, and to take revenge on them for such rudenesses and misdeeds to Maximilian." 



Appendix B: Nikolai M. Karamzin's Account of 
the Muscovite Embassy of 1599 

Nikolai Mikhailovich Karamzin (1766- 1826) was appointed court histonan by Tsar 
Alexander I in 1803. From then until his death twenty-three years lata, he wmte twelve 

volumes of the (unfinished) Istoriya Gosudarstvu Rossiiskugo (History of the 

Russian State). This work, the first of its kind, profoundly influenced the educated 
smia of Russian society. In the words of the famous poet A. S. Pushkin: 'The 
appearance of this book (appropriately) caused a sensation and made a substantial 
impression .... Everyone, even fashionable ladies, humed to read the history of their 
native land, a history previously unknown to them. Ancknt Russia seemed to have ken 
discovend by Karamzin like America was by Columbus."l 

The following account of Vlasievts embassy of 1599 has been aanslated from 

volume eleven of the fifth edition of Karamzin's Hisrory.2 

[Dunng the reign of Bons Godunov] Russian relations with Austria were, as in the 

time of Fyodor, highly amicable and not huitless. Dwnny D'yak Vlasiev, sent (in Iune 

1599) to the Emperor with news of Boris' accession, boarded a London ship at the 

mouth of the Dvina and left for the shores of Germany. There, in Lübeck and in 

Hamburg, the most distinguished citizens met him with great affection [s velikoyu 

luskoyu], with gun saiuies and music, praising Boris' aiready well-known kindness to 

foreignm and hoping to make use of new opportunities for aade in Russia.3 [Empaor] 

1 George Vemadsky, Russian Hisroriogruphy: A History, ed. Sergei Pushkarev, trans* 
Nickolas Lupinin (Belmont, MA: Nordland, 1978), 52-53. 

2 N. M. Kanunitin. lstoriya ~osudarstva Rossiiskogo, 5th ed. (St. Petersburg: E. Prats, 
1843). bk. 3, vol. 1 1,3435. 

3 Karamzin's note 78: "See in thc 'Affairs of the Imperid Courtt the Stuteiny S p W  of 
D'yak Afanasy Vlasiev, There, on p. Il: 'And while Afanasy rode toward the city 
(Hamburg), many people stood [watchingl €mm about thcee versu outside the city and in 
the ciiy [as welll, and from the city they fired [salutes] in successioa, and tnunpeters 
played.' Vlasiev arrïved at the Emperofs in October, anâ returned [to Russia] in the 
suamer of 1600." CL PDS, vol. 2.66 1. 



Rudolf, who had left Prague to avoid a deadly plague, was then living in Püsen, where 

VIasiev had discussions with Austrian Ministers. He assured them that our [Le., 

Russia's] anny had gone [to fight] againsr the Turks. but that (King] Sigismund had 

blocked the way through Lithuanian territory to the Danube; that the Tsar, as a eue 

brother of Christian Monarchs and an etemal foe of the Ottomans, had persuaded the 

[Persianl Shah and many other Asian Princes to act forcefully against the Sultan, and 

was himself ready to go perso~ l ly  against the Crimeans, if they helped the Turks; that 

we had incessantly urged the Lithuanian Nobles [Pany] to establish an alliance with the 

Emperor and with us by elevating [Archduke] Maxirnilian to the throne of the lagiellons; 

[and] that peace-loving Bons would not hesitate even to wage war for the attainment of 

this [last-mentioned] goal, if the Emperor should decide at some time to take vengeance 

on Sigismund for the dishonoring of his [i.e., the Emperor's] brocher [Maximilian].4 

Rudolf expressed gratitude, but requested from us not people [soldiers], but niher gold 

for the war with [Sultan J Mahomet 111,s desinng only that we suppnss the [Crimeanl 

Khan. The [Imperid] Ministers told him [Le.. Vlasiev]: "The Emperor, loving the Tsar, 

does not want him [Le.. the Tsar] to expose himself personally to dangers in battles 

with the barbarians.6 You have many brave Cornmanden [muzhesrvennie Voevody], 

who cm easily subdue the Crimeans without the Tsar's [involvement]: that is the 

important thing! If it be pleasing to Heaven, ihen the Polish crown, with the kind 

assistance of the great-hearted [veLikoduhny] Tsar, will not elude Maximilian; but now 

4 This is an aLlusion to Maximilian's unsuccessful attemots to gain the Polish throne 
following the death of Stefan Bathory in 1586 (sce supra. fl n. 18. 12-13). Karamzin's 
notc 79: "See vol, 10.61," 

5 The documents in PDS do not mention this request. It may be that Karamzin 
confused the response of the tmperiai councilIors in 1599 with the request of the imperial 
embassy of 1597. On the other hand. he may have gleaned bis information fmm 
documents that were subsequently lost or destmyed. See supra. 7.22. 

6 K~tamzin's note 80: "In the report of Viasiev: 'His Majesty the Emperur is very 
sonowful that His Majesty the Tsar himself wants to go in his own person. lest some 
unlortunate accident Ipritcha] occur.'" Cf. PDS. vol. 2,701-702. 



is not the time to increase the number of enemies."7 And of course we [i.e., the 

Muscovite govemment] did not [actually] intend to work with the sword for the 

elevation of Maximilian to the Polish throne; for Sigismund, already an enemy of 

Sweden, was not more dangerous for us than an Ausaian Prince on the thmne of the 

Jagiellons. And we did not intend, despite the assurances of Vlasiev, to fight with the 

Sultan unless absolutely necessary; but foreseeing [the possibility ofJ such [a necessity J 

- [and] knowing that [Sultan] Mahomet had malicious intentions toward Russia and 

indeed had ordered the [Crimean] Khan to devastate her possessions8 - Bons zeaiously 

wished Austria well in the war with that foe of Christendom. 

7 The passage in quotation marks is not a citation, but rather Kanmzin's paraphrase. 
Cf. PDS, VOL 2, 702-703, 

8 Karamzin's note 81: "See the 'Crimean Affairs' of that time." 



Appendix C: Sergei M. Soloviev's Account of the 

Muscovite Embassy of 1599 

Sergei Mikhailovich Soloviev (1 820- 1879) published his t wenty-nine volume Isroriyu 

Rossü s drevneishikh vremen (History of Russia from Earliest Times) betwcen 1851 
and 1879. This monumental work was intended to counterbalance Karamzin's officiai 
History, which Soloviev had alnady read "several times before he was thirteen,"i with 
a more liberal, modemist reading.2 In Soviet historiography, Soloviev came to be 
regarded as the principal "bourgeois" historian of Russia, as opposed to Karamzin the 
monmhist.3 

The following account of Vlasiev's embassy of 1599 has been translated h m  

volume 8 of the Soviet edi tion of Soloviev's History.4 

[During the nign of Bons Godunov] relations with the house of Austria retained 

their previous character. In lune 1 599, Boris dispatched to Emperor Rudolf an envoy, 

Dwnny Dia& Afanasy Vlasiev, who travelled by sea from Arkhangelsk, by the 

Norwegian and Danish shores, and then [south] on the Elbe. On the way 

[repnsentatives ofl the govemment of Hamburg met Vlasiev with honor, and he [replied 

to their welcome by] extoling the might and Wtues of his Tsar. He recounted how 

Bons, upon his accession to the throne, had ordered that the state servitors [sluzhivie 

l y u a  be given [the quivalent 04 thne salaries in one year: one [salary in honor ofl the 

memory of the late Tsar Fyodor, the second [to cornmernorate] his own installation as 

1 George Vemadsky, Russian Historiogmphy: A History, ed. Sergei Pushkarev, trans. 
Nickolas Lupinin (BeImont, MA: Nordland, 1978), 92. 

2 V. 1. Koretsky, "Kommentarii k sedmomu i vosmomu tomam %torii Rossii s 
drevneishikh vremen,'" in S. M. Soloviev, Istoriya Rossii s drevneishikh vremn (Moscow: 
ISEL, 1963), bk. 4,7 1 1. 

3 Sec, for insture. R. G. Skry~ikov, The The of Troubles: Russia in Crisis. 1604- 
1618. ed. & m. Hugh F. Graham (Gulf Breezc, FL: Acadcmic International. 1988). ix. 

4 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8,368-369, 



Tsar and his long-lasting [mnogoletnyl health, and the third [as their regular] annual 

[pay]. [Furthemore] he has remitted taxes, tribute. [and] the levy [posokha] for city 

construc tion,S [choosing instead tol pay for everything out of his O wn Tsarish treasury. 

And he has not only rewarded [or shown favor to] the Russian people; his charity has 

also been poured out to al1 foreigners [resident in Muscovy]. [For example, some] 

Gerrnans and a Lithuanian, who on account of th& sins [Le., offenses] had been exiled 

to distant çities, he commanded to be brought to Moscow, [and] he gave them service 

estates bomest'yci]. patrimonial estates [votchiny], houses. and money. And those that 

wanted to serve, he established in his service with a yearly salary: to [some] foreign 

trading people he gave a thousand rubles. and to others, two thousand; and he rewarded 

mrüiy with the cide of gour8-6 The burgomüsters repiied: "We have heard mily, that your 

sovereign is stately, fortunate, and kind; and throughout the whole Gennan land he wil l  

dways be honored and praked for his favor [zhlovankJ towud [those] poor Livonian 

Having found Rudolf in Pilsen. where he had moved in order to avoid the derthly 

plague [that had broken out] in Prague, Vlasiev spoke to the leading councilmen 

[bol'shie dumnie iyudij as follows: "It is known to His Majesty the Emperor and to 

3 The posokha was "an obligation of thc taxed [or 'burdened'] population of the 
Russian siate to supply from [cach] sokha a Bxcd numbcr of people for war (from the 
fourtecnth ccntury), and ais0 for statc or swietal work (city construction, the construction 
or bridges, etc.); in thc sixceenth and scventeenth centuries this was often replaced by 
monetary payment," The sokha was a unit of land measure which varied between 600 and 
1,800 clesyutinas, or 654 and 1,962 hectares, dcpending on the quality and location of thc 
land. S. G. Barkhudarov. ct al., eds,, Sbvar' russbgo yazyka XI-XVU vv., vol. 17 
(Moscow : Nauka, 199 1). 209; Vladimir Dai', Tofkovy sfovar' rhivogo velikorusskogo 
yuzyka, 2nd ed,, vol. 4 (Moscow: Russky yazyk, 1991). 283. 

6 Gost' ("guest") was a titie and rank granted by the Tsar to a very dite and wealthy 
group of merchants Sec supra, 34 n. 43. 

7 Cf. PDS. vol. 2. 666-667. Soloviev modifies the text somewhat. For example, he 
dmps the incomprehensible adjective razorepn from the list of Godunovrs vinues; and he 
changes Nemetskaya Rech' ("thc German Reich") to the more genenc Nemetskaya rernLya 
("the Gcnnan land"). Razorepn is probably an accidentai rnisspelling of raztorepn (Le, 
racmropny), which means "quick" or "srnart." This rendering would be consistent with 
other, similar Iists included in the documents of the embassy: on one occasion, VIasiev 
scates that the Tsar is "charitable and just, statdy, and judicious and fortunate"; on anocher, 
thai he is "stately. wise, and brave. and fortunate, and kind." PDS. vol. 2, 663, 704; 
cmphasis added. 



you, his councillors, that God allowed the infidel into Christendom, [and that] the 

Turkish Sultan took possession of the Byzantine Empire and many [other] lands - 

[those 04 the Moldavians, Wallachians, Bulgarians, Serbians, [and] Bosnians, and 

other Christian States. Also, Islamic law was laid down in the city of Korsun, which 

h m  ancient tines had ken of the Orthodox Christian faith, and that [city] is now [the 

capital ofl the Crimean State. For the Christian delivetance, His Majesty the Tsar 

himself wants to go in his own person, with his many hosts, [bothl Russian and Tatar, 

[to fight] against the enemy of the cross of Chnst. [He wants to go] by land and water 

ways, in order to [provide] assistance to Emperor Rudolf, and to bnng about freedom 

for Orthodox Chnstendom. But, as is known to His Majesty the Tsar [sic18 and to you, 

then is no waterway to the Cnmean Khan besides the Dnieper, and dong the Dnieper 

there are cities of the [Polish-]Lithuanian king and Cossacks subject to [Poland-1 

Lithuania. The geai sovereign [i.e., the Tsar] sent an envoy to King Sigismund to ask 

for passage down the Dnieper, but Sigismund and the nobles of the assembly [pany- 

roda] did not allow passage [for the Tsar's forces] and did not allow the envoy to pass 

through [their land] to His Majesty the Emperor. The king does not want to see 

friendship between Our great sovereign and the Emperor, [nor] the good of Christians; 

he has diplornatic relations with the Turk and allows the Crimean [Tatars] to pass 

through his land into the Emperor's land [Le., to despoil the latter]. And previously 

much dishonor was done to Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, by subjects of Poland 

[-Lithuania]. Thus, would His Majesty the Emperor, having thought [or consulted] with 

his brother-Maxirnilian and with al1 the Electors [of the Holy Roman Empire], declare 

how he intends to act toward Poland and [will he] revenge such vexations and 

rudenesses? For our great sovereign desires to stand with him as one against Poland 

8 This is a mistake: it should read "His Majesty the ünpemr." Soloviev wntes tsarsbc 
velichesrvo where the officiai records have Tsesarskoe Velichesnto. See P M ,  vol- 2.694, 
and supra, 73. 



and Lithuanid'g 

This speech. cunning in the manner of that time [khitraya po togdarshnemu], having 

begun with an impossible promise, that Boris himself would go to Cnrnea, and having 

ended with a cal1 to war with Poland, shows what pitiful attempts [zhnlkie popytki] the 

Muscovite govemment made in consequence of [its] utter ignorance of the relations 

between Western States. Godunov hoped thmugh unsubstantiated accusations to induce 

Emperor Rudolf to a rupture with Poland! The Emperor's councillors answered: "King 

Sigismund and the nobles of the assembly refused us; they do not want to stand with us 

as one against the Turk. So what is there to discuss with them? They are in great 

confusion; they themselves do not know how they will live in future, [for] they do not 

love the king. His Majesty the Emperor places [lit., holds] great hope in the great 

sovereign Boris Fyodorovich; he thinks that by reason of brotherly love and for [the 

sake of] al1 Christendom he [the Tsar] will not forget him [the Emperor]. To His 

Majesty the Emperor, the most vexing [thingj of al1 regarding the Poles is that he cannot 

bring hem to stand with him as one against the Turk. But there is nothing to be done; it 

is necessary to endure, even though it is vexing. His Majesty the Emperor is at war with 

the Turk; and if war starts also with the Poles, then there will be foes on two sides [Le., 

fronts], and the Emperor's treasury is lacking due to the Turkish war. But when God 

gives the time, then the Empemr will begin to act against PoIand ... To tell the mith, 

King Sigismund recently showeà himself dutiful and loving to[ward] the Emperor. The 

king is not at dl to blame; one should not reproach him. One should reproach the Poles 

who are great foes of the Austrian house."io With these words the Austrian notables 

[vel'mozhi] gave the ambassador [siclIl to understand clearly that the Emperor was in 

9 This is not an exact quote; Soloviev has sdected and moditied the text, (3- PDS, VOL 
2, 692-698, and supra, 71-77, 

10 Cf. PDS, vol. 2,698,701-703,747. Here SoIovicv combines selections from severai 
different speeches. See supra, 48-49,58. 

11 Vlasiev was actuaiiy ranked as an envoy (poslannik). not as an ambassador @osof). 
See supra, 27. 



close alliance with King Sigismund. Therefore, the relations of Moscow with Austria 

could not lead to anything; Boris could not begin war with the Turks to please the 

Emperor, md the Emperor could not go to war against Poland to please Boris. 



Appendix D: Afanasy Vlasiev's Career after 1599 

When Afanasy Vlasiev led a Muscovite embassy of 1599 to the court of Emperor 

Rudoif II, he had aiready attained the rank of dumny di& or conciliar secretary.1 In 

subsequent years, he went on to Iead an active and colofil caner at the top levels of 

government. After returning from the Empire in 1600, he was one of only two 

Muscwites present when Tsar Boris swore an oath of peace to the Criman Ambassador 

Akhmat Chelibei.2 In 1601, he replaced Vasily Shchelkalov as head of the Foreign 

Office. and in August of that year was sent on an embassy to Lithuania with the boyar 

Mikhail Glebovich Saitykov-Morozov. Their mission was to procure King Sigismund's 

oath to abide by the terxns of a twenty-two year vuce just concluded between Muscovy 

and the Rzeczpospoiita (Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth). After rnuch wrangling 

over titles, they finally accomplished this objective and ntumed to Moscow in January 

1602. Later that year, the pair acted as hosts for Prince Johann of Denmark, who had 

corne to Moscow to accept the hand of Tsarevna Ksenia, the daughter of Tsar Boris.3 

Vlasiev led a third embassy to the Empire in 1603,4 and the Tsar continued to trust 

1 See supra, 27. 
2 The other was Semcn Nikitich Godunov, a dative of Boris. On this occasion, the 

Tsar calied Vlasiev his bkhny ("close" or privy) dia&. See S. M. Soloviev, Istor&a Rossii s 
drevneishikh vremen (Moscow: SEL, 1940). bk, 4, vol. 8,373. 

3 Solovicv. bk. 4, vol. 8. 363-367; S. B. Veselovsky, D'yaki i pod'yachie XV-XVII W. 
(Moscow: Nauka. 1975), 98. Prince Johann died suddenly in October, and Vlasiev and 
Saltykov subsequently attempted to bevoth Ksenia to princes from Gemany, Georgia, 
Austria, and Engiand. Their efforts, however, were intemptd by the downigll of the 
Godunovs at the hands of False Dimitry in 1605. The latter, upon entering Moscow, 
forcefully took Ksenia as  his mistress and later had her tonsured and confined to a 
monastery. See SoIoviev, bk. 4, vol. 8, 367, 436; N. M. Karamzin, Istoriya Gosudorsma 
RossirSbgo, 5th ed. (St. Petersburg: E. Prats, 1843), bk. 3, vol. f 1. 13 1. 

4 This embassy is not inctuded in PDS. However, Karamzin, who must have had access 
to documents that were later lost ot destroyed, states the following: "Dumny D'yak Vlasiev 
travelIed to the Emperor again in 1603. We do not know [the contents on the discussions 
[he held ai the Imperid court]; it is only known that the Tsar assisted RudoIf from his 
treasury, restrained [the Crimean Khan] Kazy-Girei Fmm new intrusions into Hungary, and 
attempted to establish friendship between the Emperor and the Pecsian Shah, to whom 
Ausüian Envoys travelled thmugh Moscow, and who was then fighting valiantly against the 
Ottomans." Karamzin, bk 3, vol, 1 1.35- 
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him with a variety of sensitive matters. In the sumrner of 1604. with Moscow in 

confusion due to rumors about the pretender known as False Dmitry (Lzhedimitry), 

Boris sent him to inquire of an astroioger. Vlasiev brought back word that ncent 

heavenly phenomena npresented a divine waniing to beware of traitors and usurpers.5 

In early 1605, during False Dimitry's invasion of Muscovy, he was sent "to question 

and reproach" the boyar commanders responsible for retnating h m  Rylsk.6 

After the death of Tsar Bons, however, Vlasiev quicldy joined the pretender and 

becarne his advisor. In an unprecedentcd step, he was promotcd to dumny dvoryunin 

(Gentleman-Councillor) despite his non-noble origins.7 Som thereafter, in August of 

1605. Vlasiev undertook his most consequential embassy, travelling to Cracow to daim 

the hünd of Marina Mniszech on behalf of False Dimiay.8 In the presence of King 

Sigismund, he stood proxy for the new Tsar at a bemthal ceremony on November 10.9 

Upon retuming to Moscow, Vlasiev took up the powerful post of Treasurer 

(kaznachei).lo However, after the fa11 of False Dimitry less than a year later, Vlasiev 

was relieved of his position and estates and exiled to Ufa-11 In June 1606, a Muscovite 

3 Solovrcv, bk. 4, vol. 8.4 16, 
6 Veselovsky. 98. 
7 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8, 429. Sec also S. F. Platonov. Ocherki po isforii smuty v 

Moskovskom Gosudurstve XVI-XVII vv., 3rd ed. (St. Petersburg: Ya. Bashmakov, 1910). 
275. It is possible Lai ihis promotion was a reward for assistancc already rcndcrcd to False 
Dimitry's cause during the reign of Boris Godunov. One theory holds that Vlasiev had 
facilitated a conspiracy bctween the Polish ambassador Leo Sapieha and certain domestic 
opponents of' Bons. See Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8,405- 

8 Marina Mniszech was thc daughter of Jerzy Mniszech. a Polish magnatc and False 
Dimiuy's most important sponsor. According to a contract drawn up in 1604, Dmitry was 
to marry Marina &et attaining the Muscovite throne. See Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8,40940. 

9 Soloviev, bk. 4, vol. 8, 435437: Maureen Perrie, Prerenders and Puputar 
Monarchism in Earfy Modern Russia: The Fake Tsars of the Time of Troubles (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995). 85. Apparcntly many of Vlasiev's Muscovite customs 
seemed strange to the Poles, and some of his statements at the beuothal ceremony evoked 
Iaughter- When asked if the Tsar had pmmised to marry any other woman. Vlasiev 
answeted: "How should 1 know? 1 was not instructed on this [point]." After being pressed 
for a more suitable response, Vlasiev declared: "If he had pmrnised [himselfl to another 
bride, he would not have sent me hcre." Soloviev, bk. 4, vol- 8,436-437. 

10 Veselovsky. 98. 
11 Piatonov. Ocherki. 288; Soloviev. bk- 4, vol. 8,464; Veselovsky. 98. This iodt place 

under the new "Boyus' Tsar," Vasily Shuisky. According to mue sources. Vlasiev had 
saved Shuisky fmm execution for mason in 1605 by pemading Faise Dimitry to gram a 
pardon. If so. Shuisky ~epaid him evil for good. See So10viev. bk. 4, vol. 8,428. 



embassy to Poland received instructions to discredit him in the following manner. 

How could one believe Afanasy Vlasiev? Afanasy is a brigand-destroyer 
[VOI rmwitell of the Christian faith, an advisor of thot brigand False 
Dimitryl.12 He went to your Sovereign, King Sigismund, according to 
his own will, without the knowledge of the senators [Le., the boyars of 
the Duma]."l3 

Yet Vlasiev was not prepared to nlinquish the reins of power just yet. In 1610, the 

leading boyars invited the Polish prince Wlasyslaw to rule in Moscow, prompting 

Vlasiev to petition King Sigismund for the nstoration of his position and estates. In 

16 1 1, during the Polish occupation of Moscow, this request was granted. 14 

Nothing is known of Vlasiev's subsequent life. It is possible that he penshed dong 

with most of the Polish occupation force in 1612 or 1613, as the "patriotic army" of 

Minin and Pozharsky besieged and then capturexi Moscow. In any event. it must be 

assumed that he was a versatile and talented civil servant, for it was not every pod'yuchy 

who could rise through the ranks and become the confidant of Tsars. 

nning in 1606, officiai Muscovy almost invariably referred to False Dimitry as 
rot vor ("that brigand or "that villain"). For an example telated to the subject matenal of 
this îhesis, see the letter f .  Tsar Mikhail Romanov to Empemr Matthias. daied July 1 1, 
1 613, in PDS, vol, 2, 1008-1034. 

13 Soloviev, bk. 4. vol. 8,488. False Dimitry had renamed the boyars of the Duma 
"Scnatorsw in an imitation of Polish practice. [See Karamzin, bk. 3. vol. 11, 126.1 The 
embassy of 1606 could not claim that Vlasiev had acted without the knowlcdge of Falsc 
Dimitry, but it could impugn the latter's legitimacy and maintain that the "Senate" - Le., 
the legitimate ruling assembly of the Muscovite sute - had not appmved Vlasiev's 
mission, 

14 Soloviev. Mc. 4, vol. 8.612; Vewlovsky. 98. 



Glossar y 

ANTEMURALE CHRISTIANITATIS. The foremost bastion of Christendom, 

BESERMEN (also BASURMAN, BUSURMAN, BOSURMAN, BASURMANIN). 

The infidel; a person not of the Orthodox Christian faith. Used especially as a 

derogatory terni for Muslims, Turks, and Asians.1 

BOYAR. The highest rank of the Tsar's Council (DUMA) and the Muscovite s e ~ c e  

establishment. 

BURGGRAF (also BURGRAVE). City count. A nobleman with hereditary nghts to a 

panicular municipality. 

BURMISTR. Burgomeister; mayor. Used by Afanasy Vlasiev to denote the members 

of municipal councils in German Law Cities (VOLNIE GORODA). 

DESYATINA. A unit of area equivaleni to 1.09 hectvcs or 2.69 acres. 

DETI BOYARSKIE. Boy& sons. Members of the lesser nobility, often engaged in 

military service. 

DEUTSCHES STADTRECHT. Geman law code granting townsmen the right to 

govern themselves and to direct their own economic ûctivity. 

DIAK ( a h  D'YAK). S tate secretary. B ureaucratic administrator in the Muscovite civil 

service. 

DIKOE POLE. The Wild Field. Uncultivated lands in the Lower and Middle Volga. 

Don. and Dnieper regions, in habi ted primaril y b y Cossacks. 

DUMA. The Council or "Cabinett' of the Muscovite state. 

DUMNY D M  (also DUMNY D'YAK). Conciliar secretary. The fourth and lowest 

rank of the Tsar's Corncil (DUMA), granted to a very few of the senior D M .  

1 See Vladimir Dai', Tolkovy slovar' zhivogo velikorusskogo yruyka, 2nd ed., vol. 1 
(Moscow: Russky yazyk, 1989), 53. 



DUMNY DVORYAMN. Conciiiar nobleman or Gentleman-Councillor. The third rank 

of the Tsar's Council (DUMA), after BOYAR and OKOL'NICHY. 

DVOROW VOEVODA. Court manhal. One of Bons Godunov's ornamental titles 

during the period of his ngency. 

FLUGSCHRLFI:. A news pamphlet, often used to disseminate information concerning 

the success or failure of a military campaign. 

GONETS. A messenger or "herald." Diplornatic agent of lesser rank than an 

ambassador or envoy. 

GOST'. Great merchant. A member of the Muscovite economic elite, whose pnvileges 

included exemption fkom taxes and from the state tavern monopoly. The GOSTI 

served the state as tax collec tors, financial administraton, and diplomats. 

KAZNACHEL Treasurer. The post held by Vlasiev during the reign of False Dimitry. 

KONYUSHY (also STAROKONYUSHY). Master of Horse. A ceremonial title 

denved h m  the oldest division of the Tsar's household management. 

KORM. Food; fodder, supplies. 

MAGISTRAT. The goveming council of a municipality, elected in accordance with 

Geman city law (DEUTSCHES STADTRECW). 

NAKAZ The "order" or set of instructions given to a Muscovite diplornai. 

NAMESTNIK. The appointed govemor of a region of the Muscovite state, usually o 

city and its environs. Often a titular position. 

OKOL'NICHY. The second rank of the Tsar's Council (DUMA) and the Muscovite 

civil and military administration. 

OPASNAYA GRAMOTA. Safe conduct. Used to ensure unmolested travel for an 

embassy through a hostile state. 

OTPUSK. Official document of release frorn a sovereign's corn. 

PûDfYACHY. Under-sccrrtary. An assistant in the Muscovite bureaucracy. 



POMESTE. An estate granted by the Tsar in exchange for service. 

WSOKHA. A levy of men for military service and state construction pmjects. Often 

commuted to monetary payrnent. 

POSOL'SKY PRIKAZ. The Foreign Office of the Muscovite state, responsible for al1 

diplomatic missions. 

PRAVITEL'. Ruler. The official title of Boris Godunov h m  1589 to 1598. 

PRIKAZNIE LYUDI. Civil servants of the Muscovite state. 

PROEZZHAYA GRAMOTA. Travel documen$ diplomatic passport. 

RZECZPOSPOLITA. The Republic (or Commonwealth) of Poland-Lithuania. 

SAMODERZHETS. Autocrat; an independent sovereign d i n g  by divine right. 

SEM. The legislative assembly of the Polish-Lithuanian state. 

SLUZHIVIE LYUDI. Servitors of the Muscovite state, especially those engaged in a 

rnilitary capacity. 

SMUTNOE VREMYA. The Time of Troubles. A penod of turbulence in Muscovy at 

hie end of the sutteenth and kginning of the seventeenth cmturies. 

SOKHA. A unit of land measurement, ranging €rom 600 to 1,800 DESYATINAS 

according to the quality and location of the land. 

STAROKONYUSHY. See KONYUSHY. 

STATEINY SPISOK. Official report submitted to the Foreign Office (POSOL'SKY 

PRIKAZ) by a Muscovite ûmbassador or envoy upon returning to the capital. 

STRELETS. Musketeer; soldier or pard equipped with a fireann. 

SZLACHTA. The iesser nobility in PoIand. 

VECHNY MIR. Etemal peace. A final maty between two States. 

VERST (also VERSTA). A measurement of distance equivalent to 1 .O6 kilometers or 

approximately two-thirds of a mile. 

VESTOVAYA TETRAD'. See FLUGSCEMFî. 



VLASTEL'. Potentate; ruler. Title accorded to Boris Godunov by Imperia1 diplornats 

dunng the period of his regency. 

VOEVODA. Military commander &or provincial governor. 

VOL'NIE GORODA. F m  chies. Muscovite name for municipalities govemed by 

German city law (DEUTSCHES STADTRECHT). 

VOTCHINA. A patrimonial estate. 

YASELNICHY. Senior equerry; master of stables. Ceremonid title slightly below 

Master of Horse (KONYUSHY). 

YURODSTVO. Holy idiocy. The notion that fools possess prophetic abilities and 

deserve respect for their religious accomplishrnents. 

ZEMSKY SOBOR. Assembly of the Land. Electoral body of the Muscovite sute. 
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